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TOWN OFFICERS FOR 1886-7
Selectmen, Overseers of the Poor, and Highway Surveyors.
LEVI S. GOULD. HENRY G. FIELDS.
JOHN K. CURRIER.
Town Clerk.
JOHN LARRABEE.
Treasurer. Collector.
GEORGE NEWHALL. M. F. EASTMAN.
Assessors
GEORGE C. STANTIAL. ‘ GEORGE F. BOARDMAN.
MOSES BRIGGS.
Water Commissioners.
WINGATE P. SARGENT, Chairman .
WILBUR D. FISKE
JOHN R. JONES
Term expires 1887.
“ 1889.
“ “ 1888.
Superintendent of Water Works and Clerk of Board of Water
Commissioners.
ADDISON LANE.
Commissioners of Water Loan Sinking Fund.
DANIEL RUSSELL, Chairman .... Term expires 1887.
ROYAL P. BARRY
JOHN W. FARWELL .
1888.
1889.
School Committee
THOMAS W. RIPLEY, Chairman
Mrs. SARAH W. BRADBURY .
Mrs. A. K. MILLER ....
S. ROBERTSON WINCHELL
CHARLES F. LORING ....
Mrs. ADDIE B. P. WATERHOUSE .
Term expires 1887.
“ “ 1887.
“ “ 1888.
“ “ 1888.
“ “ 1889.
“ “ 1889.
Trustees of the Public Library.
ELBRIDGE II. GOSS. THOMAS B. PECK.
CHARLES C. BARRY. HANNAH LYNDE.
RUBY F. FARWELL.
Auditors.
JOHN R. NORTON. FRANK E. ORCUTT.
WALTER I. NICKERSON.
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Constables.
ANSEL B. PIERCE. FRANK M. McLAUGHLIN.
HENRY B. NEWHALL.
Registrars of Voters.
ALFRED HOCKING, Chairman .
. Term expires May 1, 1887.
WALTER BABB “ “ “ 1889.
JOHN B. SOUTHER .... “ 1888.
JOHN LARRABEE, Town Clerk.
Representative in the General Court.
JOHN LARRABEE.
Engineers of the Fire Department.
A. WILBUR LYNDE, Chief. WALTER B. ELLIS.
JOHN SINGER, Jr., Clerk.
Measurers of Wood and Bark, Weighers of Hay and Coal.
SETH E. BENSON. M. F. EASTMAN.
Surveyor of Lumber.
HENRY A. LEONARD.
Committee on Cemeteries.
GEORGE NEWHALL. DANIEL RUSSELL. JOHN LARRABEE.
Fence Viewers.
DEXTER PRATT. JOSEPH S. EASTMAN.
Pound Keeper.
W. TRUMAN HOWARD.
OTIS HOWARD.
FRANK GIBBONS.
Field Drivers.
HENRY B. NEWHALL.
W. TRUMAN HOWARD.
Police Officers.
FRANK M. McLAUGHLIN, Chief.
HENRY B. NEWHALL.
CHARLES T. STEVENS.
R. M. RAND.
A. WILBUR LYNDE.
OSBORNE E. DROWN.
CHARLES H. FULLER.
A. B. PIERCE.
EDWARD O. GOODRIDGE.
Forest Fire Wards.
DEXTER PRATT.
CHASE C. WORTHEN.
HENRY BARRON.
CALVIN LOCKE.
JAMES MARSHALL.
REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN.
o the Citizens of Melrose
:
We respectfully submit our report for the financial year
ending Dec. 31, 1886.
HIGHWAYS, SIDEWALKS, CROSSINGS, AND GUTTERS.
The liberal increase in the sum usually appropriated by the
town for highways has borne legitimate fruit, and we are
pleased to refer to our streets as being in much better condi-
tion than at any period in their history. We advise a con-
tinuance of this policy, that they may be gradually brought
to the high condition of those in our neighboring municipality.
The sum appropriated for concrete sidewalks, crossings, and
gutters has been expended in strict accordance with your vote;
but we regret to say that the amount reserved for sidewalks
was entirely insufficient to meet the demands of abutters,
and a large quantity applied for was obliged to go over until
next season. Tf the town desires to accommodate all who
apply for concrete walks, we think they must make at least
double the appropriation of last year, to be expended as here-
tofore, the town paying one half and abutters the balance. We
also recommend that two hundred and fifty dollars be appropri-
ated for repairs of old walks, one hundred dollars for crossings,
and not less than five hundred dollars for gutters, there being
many places in town on the hillsides where concrete gutters
are absolutely needed, indeed are indispensable, if we wish to
prevent the ever-recurring wash-outs, and where a dollar spent
in this way would save scores in repairs. True economy
demands a very liberal appropriation for this important object,
every season’s delay being fraught with increasing damage to
streets and property.
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SWAIN’S POND AVENUE.
In accordance with your directions, we have expended the
sum of five hundred dollars upon this avenue. Its improved
condition is appreciated, not only by the citizens of that local
ity, but by hundreds of casual tourists seeking for the beauti-
ful in nature, thus attesting the wisdom of your action.
LAND AT JUNCTION WYOMING AVENUE AND HURD
STREET.
Agreeably to your vote, we have accepted from Rufus
Leavitt, Esq., a deed running to the Inhabitants of Melrose,
of a piece of land at the junction of Wyoming Avenue and
Hurd Street, upon which sets the drinking fountain. In
payment thereof, we have concreted, as you directed, the
sidewalk on Hurd Street, adjoining the estate of Mr. Leavitt,
at the expense of the town.
SPECIAL REPAIRS ON WASHINGTON STREET.
At the November meeting you placed in our hands the
sum of one thousand dollars, to be used on the highways for
special repairs. Three hundred dollars of this money was
expended on Washington Street, in furtherance of orders
from the county commissioners, and much of the balance on
Main Street, south of Sylvan. In our judgment, it will take
at least one thousand dollars to complete the widening and
straightening of Washington Street in such a manner as to
meet the requirements of the commissioners. Every year
citations are served upon your selectmen, at the instigation
of interested citizens of Melrose, forcing them to show
cause for disobedience of the orders of the commissioners.
This is not only a source of great annoyance, but a stigma
upon the town, which should be relieved by an early comple-
tion of the work.
New streets.
We have viewed and laid out, during the last year, a widen-
ing of Essex Street, at the angle near Small’s factory, which
you accepted at the November meeting. We shall also re-
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port to the annual meeting, for your consideration* Cherry
and Meridian Streets, an extension of Porter Street, and Pros-
pect, Highland, Briggs, Morgan, and Spring Avenues at the
Highlands.
DRAIN THROUGH OTIS STREET.
We have removed the decayed and very dangerous cover-
ing of railroad sleepers from the wide drain running about
two hundred feet through the centre of Otis Street, and re-
placed them with substantial split granite. The first team
drawing these stones broke through, and it is a matter of
congratulation that the town has escaped the heavy damages
liable to have occurred at any time from the miserable con-
dition of this culvert. It is now believed to be perfectly safe.
r
AMENDMENT TO BY-LAWS.
The amendment to Section io, Article IV. of the By-Laws
relating to the laying out of streets, which was adopted at the
annual meeting, has been disallowed by the Court to which
it was referred
;
consequently your action thereon is null and
void.
TOWN HALL.
At the annual meeting you directed us, acting in concert
with a committee previously appointed, to re-arrange and re-
build the anterooms, to improve and if possible perfect the
ventilation, and to construct an exit from the rear of the
Town Hall. In furtherance of this work, we found it abso-
lutely necessary to thoroughly reconstruct the water-closets
and other defective plumbing, as well as some of the gas
and steam fixtures
;
also, in accordance with usual custom
,
and our duty as custodians of this particular property, we
have made other repairs befitting the ordinary requirements
of safety, neatness, hnd comfort. We take pleasure in
reporting that the anterooms are now second to none in
comfort and convenience, the new exit is, we think, ample and
satisfactory, and the system of ventilation, as finally com-
pleted, is generally regarded as a very near approach to per-
fection. Inside and outside the edifice is in perfect repair
,
and should so remain for many years with but trifling expend
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iture. As a gathering place for other than town purposes,
this building has become an absolutely indispensable public
necessity, and our citizens may well take pride in the posses-
sion of a Town Hall which for beauty, convenience, comfort,
and utility is conceded to be unsurpassed.
BATTERY C.
This organization has been disbanded by his Excellency
the Governor, and its guns and equipment removed. The
cause was a lack of interest and support in this community.
damages claimed and liability averted.
Several claims have been made against the town during the
past year, all but two of which were abandoned, your selectmen
refusing to entertain them as lawful or just demands. We
allowed and paid to Miss Susan Godbold the sum of twenty-
five dollars for alleged damage from a fall on the private curb-
stone at the corner of Main and Foster Streets, now protected
by notices of warning. This claim was settled under com-
promise, to avoid the expense and annoyance of litigation.
Another claim entered against the town was by Franklin
Rogers, of Bangor, Maine, for alleged damage to person and
property in consequence of certain excavations made by the
city of Malden, in laying their water main through Wash-
ington Street. As the city of Malden was acting under
authority of the Legislature, and the selectmen of Melrose
did all in their power to protect travellers, the damage, if any,
must be borne by that municipalty. The case will be tried at
Cambridge, spring term.
UNCERTAIN BOUNDARY BETWEEN MELROSE AND MALDEN.
The boundary line between Melrose and Malden, in the
vicinity of Brazil Street, is so vague and indefinite that it is
impossible to locate the same with any degree of certainty,
both Malden and Melrose taxing an estate belonging to B. F.
Dutton, Esq. To correct this anomalous condition of affairs,
it will be necessary to seek legislative enactment, which the
city of Malden has agreed to apply for at the present session
of the General Court.
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STREET LIGHTS.
One hundred and forty-seven lamps are now lighted with
kerosene, under contract with the Wheeler Reflector Com-
pany, and 30 with gas, making a total of 177, an increase of
one gas and 15 kerosene lights during the year. The un-
expected increase of private lights, which the town keeps
in condition under authority of a vote heretofore passed, has
principally caused this appropriation to run short a small
amount. The only perfect system of street lighting being
that of electricity, we think it would be well for the town to
locate a few lights along the principal streets, dispensing as
far as possible with gas and kerosene.
WYOMING CEMETERY.
The Cemetery Committee report a surplus, amounting to
$95 6.87. It seems imperative that the town should take
some action in the near future to acquire additional land for
cemetery purposes.
UNOCCUPIED SCHOOLHOUSES.
In accordance with suggestions made by your School Board,
we recommend the sale at public auction of such school
buildings as are not now in public use.
THE STONEHAM STREET RAILROAD COMPANY.
In accordance with petition of this corporation, we have
granted them locations in the town of Melrose which are
substantially as follows, viz. : From a point near the corner of
Vinton and Franklin Streets, through the centre of said Fraijk-
lin Street
,
across the Boston and Maine tracks to Green
and Main Street, thence to the Malden line, in the middle of
said streets as far as Warren Lynde’s house on Main Street,
thence to the Malden line on the east side of said street. The
track to be paved inside and outside, and the rail to be the
most approved flat pattern. The present T rail between
Vinton Street and the Highland station is to be removed en-
tirely. Spurs from the main line are also authorized from the
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corner of Main and Franklin Streets to the Wakefield line,
in the centre of the street, and through Howard Street to
the Saugus line. From opposite the residence of the late
Nelson Cochran the track is to be laid on the south side of
said Howard Street to the Saugus line
;
from the corner of
Green Street to said house the track is to be laid in the
centre of the street.
MYSTIC VALLEY SEWER.
In accordance with your vote we have attended all hearings
regarding this important project, using our influence to stay
proceedings until such time as the town deems it for their
interest to act. At present the subject appears to be in statu
quo.
BOARD OF HEALTH.
(J. K. Currier, Chairman.)
The following cases of contagious diseases have been re-
ported to the Board, viz. : diphtheria, 18; scarlet fever, 14;
typhoid fever, 14; measles, 4; whooping-cough, 1; total, 41.
During the month of August diphtheria assumed an alarm-
ing aspect, threatening to become epidemic, but through
the active efforts of officers of this board, ably seconded by
our local medical practitioners, it was kept under control, and
finally disappeared with comparatively few fatalities. Other-
wise than this special outbreak, we consider the state of the
public health during the past year as having been exceedingly
good.
POOR DEPARTMENT.
(H. G. Fields, Chairman.)
That the poor are always with us, is a declaration which
remains in its full original force.
Business has been good during the year, and there has been
no special cause for destitution, yet misfortune and intemper-
ance, with far-reaching, evil results, keep the stream of pov-
erty ever flowing in our midst. The greatest drain upon
this fund has been the full support of the insane paupers at
the various lunatic hospitals, and the outside relief,— com-
prising those who are settled here, and are being aided in
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other places, at our expense, — both forming an aggregate of
$2,382.98, which is much more than half of the appropriation.
In the inside relief department we seem to be able to regu-
late the economy closer to the interest of the town than with
the outside, where we can have little or no control, but are
compelled to submit to the terms of those who may have our
poor in charge.
There have been eleven insane persons cared for in the
hospitals within the year. This is a larger number than ever
before reported in this town.
Insanity has greatly increased during the last few years,
and on account of the over-crowded condition of the hospi-
tals we have been requested to remove those of ours who
are harmlessly insane to outside almshouses, where it is
thought that they may be fully as well cared for.
We have been unable to effect such an arrangement, and
having no almshouse of our own, we hope that we may be
permitted to continue as heretofore. But we find that many
of the cities and larger towns are preparing to provide for all
of their own insane
One hundred and eleven persons have been aided, twenty-
three of whom have received full support during the whole
or a part of the year.
Of this whole number, seventy-four have their legal settle-
ments in this town.
The remainder have been aided on account of other towns,
and of the State.
An account of expenditures and receipts may be found in
another column of this report.
THE MELROSE IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY.
This society, strictly speaking, is not a co-ordinate branch
of town government, yet its operations are of such a public and
beneficial nature, and of so much interest to our citizens, that
we consider it fairly entitled to notice in this report. From
the treasurer’s report, hereto appended, it will be observed
that the work done during the year 1886 has been productive
of more satisfactory results than during any previous season
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of its history, thanks to the ability displayed and untiring
zeal of its excellent corps of officials, generously supported by
contributions in money and labor from public-spirited citizens.
Weeds, decaying vegetation, and unsightly accumulations of
rubbish in many prominent situations not under public con-
trol have been removed through their efforts, and the “ Town
Common” greatly improved. They have also equitably dis-
tributed and planted, in various sections of the town, two hun-
dred and thirty-six shade trees, most of which received a good
start during the summer. We strongly recommend this
excellent organization to continued public support.
REPORT OF TREASURER OF THE MELROSE IMPROVEMENT
ASSOCIATION FOR 1886.
Rec’d from former treasurer $124 40
for membership fees.... 239 00
for trees and protectors . 203 25
subscriptions to clear up Common . 11 00
“ “ at Wyoming 8 50
profit on hitching posts 3 82
“ entertainment 92 15
Total receipts..... $682 12
EXPENDITURES.
O. E. Drown, care of vase.... . $
5
00
C. A. Marsh, printing..... . 5 50
Clearing up at Wyoming . . . 14 75
Membership book ..... . 3 75
C. O. Saunders, trees and protectors . 476 80
D. L. Taylor, filling vase .... 30 00
Clearing up at Common .... 22 50
J. C. Ingalls, loam ..... . 1
1
75
G. W. Dew, painting vases and fountains . 6 00
Maurice Cochran, work at Norrisville
F. M. Holmes & Co., excelsior to use on tree
1
6
00
protectors ...... . 3 00
A. W. Lynde, packing protectors 4 00
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W. L. Williams, printing ..... $5 70
N. P. Jones, teams and labor
. 12 70
Total expenditures ..... $617 45
Balance on hand ...... $64 67
W. A. Rodman,
Treasurer.
CONDITION OF THE APPROPRIATIONS.
All general appropriations controlled by the selectmen
have been kept within their limits, except that of street light-
ing, which shows a deficiency of $97, principally caused by the
unexpected increase in private lights, as heretofore explained.
The special work upon anterooms, ventilation, and a new
exit from the rear of the Town Hall, all ordered by vote of
the town, and other necessary incidental repairs to the build-
ing, will be found in detail under the appropriate financial
heading showing an excess of expenditure over income and
appropriations of $2,717.91.
Congratulating our fellow-citizens on the excellent condi-
tion and continued prosperity of this community, and thank-
ing them for unvaried courtesy and support in the trans-
action of our official duties,
We are very respectfully,
LEVI S. GOULD,
H. G. FIELDS,
JOHN K. CURRIER,
Selectmen of Melrose.
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PROCEEDINGS OF TOWN MEETINGS.
Meeting Jan. 23, 1886, 7.30 P. M.
Article i of the Warrant. To choose a moderator.
Chose Levi S. Gould, by unaminous vote.
Art. 2. To determine what action the town will take in the
matter of the petition of certain persons to the General
Court to change the town line so as to set off a portion of
its territory and add the same to the city of Malden, on peti-
tion of F. S. Hesseltine and others.
Voted
,
1. That the inhabitants of Melrose are opposed to
the petition to the Legislature for a change in the town line
by which certain of its territory is to be transferred to the
city of Malden.
2. That they declare their opposition by a rising vote, the
yeas and nays being counted and recorded.
3. That a copy of the vote and the action of this meeting
upon this article be sent to the Legislature, with the request
that they refuse to grant the petition to change the town line,
because no good cause exists for such change.
Vote upon the above, taken as stated,— yeas 224, nays 4.
Voted, That D. W. Gooch, F. S. Hesseltine, John W. Far-
well, Moses Briggs, George H. Dearborn, A. V. Lynde and
Nathan D. Blake be a committee to appear before the Com-
mittee on Towns of the Legislature and oppose any change
of the town line whereby any portion of the town shall be set
off to the city of Malden.
Art. 3. To see if the town will appoint a committee to
take into consideration the following matters relating to the
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Town Hall building, viz. : the enlarging of the hall stage,
a more thorough system of ventilation, and any other neces-
sary repairs and improvements ; said committee to report
at the next annual meeting. On petition of John W. Farwell
and others.
Voted, That a committee of five be appointed to confer with
the selectmen, and report ht the next annual meeting what
changes may be necessary, with an estimate of the cost of the
same
;
to enlarge the hall stage, to provide a more thorough
system of ventilation, and to otherwise repair and improve
the Town Hall.
Committee appointed: John W. Farwell, George H. Dear-
born, E. K. Bordman, E. C. Gould, W. A. Rodman.
Art. 4. To hear and act upon the reports of committees,
and transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting. The following, submitted by Moses S.
Page, was accepted and adopted by unanimous vote :—
Whereas
,
The patrons of the Boston and Maine Railroad,
residing in Melrose, feel that they have just cause for com-
plaining of the accommodations furnished by the said railroad,
and especially of the need of comfortable waiting-rooms for
Boston-bound passengers on the west side of the track
;
Resolved
,
That it is the sense of this meeting that a com-
mittee of five be appointed to appear before the Railroad
Commissioners, at a hearing to be held by them on the fifth
day of February next, at their rooms in Boston, to consider any
grievances of the patrons of the Boston and Maine Railroad,
provided said committee cannot secure the accommodations
desired from the managers of the railroad.
Committee appointed : Moses S. Page, D. W. Gooch, W.
P. Sargent,- R. P. Barry, N. P. Jones.
Annual Meeting, March 1, 1886, 7 A. M.
Article i. To choose a moderator.
Chose Levi S. Gould, by unanimous vote.
Art. 2. To bring in votes on one ballot for selectmen,
clerk, treasurer, collector, assessors, and other officers.
2
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To bring in votes, upon a separate ballot, in answer to the
question, “Shall licenses be granted for the sale of intoxicat-
ing liquors in this town?” Form of ballots to be “Yes” or
“ No.”
Voted
,
That the officers elected by ballot this day shall
consist of three selectmen, who shall also be overseers of the
«
poor and highway surveyors, one clerk, one treasurer, one tax
collector, three assessors, one water commissioner for three
years, two school committee for three years, one water loan
sinking fund commissioner for three years, five library trust-
ees, three auditors, and three constables.
Polls opened.
Voted
,
That the polls be closed at 5.15 p. m.
Voted
,
That the transaction of town business, other than
voting, be postponed to 7.30 p. m.
Edward E. Babb appointed as teller, and sworn.
Polls closed at 5.15 p. m.
OFFICERS DECLARED ELECTED BY THE MODERATOR.
Selectmen
,
Overseers of the Poor, and Highway Surveyors—
Levi S. Gould, Henry G. Fields, John K. Currier. Town
Clerk— John Larrabee. Town Treasurer— George Newhall.
Collectorof Taxes— Moses F. Eastman. Assessors — George
F. Boardman, Moses Briggs, George C. Stantial. Water
Commissioner for Three Years— Wilbur D. Fiske. School
Committeefor Three Years — Charles F. Loring, Addie B. P.
Waterhouse. Water Loan Sinking Fund Commissioner for
Three Years
—
John W. Farwell Trustees of the Public
Library— Elbridge H. Goss, Charles C. Barry, Thomas B.
Peck, Hannah Lynde, Ruby F. Farwell. Constables— Henry
B. Newhall, Ansel B. Pierce, Frank M. McLaughlin. Auditors
— John R. Norton, Frank E. Orcutt, Walter I. Nickerson.
LICENSE QUESTION.
“Yes,” three votes
;
“No,” two hundred and twenty-nine
votes.
Voted, To adjourn.
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Adjourned Meeting, March 1, 1886, 7.30 P. M.
Art. 3. To choose all other necessary town officers.
OFFICERS ELECTED.
Measurers of Wood and Bark
,
Weighers of Hay and Coal—
Seth E. Benson, M. F. Eastman. Surveyor of Lumber
Henry A. Leonard. Committee on Cemeteries— George New-
hall, Daniel Russell, John Larrabee Field Drivers— Otis
Howard, H. B. Newhall, Frank Gibbons, W. Truman How-
ard. Fence Viewers— Dexter Pratt, Joseph S. Eastman.
Pound Keeper— W. Truman Howard.
Art. 4- To authorize the town treasurer to borrow money
for the purpose of meeting the demands of the town, with the
approval of the selectmen.
Voted, unanimously, That the treasurer be authorized, with
the approval of the selectmen, to hire money to renew, re-
place, or pay any existing loan or loans
;
also to hire money in
anticipation of taxes for the current year, to meet expenses,
and issue notes of the town therefor.
Art. 5. To hear and act upon the report of the finance
committee appointed at meeting held Nov. 10, 1885.
Report read and accepted.
Art. 6. To raise money for schools.
Voted
,
To raise eighteen thousand dollars.
Art. 7. To raise money for school contingent expenses.
Voted, To raise for contingent expenses of the schools,
two thousand five hundred dollars
;
and for text-books and other
supplies, one thousand two hundred and fifty
;
total amount to
be raised, three thousand seven hundred and fifty dollars.
Art. 8. To raise money for highways.
Voted
,
To raise five thousand five hundred dollars
;
five hun-
dred dollars of said amount to be expended for such altera-
tions, improvements, and repairs as may be required to be
made in Swain’s Pond Avenue.
Art. 9. To raise money for sidewalks.
Voted
’
To raise one thousand dollars
; not less than twenty-
five per cent of said amount to be expended in repairs on exist-
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isting walks, and the remainder to be expended in accordance
with votes of previous years, by which abutters pay one half of
the expense.
Art. io. To raise money for crossings and gutters.
Voted
,
To raise three hundred dollars.
Art. ii. To raise money for the support of the poor.
Voted
,
To raise four thousand five hundred dollars.
Art. 12. To raise money for the Fire Department.
Voted
,
To raise two thousand four hundred dollars; five
hundred dollars of said amount to be expended for the pur-
chase of new hose.
Art. 13. To raise money for lighting of street lamps.
Voted, To raise one thousand nine hundred and fifty dollars
for the lighting and care of street lamps.
Art. 14. To raise money for additional street lamps.
Voted
,
To raise one hundred and fifty dollars.
Art. 15. To raise money for police and watchmen.
Voted
,
To raise one thousand four hundred dollars.
Art. 16. To raise money for contingent expenses.
Voted
,
To raise one thousand two hundred dollars.
Art. 1 7. To raise money to pay interest on the town
debt.
Voted
,
To raise five thousand dollars.
Art. 18. To raise money for the reduction of the town
debt.
Voted
,
To raise five thousand dollars
;
the same, or so much
thereof as may be necessary, to be applied in payment for
the Fells School building.
Art. iq. To raise money for the public library.
Voted
,
To raise seven hundred and fifty dollars for the pub-
lic library and reading room, to which shall be added the dog
tax when received.
Art. 20. To raise money for water, viz., to pay cost of
constructing works for the past year, and for the use of the
water, in hydrants, public buildings, etc.
Voted
,
To raise the amount expended for construction during
the year 1885, viz., five thousand two hundred and eighty-five
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and sixty-seven hundredths dollars
;
and for use of water in
hydrants, public buildings, etc., two thousand dollars.
Art. 21. To raise money for salaries of town officers, and
to fix the compensation of all officers and committees elected
or appointed by the town.
Voted
,
To raise two thousand five hundred dollars
;
that the
salaries of town officers be the same as paid last year
;
and
three hundred dollars additional for such clerical service as
may be required by the assessors.
Art. 22. To raise money for drainage, bridges, and cul-
verts.
Voted
,
To raise six hundred and fifty dollars.
Art. 23. To raise money for deficiencies in accounts for
the past year, and for all other necessary expenses for the
ensuing year.
Voted
,
To raise for deficiencies, three thousand five hundred
and eighty-five and fifty-six hundredths dollars
;
viz., special
appropriations for Orris, Warren, and Washington Streets,
$1,000 ; special appropriation for expenses of water committee,
$133.54; military aid, $251 ; school contingent, $929 ; general
contingent, $102.53 ; Town Hall, $788.75 ; insurance, $327.49 ;
drinking fountain, $12.23 ; Highland School building, $41.02.
Total, $3,585.56.
Voted
,
That the unexpended balances from last year and all
other unappropriated funds in the hands of the treasurer be
carried into the treasury, and applied to the reduction of the
town debt.
Voted, That the selectmen be requested to expend two thirds
of the amount appropriated for highways before June 1 of the
current year.
Voted, That a committee of three be appointed to examine
all the books of accounts of the town officers, and suggest
such alterations and improvements as can be made, and carry
the same into execution.
Committee appointed : George C. Stantial, George Newhall,
John Larrabee.
Art. 24. To determine the method by which the taxes for
the year shall be collected.
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Voted
,
That all single poll taxes be made payable on or
before Aug. i, 1886; that all other taxes be made payable on
or before Oct. 1, 1886, and that interest be added upon all
taxes remaining unpaid after that date at the rate of six per
centum per annum
;
that all property on which the taxes
remain unpaid on June 1, 1887, be sold by the collector in
accordance with the provisions of law.
Art. 25. To hear and act on the report of the committee
appointed to consider the matter of school accommodations.
Report of the committee read and accepted.
Voted
,
That a committee of five be appointed to purchase
and accept a deed to the town, of land adjacent to the present
Vinton Street Schoolhouse lot
;
to remove the present build-
ing therefrom, and to build a schoolhouse thereon, substan-
tially as recommended in the report of the special committee
on school accommodations.
Voted
,
That the sum of fourteen thousand dollars be appro-
priated to pay for the said land and constructing and furnish-
ing said building, and that the town treasurer be authorized
to borrow the same (unanimous vote). Committee appointed :
Moses S. Page, R. P. Barry, Daniel Norton, Joel Snow, W.
Irving Ellis.
Voted, That a committee of five be appointed, to provide a
suitable school building in that part of the town near Swain’s
Pond, select a location, and purchase the land, with authority
also to remove the Vinton Street School building, or build a
new building at an expense not exceeding two thousand five
hundred dollars
;
and that the town treasurer be authorized to
borrow said amount, and that it be added to the permanent
debt. Committee appointed : John B. Souther, J. W. Page,
Thomas Poison, T. W. Ripley, J. A. Dill.
Voted
,
To adjourn to Thursday evening, March n, 1886, at
7J o’clock.
Adjourned Meeting, March 11, 1886, 7.30 P. M.
Art. 25.
Voted) unanimously, That the recommendations of the com-
mittee concerning the water-closets in Grove Street School
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building be adopted ; viz., that the same be removed from
the basement of the building and suitable outbuildings con-
structed; that eight hundred dollars be appropriated for the
purpose, and that the treasurer, be authorized to borrow the
same.
Art. 28. To see if the town will raise or appropriate
money for the purpose of furnishing apartments for Post 4, G.
A. R., in the Town Hall building, in accordance with resolve
adopted Nov. 10, 1885.
The following resolutions, submitted by Dr. J. S. Clark,
were unanimously adopted : —
Whereas
,
The time is not far distant when the present lim
ited conveniences of our public library will be inadequate
to subserve the purpose of our constantly increasing popula-
tion, and when other and more commodious accommodations
will have to be provided by the town
;
And whereas
,
Nothing commemorative of the valor and
patriotism of our citizen soldiery, living or dead, who en-
dured, sacrificed, and suffered for the maintenance of govern-
ment and the perpetuity of the Union, has been provided by
public or private generosity as a mark of endearing gratitude
;
And whereas
,
Believing that every community, and espe-
cially every Massachusetts town, should by some lasting public
object express its grateful obligations to those who died in
defence of liberty, and at the same time afford an impressive
lesson of patriotism to its youth
;
And whereas
,
Our considerations of the dead are neces-
sarily limited to commemorative acts, we have fortunately, in
a lessening band of survivors, those to whom practical ben-
efaction can be extended, while recording the virtues of their
fallen comrades ;
Therefore
,
be it Resolvedy That it is the sense of the citi-
zens of Melrose, here assembled, formally expressed, that in
the near future some action should be taken by its citizens,
individually or in town meeting assembled, toward the erec-
tion of a suitable memorial commemorative of the soldiers
and sailors of the war for the Union.
Resolvedy That it would be fitting and proper to this end
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to erect a Memorial Public Library, to include, if architect-
urally practicable, a hall for the use and accommodation of
any philanthropic associations of the survivors of the war.
Resolved
\
That if by personal and individual subscriptions
or otherwise a sufficient sum should be satisfactorily pledged,
that would of itself be one half sufficient to erect a building
worthy of the cause and purpose, that the town ought to fur-
nish a site for the same and an equal amount for the structure.
Be it further Resolved
,
That the Melrose Improvement
Society be requested to inaugurate this work by the soliciting
of subscriptions and donations, and by such other means as
they may deem advisable
;
and whenever the undertaking is
sufficiently advanced, to bring the matter before the town.
Article indefinitely postponed.
Art. 29. To hear and act upon the report of the com-
mittee appointed to consider the enlarging of the Town Hall
stage, improving the ventilation of the building, etc., and raise
or appropriate money for the same.
Report of committee read and accepted.
Voted
,
That a sum not exceeding three hundred dollars be
appropriated, to be expended under the direction of the select-
men for the purpose of furnishing additional means of egress
from the building.
Voted
,
That a committee of five be appointed to attend to
the matter of ventilation, and that two hundred dollars be
appropriated for that purpose.
Committee appointed
: J. W. Farwell, G. H. Dearborn, E.
C. Gould, E. K. Bordman, and W. A. Rodman.
Voted
,
That the sum of five hundred dollars be appropri-
ated for the purpose of re-arranging the anterooms of the
hall, as recommended by the committee.
Voted
,
That the treasurer be authorized to borrow said
amounts.
Art. 30. To hear and act upon the report of the com-
mittee appointed to revise the water rates.
Report read and accepted.
Voted
,
That the clause “when two faucets are used, etc.,”
be placed under dwelling-house rates ; that the line “for hop-
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per water-closet, $8.00,” be stricken out ; and that the rates
for stores be amended so as to read, “ occupied as office, shop,
or similar purpose, for first faucet, $6.00 to $20.00”
Voted
,
That the water rates, by-laws, and regulations, as
reported and amended, be adopted.
Art. 31. To see if the town will purchase of Rufus
Leavitt a piece of land at the junction of Wyoming Avenue
and Hurd Street, paying therefor a sum equivalent to the cost
of concreting a sidewalk on Hurd Street, opposite estate of
Mr. Leavitt, and appropriate thirty-five dollars for the same.
Voted
\
That the selectmen be authorized to accept a deed
of the land, and that thirty-five dollars be appropriated for
the purpose of concreting the sidewalk on Hurd Street, oppo-
site the estate of Mr. Leavitt.
Art. 32. To see if the town will widen the culverts of Ell
Pond Brook, where Main, Grove, and Berwick Streets cross the
same, to a width which will carry off the water which accu-
mulates during floods, agreeable to petition of J. Geist and
nineteen others.
Voted
,
That the selectmen have authority to call upon the
county commissioners, or take any other action that maybe
deemed necessary in the premises.
Art. 33. To see if the town will grant to H. C. Richard-
son, for the purpose of watering the streets, the use of the
standpipes without charge, agreeable to petition of C. G.
Harris and ten others.
Voted
,
To indefinitely postpone.
Art. 34. To see if the town will properly repair and
grade Prospect Street, and appropriate three hundred dollars
for same, on petition of Wm. F. Conant and ten others.
Voted
,
unanimously, That Prospect Street be properly
graded and repaired, under the direction of the selectmen
that three hundred dollars be appropriated, and the treasurer
authorized to borrow the same.
Art. 35. To see if the town will amend Section 10, Arti-
4 of the By-Laws, so that the words “ opened in ” shall be
stricken out, and the words “ reported to or accepted by ” be
inserted in place thereof.
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Voted
,
That the By-Laws be amended by striking out in
Article 4, Section 10, the words “opened in ” in the first line,
and inserting the words “accepted by, ” and also adding after
said section the words “ without a vote of two thirds of the
voters present and voting at a legal town meeting,” so that
said section as amended shall read as follows :—
Sect. 10. No street or public way shall hereafter be
accepted by the town of a less width than forty feet, without
a vote of two thirds of the voters present and voting at a legal
town meeting.
Note. The above article was not accepted by the Court.
Art. 36. To see if the town will appoint a committee to
confer with committees of other towns and cities, regarding
the report now before the Legislature on a system of sewage
for the Mystic Valley basin.
Voted, That the selectmen be a committee to confer with
other towns and cities and appear before the committee of the
Legislature on drainage at any public hearing, in the interest
of the town.
Art. 37. To see if the town will grade and drain Per-
kins Street, and appropriate money for the same.
Voted, That the sum of three hundred and fifty dollars be
appropriated to properly grade and drain Perkins Street, and
that the treasurer be authorized to borrow the same.
Art. 38. To see if the town will discontinue, widen, or
alter that portion of Cedar Park which runs parallel with the
B. & M. R. R., or any part thereof.
Voted,unanimously, That so much of Cedar Park as is situ-
ated northerly of the line of the southerly boundary of land of
Henry Monroe be discontinued ; said discontinuance to take
effect as soon as the Boston and Maine R. R. Company shall
have laid out, built, and opened to the public, and the select-
men shall have accepted, as in all respects satisfactory, a
street from Cedar Park to Emerson Street, the westerly line
of which new street shall be not less than sixty feet from the
westerly line of that portion of Cedar Park hereby discon-
tinued.
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Art. 39. To hear and act on the reports of committees,
and for the transaction of any other business which may legally
come before this meeting.
Report of committee on Fells School building read and ac-
cepted.
Report of the selectmen on guide-boards read and ac-
cepted.
Art. 22. Voted
,
That the sum raised for drainage, bridges,
and culverts be increased to one thousand dollars.
Voted
,
To adjourn sine die.
Meeting, Nov. 2, 1886, 7 A. M.
Art. 1. To bring in votes for State and county officers
and for a representative in the Fiftieth Congress.
Polls opened at 7 a. m.
Tellers appointed: George H. Hill and William A. Water-
house.
Art. 2. To choose a moderator to preside, for the trans-
action of town business.
Chose Levi. S. Gould.
Voted
,
To postpone the transaction of town business until
Tuesday evening next (Nov. 9), at 7.30 o’clock, and that
when this meeting adjourns it shall be to that time.
Voted
,
That the polls be kept open until 4.36 p. m.
Result of the voting under Article 1, as declared. Total
number of ballots cast, 895.
For Governor. Votes.
Oliver Ames of Easton .....
John F. Andrew of Boston ....
Thomas J. Lothrop of Taunton....
• 565
319
6
For Lieutenant-Governor.
John Q. A. Brackett of Boston ....
Frank K. Foster of Haverhill ....
John Blackmer of Springfield ....
575
310
9
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For Secretary of the Commonwealth. votes.
Henry B. Peirce of Abington
. . . .
. 576
John R. Thayer of Worcester
. . .
’
. 305
H. B. Pierce of Abington 2
Henry B. Pierce of Worcester ..... 2
George Kempton of Sharon
. . .
.
. 7
For TreasiLrer and Receiver-General.
Alanson W. Beard of Boston
. . . .
. 573
Lewis Warner of Northampton..... 309
John L. Kilbon of Lee ...... 7
For Attorney-General.
Edgar J. Sherman of Lawrence . . . . 579
John W. Corcoran of Clinton ..... 307
Samuel M. Fairfield of Malden ..... 7
Samuel T. Damon of Melrose ..... 1
For Auditor.
Charles R. Ladd of Springfield ..... 578
William F. Cook of Springfield ...
.
308
William W. Sherman of Lowell .... 7
For Representative to Congress
,
Sixth District.
Henry Cabot Lodge of Nahant . . . .
. 551
Henry B. Lovering of Lynn ..... 325
Castello O. Norcross of Lynn ..... 4
For Coimty Commissioner.
WilliamS. Frost of Marlborough .... 578
Reuel Williams of Acton ...... 307
Daniel D. Peabody of Stoneham .... 5
For Special Commissioners.
Lyman Dike of Stoneham . . . . .
. 575
Edward E. Thompson of Woburn . . .
. 5 7&
Lewis P. True of Everett 308
Clement Meserve of Hopkinton .... 307
J. Henry Symonds of Woburn ..... 5
Joseph H. Hanaford of Reading .... 5,
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For Sheriff. votes .
Henry G. Cushing of Lowell ..... 886
William H. Sherman of Ayer ..... 5
For District Attorney
,
Northern District.
William B. Stevens of Stoneham .... 574
Charles S. Lincoln of Somerville .... 301
Samuel T. Damon of Melrose ..... 10
Henry A. Bush of Melrose ..... 1
John M. Read of Lowell ...... 5
For Clerk of Courts.
Theodore C. Hurd of Cambridge .... 886
William E. Knight of Shirley ..... 5
For Commissioners of Insolvency.
Frederic T. Greenhalge of Lowell
. . .
. 575
John C. Kennedy of Newton . . . .
. 576
George J. Burns of Ayer . . . . . . 576
Edward D. McVey of Lowell ..... 307
John W. Allard of Framingham .... 308
Richard J. McKelleget of Cambridge . . . 307
James Hicks of Cambridge ..... 5
William P. Cutler of Cambridge .... 5
Elmer A. Stevens of Somerville .... 5
For Councillor
,
Sixth District.
Francis Jewett of Lowell ...... 578
Nathaniel P. H. Melvin of Lawrence . .
. 308
Claudius B. Travis of Natick ..... 5
For Senator, Sixth Middlesex District.
John K. C. Sleeper of Malden
. . . .
. 576
Robert Blyth of Wakefield ..... 309
Benjamin Luscomb of Everett..... 5
George W. Walker of Malden ..... 1
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For Representative in the General Court
,
Eleventh Middlesex
District. votes.
John Larrabee of Melrose . . . . . 6n
Samuel Lear of Melrose ...... 277
The ballot-box registered as follows : at 9.45 a. m., 500
;
12 m., 610; 1.35 p. m., 725 ; 3.20 p. m., 822 ; 4.36 p. m., 89 8.
Names checked on voting lists, 895.
Voted
,
To adjourn.
Adjourned Meeting, Nov. 9, 1886, 7.30 P. M.
Art. 3. To see if the town will accept the Jury List as
revised.
Jury List as accepted.
Atwood, Joel.
Boardman, George F.
Boynton, William.
Buffum, John.
Close, Emery.
Cobb, Hiram.
Cole, Henry H.
Collier, William S.
Deering, John P.
Dew, George W.
Dill, Jesse A.
Edson, Pliny.
Emery, Salter.
Farnsworth, Geo. W.
Fernald, James H.
Freeman, L, Thomas.
Fuller, Charles H.
Gordon, Curtis S.
Hayward, Paul.
Hawes, Oliver E.
Holbrook, Joseph.
Howe^ F. Edward.
Howes, Ephraim O.
Hoyt, Lewis C.
Ingalls, Horace S.
Ireland, Thomas.
Jeffrey, Thomas E.
Johnson, Jerome B.
Jones, Edwin F.
Lear, Samuel.
Lunt, Alfred T.
Lynde, Andrew.
Nowell, Samuel H.
Palmer, Frank T.
Parker, Albon W.
Pratt, Dexter.
Rand, Redford M.
Rich, Anthony A.
Ricker, George H.
Ring, Ethan C.
Sherman, William F.
Stewart, Wm. H.
Stevens, Charles T.
Stratton, Danforth D..
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Taylor, Thomas A.
Temple, Charles C.
Upham, Frank R.
Wiley, Henry E.
Wilson, Nathan F.
Young, Charles H.
Waitt, Edward P.
Art. 4. To see if the town will establish and maintain
at the railway stations and crossings, in front of the Town
Hall and other principal points, electric lights for illuminat-
ing the public highways, and authorize the treasurer to bor-
row money for the same, on petition of Geo. P. Burnham and
others.
Voted
,
To indefinitely postpone.
Art. 5. To see if the town will accept alterations made
by the selectmen in the lines of Prospect Street; viz.,
widening the street at its junction with Poplar Street, and
an extension to Stoneham line.
Art. 6. To see if the town will discontinue a portion of
Prospect Street as now laid out.
Voted
,
To accept the alterations, widening, and extending
the street, and to discontinue a portion, that the street may
conform with report of the selectmen.
Art. 7. To see if the town will accept an alteration in
the northerly line of Essex Street, whereby the same is
widened over land of George F. Boardman, and authorize
the treasurer to pay damages as awarded by the selectmen.
Voted
,
To accept the alteration as reported, and that the
treasurer be authorized to pay George F. Boardman the sum
of fifty-nine dollars and sixty cents as damages for land
taken.
Art. 8. To see if the town will appropriate money for
specific repairs on Washington Street, in accordance with
requirements of the county commissioners, and for other
special repairs on highways, and authorize the treasurer to
,
borrow the same.
! Voted
,
To' appropriate one thousand dollars, and that the
treasurer be authorized to borrow the same.
Art. 9. To hear and act upon the reports of committees,
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and for the transaction of any other business which may
legally come before this meeting.
Voted
,
That Seth E. Benson, Moses Briggs, H. A. Leonard,
N. P. Jones, John Singer, John B. Souther, Daniel Norton,
Artemas Barrett, and Nathan D. Blake constitute a finance
committee to investigate and report the amounts to be raised
and appropriated at the next annual meeting.
Voted, To adjourn sine die.
STATISTICS OF BIRTHS, MARRIAGES, AND
DEATHS FOR THE YEAR 1886.
January
February
March
.
April
.
May
June
.
July
.
August
September
October
November
December
Number registered
Males
.
Females
Births.
14
1 3
14
1
6
1 r
10
1
'3
17
14
*3
1
7
168
Marriages.
5
4
4
7
8
8
5
8
6
9 •
8
6
78
Deaths.
17
8
6
7
7
8
12
15
8
5
2
5
100
births.
168
91
77
168
Of the above number, 148 were born in Melrose and 20were born in other places.
Born of American parents
of foreign parents
^
of American father and foreign mother ’ tl
of foreign father and American mother
. g
168
INTENTIONS OF MARRIAGES RECORDED.
Whole number of couples
Both parties residing in Melrose
.
But one party residing in Melrose
.*
’
’
^4
68
— 683
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MARRIAGES.
Whole number ..... 78
More than last year .... • 12
Both parties American 46
Both parties foreign .... 22
Parties American and foreign 10
78
First marriage of persons . 140
Second marriage of persons 15
Third marriage of persons . 1
156— 78 couples.
DEATHS.
Whole number registered . IOO
Less than last year . 20
Had residence elsewhere . 5
Males (married) . 14
Females (married) . 16
Widows 13
Widowers ...••• 3
Males (single) 3
Females (single) . 4
Male children . . • 32
Female children 15
IOO
Under one year (still-born or premature birth, 14)
From 1 to 5
5
“ 10
10 “ 20
20 “
30 “
40 “
50 “ 60 .
60 “
70 “ 80
80 “
25
9
7
8
3
6
9
8
9
1
1
5
100
REGISTRATION OF VOTERS, 1886.
Males.
Total number on register, 1885 . . M 45
Erased previous to February 1 (deaths and re-
removals) ..... • 14
1,131
Registered in February • 17
Erased in October (deaths, removals, and non-
1,148
payment of taxes).... • 11
7
Registered in October:
1,031
New names..... 102
Restored ..... 36
— 138
Total 1,169
Females.
Total number on register, 1885 (entitled to vote
for school committee)
. . 66
Registered in February
• 2
68
Erased (death and removal)
.
• 2
Total ....... 66
JURORS DRAWN DURING THE YEAR.
Jan. 23. Daniel Norton.
William H. Stewart.
Feb. 22. Thomas S. Love.
Benjamin Ames.
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May 29. James McIntyre.
Thomas T. Bailey.
Joseph Wood.
Deering P. Merrill.
Oct. 7. Samuel Oakman.
Moses F. Eastman.
Abel Willis.
Edward J. Norris.
George W. Burke.
Eugene H. Moore.
Lorenzo Young.
Oct. 27. John Q. A. Avery.
Albon W. Parker.
Nov. 30. John P. Deering.
Curtis S. Gordon.
MILITARY LIST.
Number of persons liable to do military duty, 1,357.
DOG LICENSES.
Total number issued, 385 ; for males, 329, females, 56.
Paid to county treasurer, $861.00.
ORDERS.
Number of orders drawn on town treasurer, 2,180, for the
sum of $70,220.47.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN LARRABEE,
Town Clerk.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
SUPPORT OF SCHOOLS
TEACHERS’ SALARIES.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Alonzo G. Whitman, ten months
Clarimond Mansfield, six months
“
“ four months
. $360 00
250 00
$1,700 00
610 00
560 00
Hattie G. Ricker, six months
“
“ four months .
. $330 00
230 00
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
$2,870 00
FIRST.
Harriet C. Fairbanks, six months
“
“ four months
Nellie H. Rogers, ten months
. $480 00
360 00
$840 00
500 00
SECOND.
$1,340 00
Lucy W. Bisbee, ten months
Alice M. Swett, ten months
. $550 00
550 00
THIRD.
$1,100 00
Susan D. Melcher, ten months
.
Helen J. Barrett, ten months
. $550 00
550 00
MIXED.
$1,100 00
Lydia Mendum, six months
four months .
$3*5 00
220 00
$535 oo
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FOURTH.
Mary J. George, ten months • . • $500 OO
Kate W. Bascom, ten months • 500 OO
Belle Mitchell, two months
.
$100 00
“
“ one month
. 47 50
147 50
#1,147 50
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.
Belle Mitchell, seven months • • • #315 00
Mary A. Plummer, two and a half months . I 1 2 50
Alice H. Long, ten months • 500 00
Effie C. Sweetser, ten months . • • • 450 OO
Lilia J. Davis, ten months . • • • 450 OO
Alma J. Guptill, ten months . 475 00
$2,302 50
PRIMARY AND MIXED SCHOOLS.
Lucy F. Dermot, ten months . $500 00
Mary I. Hersey, ten months, . 500 00
Ella M. Donkin, six months
. $270 OO
“ “ four months 200 OO
470 00
Mary E. Nye, ten months . 450 00
Hannah J. Gibbons, ten months . . 450 00
Annie M. Ransom, ten months . . 400 00
Maria P. Hood, seven months . . 315 00
Emma L. Randlett, six months . . $270 OO
“ “ four months . 200 OO
470 00
Gertrude Smith, six months 240 00
Marion H. Morgan, two and a half months . 1 12 50
Anna B. Chadbourne, two months and twelve days 1 17 00
Mary M. Parker, assistant . . 18 00
Hattie Lane, assistant . 20 00
$4,062 50
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MUSIC AND DRAWING. v
Harry Benson, ten months .... #350 00
Wallace Bryant ...... 37 5°
$ 3 »7 50
JANITORS’ SALARIES.
F. M. McLaughlin (High School building) $322 00
Charles T. Stevens (Centre) 174 96
Charles F. Valentine (Grove Street) . 14 58
James A. Lambert (Grove Street) 160 38
Charles H. Fuller (Franklin Street) . 155 20
William F. Serrat (Lynde Street) 99 96
Anthony A. Rich (Vinton Street) . - 106 21
Eri Upham (Upham Street) 60 OO
Joseph S. Emerson (Fells) .... 86 64
John Davis (Swain’s Pond Avenue) 12 50
$1,192 43
SCHOOL COMMITTEE’S SALARIES, 1885-1886.
Clifton Fletcher...... • $75 00
Thomas W. Ripley ..... 50 00
S. R. Winchell 50 00
Mrs. A. K. Miller 50 00
Mrs. S. W. Bradbury ..... 50 00
Mrs. M. A. Adams .... - 50 00
§325 00
SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
Mrs. A. K Miller, disbursing agent
, $125 04
FUEL.
'
S. E. Benson, wood and coal $896 63
M. F. Eastman 293 40
John McCarthy, charcoal 37 50
$1,227 53
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RECAPITULATION.
Teachers’ salaries
Janitors’ “
Committee’s “
Supply agent, salary
Fuel .
Appropriation
CONTRA.
. $14,845 OO
1,192 43
325 CO
125 04
1,227 53
$17,7^5 00
$18,000 00
From Commonwealth
.
For tuition of children
Balance unexpended .
64 49
23 50
$18,087 99
372 99
Receipts.
$18,087 99
SCHOOL CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
EXPENDED.
Books
,
Stationery, Supplies, etc.
Ginn & Co. ....... $8 02
Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co. .... 10 92
Carroll W. Clark 12 25
M. T. Rogers 70 00
John Allyn 7 50
Willard Small ....... 3 24
Frost & Adams ....... 3 70
F. M. Ambrose ....... 35 95
Pulsifer, Jordan & Pfaff . . . . . 101 18
J. L. Hammett ....... 40 45
C. E. Whiting ....... 41 60
Prang Educational Company . . .
. 93 3 2
Cowperthwait & Co. . . . . . . 14 84
Amount carriedforward $442 97
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Amount broughtforzvard
Estes & Lauriat
.
Lee & Shepard .
Harrison Hume .
S. R. Winchell & Co. .
F. H. Gilson
Harper & Brothers
Leach, Shewed & Sanborn .
Thompson, Brown & Co.
D. Appleton & Co
Geo. F King & Merrill
Maynard & Noyes
Adams & Ingraham .
Knight, Adams & Co.
C. H. Whiting .
Wm. Ware & Co.
$ ;42 97
2 67
2 45
2 [ OO
20 90
11 7 48
42 81
28 05
42 49
198 38
159 05
33 75
93 06
no 13
4 i 23
97 32
# C453 74
GENERAL REPAIRS, BUILDINGS, GROUNDS, ETC.
Carpenters, Masons, Painters, and others
,
Stock and Labor
.
D. R Woodward, carpenter .... $53 13
A. A. Rich, “ .... 16 88
O E. Drown, “ .... 135 60
E. N. Sargent, “ .... 5 65
W. H. Stewart, “ .... 57 5 1
Edson E. Oliver, “ .... 25 00
J. W. Hunewill, “ .... 4 13
John Flynn, “ .... 4 00
A. E. Upham, “ .... 18 70
J. P. Deering, lumber 48 79
C. S. Parker & Sons, repairing slate roofs
.
. 53 03
W. Emery & Co., window ..... 1 50
Levi Boles & Son, outside windows ... 20 00
J. H. Patterson, mason . . . . . 136 55
Samuel Ellison, “ ..... 68 98
Amount carriedforward .... $649 45
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Amount broughtforward .... $649 45
Robert Gibbons
. . . . . .
. 35 00
E. B. Spaulding, brick ..... 47 80
R A. Reeder, painter...... 228 90
A. W. Parker, painter
. . . . . 63 53
F. T. & C. E. Palmer, painter . . . . 12 87
C. T. Stevens, repairs
. . . . . . 1 15
J. A. Tanner, grading (Swain’s Pond). . . 30 95
Thos. Kerwin & Co., cleaning vaults ... 6 00
J C. Howes, repairs, stoves, furnaces, etc. . . 851 07
$1,926 72
Furniture.
Carroll W. Clark, desk and chairs . .
. $187 50
Michigan School Furniture Company
.
.
. 70 50
F. M. Holmes Furniture Company, desks . . 87 50
F. A. Walker & Co., andirons, fender, etc. . . 16 42
J. B. Souther & Co , mats ..... 45 60
A. H. Andrews & Co., desks and stools . . 118 00
A. G. Whitcomb, desks, braces, etc. ... 23 00
J. L. Hammett, sundries . . . . . 15 10
$563 62
Printing.
Babb & Stephens, programmes . . . . $11 00
T. W. Ripley, reports 16 00
W. L. Williams, labels, etc. .... 95°
$36 50
Sundries.
Harry Stevens, expressing . .... $ 5° 61
W. E. Locke, 6 00
J. H. L. Anderson, “..... 4°
Bugbee & Barrett, sundries . . . . • 33 99
D. M. White, tuning piano..... 35°
Geo. Bemis........ 8 00
Amount carriedforward . . . . $102 50
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Amount broughtforward .... $102 50
Thos. Ireland, cleaning clocks .... 10 00
Geo. P. Reed, “ “ 3 50
A. H. Andrews, clock . . . 5 CO
M. S. Page, “ ..... 5 00
L. W. Gilman, step ladder, etc. .... 1 40
E. T. Collins, repairing locks .... 4 10
J. H. Daniels, diplomas ..... l 9 80
C. G. Harris, ribbons and silesia.... 7 70
E. M. Donkin, filling diplomas .... 4 50
E. Thayer, conveying children .... 24 50
C. T. Stevens, truant officer .... 2 00
F. M. McLaughlin/ 1 “ .... 2 00
John Larrabee, chemicals, etc. .... 4 45
E. M. Donkin, expense ..... 3 36
E. L. Randlett, “ ..... 3 30
J. W. Davis, cleaning rooms .... • 2 50
Eri Upham, “ “ .... 3 00
Melrose Orchestra, services .... 5 00
S. P. Rowell, ruling slates, etc. .... 10 10
J. W. Ripley, binding books .... 9 65
Joseph Breck & Son, wheelbarrow 3 75
0 . Lappen & Co., brooms, brushes, dusters 53 97
Melrose Improvement Society, trees
. 12 00
Cyclostyle Company, plans .... 2 00
305 08
RECAPITULATION.
Books, stationery, supplies, etc $1,453 74
General repairs ....... 1,926 72
Furniture
. 563 62
Printing 36 50
Sundries 305 08
$4,2^5 66
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CONTRA.
Appropriation ..... $2,500 00
“ books, supplies, etc. 1,250 00
Received for books sold 10 1
7
#3.760 17
Deficiency ...... 525 49
$4,285 66
CONTINGENT EXPENSES.
Appropriation ....... $ 1,200 00
RECEIPTS.
For auctioneers’ licenses :—
J. R. Jones . . . . $2 00
G. W. Farnsworth
. . . 2 00
S. A. Lovejoy
. . . . 2 00
Moses Briggs
. . . .
2 00
00O
Henry Barron, for oleomargarine license . 50
Crystal Lake Fishing Association, rent of pond . IO 00
OO 50
EXPENDED.
W. L. Williams, printing warrants, notices, voting
lists, advertising, etc. ..... #165 16
T. W. Ripley, printing reports, 1885 . 300 93
T. W. Ripley, printing book for assessors . 1
1
00
A. W. Haskell, printing tax collector’s book
A. B Pierce, distributing warrants and services at
7 00
meetings ....... 54 00
A. B. Pierce, serving notices and dog warrant . 12 00
Geo. C. Stantial, clerical service for selectmen . 25 00
H. B. Newhall, posting notices .... 3 00
Amount carriedforward $57& 09
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Amount broughtforward . . .
. $5/8 09
O. E. Drown, posting voting lists ... 2 75
F McLaughlin, ringing bell .... 6 00
Samuel Lear, “ “ 2 00
O. E. Drown, “ “ 6 00
C. T. Stevens, “ “ 6 00
George Fogg, “ “ 4 00
L. M. Ham & Co., iron signs .... 5 44
Geo. H. Crockett, signs ..... 4 00
T. W. Barrett, lettering signs .... 9 20
E. Howard Watch and Clock Company, repair-
ing clock ....... 10 27
John Larrabee, collecting, recording, and return-
ing births, deaths, and marriages, 1885
. 98 90
John Larrabee, preparing annual reports, 1885
. 40 00
John Larrabee, expense stationery and postage
. 3 90
J. Garfield, M. D., returning births ... 50
A. M. Selee, M. D., “ “ ... 4 75
C. B. Shute, M. D
,
“
“ 75
C. C. Odlin, M. D., “ “ ... 9 00
S. A. Kimball, M. D., “ “ ... 3 00
J. V. Smith, M. D.,
“
“ ... 2 25
A. H. Cowdrey, M. D., “ “ ... 2 00
J. S. Clark, M. D.,
“
“ ... 4 25
G. B. Langmaid, M. D., “ “ ... 2 00
W. E. Locke, expressing ..... 1 25
Eastman’s Express, “ ....
. 1 60
Cunningham’s Express, expressing ... 30
J. O. Goodwin, surveying ..... 5 00
Walter C. Stevens, surveying and plans . . 87 50
Geo. F. King & Merrill, record books and sta-
tionery ....... 18 37
T. King & W. H. West, padlock and lantern . 1 25
A. W. Mitchell, badges “Forest Firewards ”
. 5 00
D. R. Woodward, stock and labor for railing
. 7 00
Howe & French, chemicals (Board of Health)
. 4 35
John Larrabee, “ “ “
. 55
Amount carriedforward $937 2 2
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«
Amount broughtforward
O. E. Drown, services (by direction of Board of
Health)
Susan M. Godbold, settlement of claim
F. M. Holmes Furniture Company, book-case
Geo. W. Bartlett, carriage hire ....
H. G. Fields, Jr., cleaning drinking fountain
Buofbee & Barrett, sundries .
George Newhall, expense postage
Clerk of courts, entry of petition
A. B Pierce, distributing health regulations
A. B. Pierce, returning deaths, 1886 .
P. J. McMahon,
“ “ “
H. B. Jacobs, “ “ " .
A. G. Jewett, “ “ “ . .
Geo. W. Dew, painting
A. L. Maclachlan, repairing harness .
D. R. Woodward, dressing for Town Hall lot
O. E. Drown, care of lock-up . . . .
$937 22
33 6o
25 00
65 00
12 50
11 00
1 97
6 00
1 40
12 00
1 7 75
1 00
1 75
1 75
3 75
6 50
15 00
25 00
#1,178 19
RECAPITULATION.
Appropriation .
Receipts .
Expended .
Balance unexpended .
#1,200 00
18 50
#1,218 50
#1,178 19
40 31
#1,2 :8 50
SUPPORT OF POOR.
EXPENDED.
For Groceries
,
Provisiojis
,
Supplies
,
etc.
Bugbee & Barrett #155 72
L. F. Hinckley . 122 25
Frost & Hawes 55 2 5
Amount carriedforward . . . . #333 22
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Amount broughtfoi ward . . $333 22
James Worthen....... 150 08
L. W. Gilman ....... 25 OO
J. A. Dill 20 93
W. H. Wells 6 00
Lawrence Leonard ...... 156 00
A. M. Smith, milk ...... 12 96
F. W. Favor, “ ...... 6 30
Fuel.
$7 >0 49
S. E. Benson ....... $130 60
Fred Skinner ....... 9 00
M. F. Eastman ....... 26 25
James Marshall ....... 74 64
Lawrence Leonard ...... 7 50
$247 99
Medical A ttendance
,
Medicines
,
and Nursing
.
J. S Clark, M. D $99 00
F. H. Morse, M. D 4 50
C. W Hackett, M. D 5 00
J. V. Smith, M. D 12 00
L. W. Rockwell, Jr., & Co., medicines 3 00
John Larrabee, medicines ..... 27 45
Michael Kelly, services ..... 12 00
Charity Elms, nursing ..... 10 00
Margaret Walden, nursing..... 30 50
Peter McNally, services ..... 3 00
Mrs. M. J. Orcutt, board and nursing 143 4 i
Mrs. A. M. Grover, nursing .... 20 00
For Support of Insane.
$369 86
Worcester Lunatic Hospital .... $428 44
Northampton Lunatic Hospital .... 145 74
Asylum for Chronic Insane .... 129 33
Amount carriedforward .... $7°3 51
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Amount broughtforward $7oz 5 1
Danvers Lunatic Hospital 771 98
Commonwealth, “ Tewksbury Asylum ” 126 75
A. B. Pierce, removing persons . 15 50
F. M. McLaughlin ..... 2 88
$1,620 62
Burial Expenses.
A. B. Pierce & Son ..... $44 00
Outside Relief.
City of Malden ...... $563 60
“
“ Lynn ...... 129 50
“
“ Boston ...... 15 70
“
“ Lowell ...... 53 56
$762 36
Board and Clothing.
E J. Barron, one year .... $156 00
Mrs. James Forbes, 38 weeks, 4 days . 77 12
Mary D. Ellis, 39 weeks .... 78 00
S. M. M. McLoon, 62 weeks 1 86 03
Florence E. Upham, 60 weeks 60 00
“
“ clothing 23 50
Massachusetts School for Feeble Minded, 1 week, 3 25
St. Vincent’s Asylum, one year . 72 00
$655 90
Rents. ,
George M. Rogers, 4 months $32 00
Frederick W. Rogers, 8 months . 64 CO
Cynthia Howard, 8 months 24 00
Cynthia Hawkes, 3 months 9 00
John E. McGlinn, 2 months 16 00
John W. Cobb, 1 year .... 48 00
Est. C. A. Green, 1 month .... 6 00
Thos D. Watson, 3 months i 12 00
George F. Boardman, 2 months. 12 00
B. R. Upham, 43 weeks .... 64 50
$287 50
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Sundries.
C. G!' Harris, dry goods .
John M. Fisk, Master House of Correction
O. E. Drown, meals to tramps and prisoners
George W. Bartlett, teams .
Franklin Waitt, cash allowance .
Isabella Nelson, cash allowance, 30 weeks .
F. R. Upham, moving furniture .
A. B. Pierce, removing sick person
H. G. Fields, boots, shoes, and repairs
H. G. Fields, cash paid .
RECAPITULATION.
Groceries, provisions, and supplies
Fuel
Medical attendance and medicine
Insane ......
Burial expenses .....
Outside relief .....
Board and clothing ....
Rents.......
Sundries ......
CONTRA.
Appropriation .... $4,500 00
Receipts
.
From Commonwealth of Massachusetts 26 84
City of Somerville 31 00
Town of Beverly . 197 88
“ Middletown 79 50
“ Warren . 31 00
“ Falmouth 33 02
Peter Edgerly 126 75
For old furniture sold . 20 50
Balance unexpended
.
#5,046 49
49
$4 n
24 86
24 25
19 50
5 50
45 00
2 00
8 00
161 31
33 00
2327 53
$710 49
247 99
369 86
1,620 62
44 00
762 36
655 90
287 50
327 53
$$,026 25
20 24
4 #5,046 49
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STATE AID. *
Received from State on account of amount paid
during the year 1885 . $788 00
PAID DISABLED SOLDIERS AND DEPENDENT RELATIVES
DURING YEAR 1886.
Samuel Sprague ...... $15 OO
George C. Bucknam ...... 28 OO
William Story ....... 48 OO
George A. Tainter ...... 15 OO
Daniel D. Penney ...... 48 OC
Harriet N. Lynde ...... 12 OO
Sarah Barrett ....... 48 00
Mary F. Howard ...... 48 OO
Maria G. Colson ...... 48 00
Helen E. Poole ....... 48 OO
Alvin Drake ....... 36 OO
Charles H. Young ...... 58 00
Benjamin p. Gibbs ...... 48 OO
Ann M. Jewett ....... 46 00
Sarah P. Roberts ...... 20 OO
Rebecca H. French ...... 48 OO
John H. Guild 34 00
George E. Searle ...... 6 00
$654 00
MILITARY AID.
Received from State on account of aid paid
in 1885 ....... 00M
[Sums paid under provisions Chap. 252, Acts of
1879. Gne refunded by the State.]
George W. Grover ...... 68 00
Lawrence Reardon ...... 96 00
Ede K. Chase ....... 72 00
William B. York lo 00
Amount carriedforward $316 00
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Amount brought forward $316 00
Horace W. Stevens ..... 72 00
William A. Johnson 42 00
Benjamin F. York ..... 60 00
Edwin H. Downing 12 00
Charles S. Jones ..... 30 00
$532 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation ...... • $2,400 00
EXPENDED.
Contingent Expenses.
W. H. Turner, 1,150 feet, 2^-inch R. L. cotton
hose ....... $815 00
W. H. Turner, 100 feet f inch hose . 14 00
Engineer’s services, one year
. 75 00
Edwards Bros., wheels and tires
. . 24 00
Harry Stevens, expressing . . . . 8 75
T. H. Tyzzer, painting two-wheel carriage . • 10 00
Bigelow Hook a7id Ladder Company
,
No.
$946 75
1.
Services of men, one year .... $300 00
Services of steward, one year 40 00
Edwards Bros., repairs .... 7 00
M. F. Eastman, coal ..... 2 75
Bugbee & Barrett, oil . 50
Bay State Belting Company, matting
. 5 60
Wadsworth, Howland & Co., paint 4 50
Harry Stevens, horse hire .... 30 40
Russell Hose Company
,
No. 1.
#390 75
Services of men, one year .... $200 OO
Services of steward, one year 40 OO
G W. Bartlett, horse hire .... 19 OO
Edwards Bros., repairs .... . 5 7o
Amount carriedforward . $264 70
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Amount broughtforward .... $264 70
Malden & Melrose Gas Light Company, 6,600
feet gas ....... 15 48
A. W. Parker, glazing ..... 1 50
S. E. Benson, coal ...... 1 7 50
M. F. Eastman, wood and coal .... 20 80
H. B. Covel, painting...... 2 50
Bugbee & Barrett, duster, etc. .... 2 93
A. J. Morse & Son, hydrant gate 10 00
$335 •41
N D. Blake Hose Company
,
No. 2.
Services of men, one year ..... $196 66
Services of steward, one year .... 40 00
Horse hire........ 16 00
L. W. Gilman, rent, nine months 1 12 50
Malden & Melrose Gas Light Company, 2,300
feet gas ....... 5 56
A. W. Parker, glazing...... 4 00
M. F. Eastman, coal ...... 6 95
Lemuel Merrill, repairing locks and keys . 1 35
A. J. Morse & Son, pipe, caps, etc. 15 00
Scrannage Bros. & Cook, repairing nozzle . 1 75
#399 77
Highland Hose Company
,
No. 3.
Services of men, one year ..... $203 33
Services of steward, one year .... 40 00
Horse hire ........ 2 00
Sam’l Lear, stock and labor on shed . 12 37
G. P. Reed, cleaning clock ..... 1 00
Churchill & Robinson, expressing 1 35
Joseph Edwards, repairs, carriage and sled. 7 50
James F. Cushing, painting rooms 35 00
S. E. Benson, wood and coal .... 17 50
John Singer, Jr., sundries ..... 8 73
Andrew Maclachlan, breast plate and straps 5 00
Harry Stevens, horse hire ..... 3 00
*336 78
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RECAPITULATION.
Contingent expenses .... $946 75
Bigelow H. & L. Company . . . 390 75
Russell Hose Company . . . 335 41
N. D. Blake Hose Company . . 399 77
Highland Hose Company . .
. 336 78
CONTRA.
Appropriation ....
Received for condemned hose
Balance unexpended .
$2,409 46
14 54
$2,400 00
24 00
$2,424 00 $2,424 00
TOWN HALL,
EXPENDED.
Repairs
,
Re-arranging Anterooms
,
Ventilation
,
etc.
For scrubbing and cleaning wood-work, 242
j
hours, at 17 cents ..... $41 23
Howe & French, potash, ammonia, etc. .
. 35 61
J. P. Deering, lumber. . . . . . 144 21
D. R. Woodward, stock and labor . .
. 984 64
Watson & Bisbee, stairs, rear entrance .
.
300 00
James Marshall, labor, setting foundation for
stairs . . . . . . . . 18 02
Wheeler Reflector Company, lantern ... 6 65
J. C. Howes, plumbing and repairs . . . 331 62
Samuel Ellison, mason work and material . . 115 92
George W. Dew, painting, frescoing, etc., stock
and labor ....... 754 80
Berry Brothers, 45 gallons varnish . . 90 00
John Flynn, painting, stock, labor (Engineer’s room) 34 00
R. Sherburne & Co., glass . . . . . 14 92
Thos. F. Egan, redecorating hall ... 38 50
Amount carriedforward $2,910 12
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Amount broughtforward .... $2,910 12
F. P. Baker & Co., mouldings .... 3 96
Samuel F. Oliver, gas pipe and fitting 23 00
A. B. Franklin, steam fitting, stock, etc. 256 08
J. H. Gately, fly doors and repairs 21 13
Tuttle & Bailey Mfg. Company, eight-foot venti-
lator ........ 24 00
$3,238 29
Incidental
,
or Running Expenses. *
S. E. Benson, 45 tons coal..... $225 00
S. E. Benson, cement. . . 3 00
Malden and Melrose Gas Light Company, 235,800
cubic feet gas (which includes amount con-
sumed in library, reading room, and other
rooms on lower floor) ..... 548 03
O. E. Drown, janitor one year .... 300 00
0. E. Drown, oiling floors, etc. .... 12 50
Eastman Express, expressing and moving piano, 39 00
Patrick Keating, labor ..... 73 50
John Lahey, charcoal...... 3 50
W. Emery & Co., windows .... 10 35
A. W. Lynde, labor, teaming, and spreading
dressing ....... 8 47
E. Howard Watch and Clock Company, repair-
ing clock ....... 3 36
J. H. Edwards, sharpening lawn mower 3 50
Bugbee & Barrett, sundries .... 12 1
1
M. F. Eastman, lime and lawn dressing 9 15
John Larrabee, chemicals ..... 1 40
F. M. Holmes Furniture Company, iron braces
for settees ....... 18 62
Thos. McCoubry, iron work, etc. 14 63
A. W. Parker, glazing ..... 3 00
A. W. Caswell, painting railing, ticket office 1 50
A. E. Burton & Co., dusters and brushes . 8 00
$1,298 62
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RECEIPTS.
For use of hall :—
Mrs. G. N. Bordman .... $25 00
Kickapoo Indians .... 25 00
Uncle Tom’s Cabin Company 25 00
Higgins Concert Company . 25 00
Uncle Tom’s Cabin Company 25 00
Ladies Circle, Baptist Church 40 00
Casino Novelty Company . 00to
McIntosh Brothers .... 25 00
Universalist Society .... 30 00
Athletic Club ..... 30 00
Knights of Labor .... 15 00
Firemen ...... 15 00
St. Bridget’s Church .... 60 00
Bicycle Club ..... 30 00
German Associates
. 25 00
Melrose Lyceum 209 00
For rent of room :—
Melrose Savings Bank
$619 CO
200 00
RECAPITULATION.
$819 OO
Repairs, etc. ......
. $3>238 29
Incidental, or Running Expenses 1,298 62
Receipts .......
$4,536 91
819 00
.
$3 >7 1 7 9i
At meeting March 1, 1886, the treasurer was
authorized to borrow and selectmen to ex-
pend for : —
Re-arranging anterooms
. .
. $500 00
Ventilation ..... 200 00
Rear entrance ..... 300 00
1,000 00
Excess of expenditures for repairs and running
expenses $2,717 91
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STREET LIGHTS.
Appropriation ....... $1,950 co
EXPENDED.
Wheeler Reflector Company, for light-
ing and care of 13 1 to 147 lamps
one year, at 4J cents per night . #i.555 23
Malden & Melrose Gas Light Com-
pany, lighting and care of 29
lamps, 6 months . . . 232 02
Care of 30 lamps, 6 months and 2
nights . . 240 13
J. C. Howes, repairs . . 1
6
62
Eastman’s Express, expressing . 2 00
G. W. Dew, painting post . • 1 00
$2,047 00
Expenditures exceed . • • 97 00
$2,047 00
ADDITIONAL LAMPS.
Appropriation $150 00
EXPENDED.
Wheeler Reflector Company, 1 1 iron lamp-posts,
tin lanterns, and frames . . . . $121 00
W. E. Locke, expressing lamps .... 7 5
Harry Stevens, expressing post and lanterns . 8 40
G. W. Dew, painting posts .... 5 2 5
Labor, setting posts ...... 10 00
Malden and Melrose Gas Light Company, setting
lamp-post, pipe, and labor .... 4 60
$150 00
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GROVE STREET SCHOOL BUILDING.
Special Repairs
,
Outbuildings
,
etc.
EXPENDED.
Walter B. Ellis, stone-work, material, etc. .
. $63 00
M. C. Warren & Co., hardware .... 9 63
J. L. Holbrook, plumbing 48 34
J. R Deering, lumber . . . . . . 212 95
W. H. Stewart, labor and material furnished
. 400 98
S. E. Benson, lime and cement .... 6 30
$741 2(5
At meeting March 1, 1886, the treasurer was authorized to
borrow and the school committee to expend $800.
ARMORY RENT.
EXPENDED.
H. A. Leonard, 5 months’ rent . . . . $166 67
RECEIPTS.
From Commonwealth...... $166 67
HIGHWAYS.
EXPENDED FOR LABOR AND TEAMS.
James Marshall, Supt., 13 1 days, at $2.50 per day $32 7 50
A. Wilbur Lynde, 27J days, at $1.76 per day . 48 40
A. Wilbur Lynde, 34^ days, at $2.50 per day . 85 63
$461 53
Laborers, 2,2o8J days, at $1.76 per day . . $3,886 58
Teams, 845J days, at $1.50 per day . . . 1,268 31
$5,616 42
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Expended in months as follows :—
January ..... $150 49
February ..... 21 1 63
March...... 5S2 23
April 1,888 20
May ...... 1,166 33
June ...... 514 02
July 407 57
August ..... 100 00
October 21 12
November ..... 424 95
December ..... 149 88
$5,616 42'
GRAVEL.
Frank Gibbons, 1,749 loads #87 45
J. Porter Woodbury, 1,023 “ 102 30
Orne Upham, 402 “ 40 20
M. G. Cochrane, 1,223 “ 97 84
John McGilley, 94 “ 7 52
Patrick Kelly, 165 “ 13 20
Boston & Maine R. R., 628 “ 31 40
Joseph Amrich, 248 “ 12 40
$392 31
SUNDRIES.
Ames Plow Company, 2 dozen shovels $20 80
Edwards Bros., repairing snow plough 3 50
Eastman’s Express, expense, repairing gravel
screen ..... 7 00
Eastman’s Express, expressing . 1 30
Bugbee & Barrett, lanterns, tools, etc. 14 02
Thos. McCoubry, sharpening tools, etc. 24 42
J. P. Deering, lumber.... T 4 53
W. E. Locke, expressing shovels 60
H. C. Richardson, watering street 3 00
S. E. Benson, lumber.... 00n
Amount carriedforward . . $91 99
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Amount broughtforward .... $91 99
J. 0 . Chandler, sharpening tools, etc. . 52 75
Walter C. Stevens, surveying .... 28 00
Berry & Ferguson, 36 feet drain pipe 10 08
J. C. Howes, 34 feet
“
“
. 5 70
Walter B. Ellis, repairs, tackle, and fall 6 00
#194 5 2
SPECIAL CONTRACT.
Walter B. Ellis, labor on Washington Street $300 00
RECAPITULATION.
For superintendence
. $46 1 53
Laborers
. 3.886 58
Teams . 1,268 3 i
Gravel 392 3 i
Sundries 194 52
Special contract 300 00
$6,503 25
Appropriation
RECEIPTS.
$5,500 00
From R. W. Smith, 40 loads filling . 6 00
C. T. Stevens, 13 “ . . 1 95
James Rendall, 50 “ “ * • 7 50
$5,515 45
At meeting, Nov. 9, 1886, the treasurer was
authorized to borrow and the selectmen to
expend, for special repairs on highways and
on Washington Street, the sum of $1,000,
of which amount has been expended
.
. 987 80
#6,503 25
DRAINAGE, BRIDGES, AND CULVERTS.
Appropriation ....... $650 00
Appropriation, Otis Street..... 350 00
$1,000 00
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EXPENDED FOR LABOR AND TEAMS.
James Marshall, Supt., 30^ days, at $2.50 . $81 24
Laborers, 237 days, at $1.76 .... 417 08
Teams, 35J days, at $1.50 ..... 53 25
A. W. Lynde, digging trench and laying 288
feet pipe, at 17 cents ..... 48 96
Berry & Ferguson, 22 feet 18-inch pipe 14 08
T. R. Newhall, 1,400 feet bridge stone 385 00
Balance unexpended ......
$999 61
39
$1,000 00
PERKINS STREET.
EXPENDED.
James Marshall, Supt., ii£ days, at $2.50 .
Laborers, 148! days, at $1.76
Teams, 40^ days, at $1.50 .
$28 13
261 50
60 37
$35° 00
At meeting March 1, 1886, treasurer was authorized to
borrow and selectmen to expend the above amount.
CROSSINGS AND GUTTERS.
Appropriation ....... $300 00
EXPENDED.
Labor, 47 days, at $1.76 . . . . $82 72
Labor, f- day, at $2.50 1 87
Teams, 2\ days, at $1.50 ..... 3 37
Walter B. Ellis, 3222 yards concrete crossings, at
40 cents . . . . . . . 129 00
273J yards concrete gutters, at 30 cents . . 82 05
$299 01
Balance unexpended ...... 99
$300 00
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SIDEWALKS.
Appropriation ....... $1,000 oo
Appropriation for sidewalk oppi&ite estate of
Rufus Leavitt . . . . .
. 35 oo
EXPENDED.
Laboi' and Teams.
James Marshall, Supt., n£ days, ' at
$2.50 $23 75
Laborers, 181J days, at $1.76 . . 319 47
Teams, 30J days, at $1.50 . . . 45 75
Concrete.
$1,035 00
$388 97
C. L. Hoffman, one half expense of
laying 65J yards, at 30 cents . 9 80
F. A. Messenger, one half expense of
laying 98^ yards, at 30 cents . 14 73
Walter B. Ellis, one half expense of
laying 2,671^0^ yards, at 30 cents, 400 68
for laying 162! yards, at 30 cents
. 48 70
for top dressing 1, 147J yards, at 15
cents ...... 172 12
INTEREST.
646 03
$1,035 00
Appropriation
. . $5,000 00
Rec’d as interest on taxes of 1881 . $2 20
<< t( “ 1882 . 4 08
« ((
“ 1883 . 6 60
(( u OOOO 106 31
<( (<
“ 1885 . 870 90
n («
“ 1886 . 61 49
1,051 58
\
$6,051 58
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EXPENDED.
Interest coupons on Town Hall bonds
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, on
$4,550 00
notes .*.... 707 50
Melrose Savings Bank, on notes . 473 1 7
Cemetery trust funds .... 1 6 00
#5,746 67
Balance unexpended ......
WATER FUND.
Dr.
Paid interest on bonds, $150,000 at six per cent,
304 91
#6,051 58
one year ....... $9,000 00
$35,000, at four per cent, one year
Bills on account of construction and main-
tenance (for detailed statement, see Com-
1,400 00
missioners’ report) .....
Treasurer of water loan sinking fund com-
15,423 73
missioners, balance of surplus (1885) 3.823 99
Due town, advances (1885) . . . . .
Cr.
Appropriation for cost of construction,
1885 $5,285 67
Receipts, water rates, etc. . . . 20,666 97
1,461 68
#31,109 40
25,952 64
Due the town for advances .... #5,156 76
INSURANCE.
No appropriation.
J. L. Hanaford, policies . . . $64 00
R. B. Leighton, policies ..... 90 30
George L. Westgate, policies .... 102 00
$2$
6
30
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WATER, HIGH SERVICE.
Receipts.
From sale of 30 bonds in 1885 .... $31,916 87
Sale of 7 bonds in 1886 .... 7,538 00
$39,454 87
EXPENDED.
Paid Committee’s orders in 1885 .
“ “ “ “ 1 886 .
“ City of Malden, per order .
$I5>42
1
32
• 14.742 34
.
9,000 00
39» i63 66
Balance unexpended $291 21
PUBLIC LIBRARY AND READING ROOM.
Appropriation
. . . . . .
. $750 00
Dog tax, 1885, from county treasurer. . . 698 40
EXPENDED.
Paid treasurer of trustees, on orders .
$1,448 40
$1,448 40
STATE AND COUNTY TAXES.
Paid State treasurer ...... $3,930 00
Paid county treasurer...... $2,362 69
TOWN OFFICERS’ SALARIES.
Appropriation ....... $2,500 00
EXPENDED.
Levi S. Gould, selectman .
John K. Currier, “
$200 00
200 00
Amount carriedforward $400 00
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Amount broughtforward . $400 00
H. G. Fields, selectman and chairman overseers
of poor. . 250 00
John Larrabee, town clerk . . 175 00
George Newhall, treasurer . 300 00
George C. Stantial, assessor
. . 150 00
Moses Briggs, “
. 150 00
George F. Boardman, “
. 150 00
F. E. Orcutt, auditor, 1885 . . 15 00
J. R. Norton,
“ “
15 00
W. I. Nickerson, “ “
. . 15 00
Alfred Hocking, registrar of voters . . 25 00
Walter Babb, “ “ . 25 00
John B. Souther, “ “ . 25 00
John Larrabee, “ “ . 25 00
George C. Stantial, clerical services, including
making duplicate valuation book .
. 300 00
M. T. Eastman, collector, commission on taxes
of 1885 . 300 00
commission on taxes of 1886 . • 150 00
$2,470 00
Balance unexpended .... 30 00
$2,500 00
FELLS SCHOOL BUILDING.
Appropriation $5,000 oo
EXPENDED.
Paid orders of committee in 1885 (see last
report) $2,700 00
Paid orders of committee during 1886 . . 2,300 00
$5,000 00
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SWAIN’S POND AVENUE SCHOOL BUILDING.
EXPENDED.
For land ........ $436 40
For building, etc., per orders of committee 2,063 60
$2,500 00
March 1, 1886, treasurer was authorized to borrow and
special committee to expend the above amount.
VINTON STREET SCHOOL BUILDING.
Appropriation (permanent loan).... $14,000 00
Paid orders of committee for land,
building, etc. . .
. $13,978 27
Balance unexpended . . . 21 73
$14,000 00
PROSPECT STREET.
EXPENDED.
Paid James Marshall, Supt., 12 days, at $2.50
. $30 00
Teams, 24 days, at $1.50 . . . . . 36 00
Laborers, 133 days, at $1.76 . . . . 234 00
$300 00
At meeting March 1, 1886, treasurer was authorized to
borrow and selectmen to expend the above amount.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Dr.
Military aid, 1885
State aid, 1885 .
' Armory rent, 1885
$251 00
787 00
400 00
Amount carriedforward
5
$1,438 OO
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Amount broughtforward
. $1,438 00
Cr.
Corporation tax ....
. $2,560 34
National bank tax
. .
• 630 38
Military aid, 1885 251 00
State aid, 188; . 788 00
Armory rent, 1885 400 00
$4,629 72
Surplus ..... 3.191 72
$4,629 72
POLICE AND NIGHT WATCH.
Appropriation ......
. $1,400 00
EXPENDED.
F. M. McLaughlin, Chief, 1,155 hours . $288 75
O. E. Drown, 1,764 hours .... 441 00
H. B. Newhall, 1,885 hours 47 i 25
A. B. Pierce, 33 hours .... 8 25
R. M. Rand, 133 hours .... 33 25
C. T. Stevens, 17 hours .... 4 25
C. H. Fuller, 41 hours 10 50
W. C. Caswell, 23 hours .... 5 75
E. 0 . Goodridge, 59 hours .... 14 75
F. M. Holmes Furniture Company, chairs . 9 00
George W. Bartlett, carriage hire 34 00
Childs & Lane, mat ..... 2 00
J. P. Lovell’s Sons, hand-cuffs 9 50
J. Warren Bailey, curtains .... 3 00
F. M. McLaughlin, expense 1 00.
$i,336 25
Balance unexpended ..... 63 75
$1,400 00
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WYOMING CEMETERY.
Cost of land in 1856 .
Expended from 1856 to 1886
Receipts from 1856 to 1886 $20,105 57
1885. Surplus to treasury fund . •
RECEIPTS DURING 1886.
For graves sold..... $68 00
For labor, interments, material fur-
nished, grading, sodding, etc. . 290 00
For care of lots . . 303 00
FOR LOTS SOLD.
13 at $75 each ..... $975 00
1 at $100 100 00
4 half lots at $40 each 160 00
1
“ “
“ $35 • 35 00
2 “ “ “ $30 each 60 00
Exchanging lot
. i 5 00
On account of lots sold 383 00
$5,958 85
13,978 90
$ 19,937 75
167 82
$20,105 57
1 00
EXPENDED.
Thomas Marshall, superintendent, 6 months
— 1,728 00
#2,389 00
#300 00
“ “ labor and material furnished 32 86
“
“ extra labor, 39^ days, at $2 79 00
Daniel Dowd, labor, 164 days, at $1.76 . 288 49
“ “ labor, 23! days, at $1.50 . 35 25
Geo. W. Grover, labor, 16 days, at $1.76 28 16
A. C. Goss, team, 27 days, at $1.50 40 50
“
“ man, 27 days, at $1.76 48 39
“
“ sods, 830 feet .... 8 30
Amount carriedforward #860 95
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Amount broughtforward 00 o\0 95
A. W. Lynde, labor, 5 days, at $2 10 00
F. R. Upham, man and team, t day 1 63
James Marshall, team, two days, at $1.50 3 OO
“ “ labor, 1 day 2 50
“
“ men, 18 days, at $1.76 3 i 68
John C. Rorke, labor, 107I days, at $1.76 189 64
William Forbes, labor, 23 days, at $1.76 40 48
W. L. Williams, R M., stamps 2 OO
Geo. F. King & Merrill, stationery 4 15
M. F." Eastman, lime and cement . 1
1
65
Thos. McCoubry, sharpening tools, etc. 3 70
H. N. Murch, markers for graves . 40 OO
A. B. Pierce, services ..... 6 OO
J. C. Howes, drain pipe .... 10 48
Daniel Norton, sail cloth .... 3 OO
Bugbee & Barrett, sundries .... 6 05
Aaron Hill, Jr., 500 feet sods 5 OO
Justus Geist, plants ..... 28 52
J H. Edwards, sharpening lawn mower . 1 75
Charles Pratt, 2,063 feet sods 20 63
Charles McKinnon, 855 feet sods . 12 82
Daniel McDonald, 135 feet granite capping . 79 95
“ “ labor .... 6 55
George Newhall, service on committee . 25 OO
John Larrabee, “ “ “ . 25 OO
21,432 13
Surplus for year, 1886 ..... 956 87
$2,389 OO
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER.
Cash in treasury, January 30, 1886 . • . $^483 60
Total receipts for the year . .... 140,788 63
$ 142,272 23
Total disbursements for the year 142,079 98
Cash in treasury, January 27, 1887 . .• $192 25
CEMETERY “ TRUST FUNDS.”
1885. Estate of Sally Upham . . $200 00
1886. S. B. Cochran, Omaha, Neb. • 200 00
$400 00
STATEMENT OF THE TOWN DEBT.
WATER BONDS.
Melrose Water Fund, due July 1, 1890 $100,000 00
Melrose Water Fund, due Oct. 1, 1892 50,000 00
Melrose Water Loan, high service, due Nov.
h 1905 37,000 00
TOWN HALL BONDS.
$187,000 00
Melrose Town Hall, due Oct. 1, 1892 • $65,000 00
PERMANENT LOANS.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts:—
Note dated Oct. 15, 1868, due Oct. 15, 1888, in-
terest 6 per cent .... $5,000 00
Note dated Aug. 6, 1884, due Aug. 6, 1889, in-
terest 4 per cent .... . 8,000 00
Note dated July 23, 1886, due July 23, 1891, in-
terest 3J per cent .... 14,000 00
$27,000 00
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TEMPORARY LOANS.
Melrose Savings Bank, on demand :—
Note dated Jan. 21, 1886, interest 3 per cent
Note dated May 20, 1886, interest 3 per cent
Note dated May 27, 1886, interest 3 per cent
Note dated July 1, 1886, interest 3 % per cent
Note dated July 21, 1886, interest 3J per cent
Note dated Jan. 5, 1887, interest 3 1 per’cent
Commonwealth of Massachusetts:—
Note dated June 21, 1886, one year, interest 3J
per cent .......
$10,000 00
1.000 00
2.000 00
5.000 00
2.000 00
3.000 00
5,000 00
$28,000 00
Total $307,000 00
AVAILABLE ASSETS.
Due from State, State aid .
. $654 00
“ “
“ military aid 266 00
$920 00
Uncollected taxes : —
1881 • $99 93
1882 • 334 52
1883 • 390 47
1884 ..... . 469 59
1885 . 2,379 00
1886 ..... . 28,245 1
1
$31,918 62
Water loan sinking fund . . 29.330 07
$62,168 69
Net debt more than assets available . 244,831 31
Respectfully submitted,
$307,000 00
GEORGE NEWHALL,
Treasurer.
(E. and O. excepted.)
Melrose, February, 1887.
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GEORGE NEWHALL/ Treasurer,
In account with Commissioners of Melrose Water Loan
Sinking Fund.
Dr.
February, 1886. Cash on band
To received as surplus from water fund, balance,
$15 60
for year 1885 . . . . 3,823 99
To received as interest on bonds and mortgages . 1,113 81
To received as principal on mortgage note 100 00
Cr.
$5,053 40
By paid rent for box in safe deposit vault . $10 00
For two bonds, Melrose water loan, “high
service ” . ..... 2,000 00
Premium and accrued interest on above 1 13 33
Mortgage on real estate 2,000 00
February, 1887. Cash deposited in Melrose Saw
#4,123 33
ings Bank ....... 930 07
$5,053 40
GEORGE NEWHALL, Treasurer,
In account with the Town of Melrose.
Dr.
Jan. 30, 1886. Cash in the treasury . $1,483 60
RECEIPTS.
From sale of high service water bonds $7,538 00
Note, permanent loan ..... 14,000 00
Wyoming Cemetery, sale of lots, graves, etc. 2,389 00
On account of School fund .... 87 99
School contingent 10 17
Highways ..... 15 45
Poor fund (1886).... 546 49
Amount carriedforward .... $26,070 70
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Amount brought forward $26,070 00
On account of Fire Department 24 00
Contingent 18 50
Town Hall . 819 00
* Armory rent 166 67
Poor fund (1885) 38 00
Corporation tax (1885) 79 65
From A. Lane, superintendent, water rates, etc. 20,666 97
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 4,629 72
Notes, temporary loans 18,000 00
County treasurer, dog tax .698 40
Cemetery, trust fund 200 00
TAXES.
J. C. Howes, collector, 1881 $36 27
“ “ “ 1882 70 11
“ « “ 1883 126 76
L. G. Coburn, “ 1884 1,427 48
M. F. Eastman, “ 1885 . • 24,700 00
“ “ “ 1886 • .44,50000
70 860 62
$142,2^2 23
Cr.
By paid town clerk’s orders as follows :—
Schools, support of $17,715 00
School contingent 4,285 66
Contingent expenses 1,178 19
Town Hall . • . 4,536 91
Poor fund ..... 5,026 25
Fire Department .... 2,409 46
Cemetery, Wyoming L432 13
Insurance ..... 256 30
Street lights..... 2,047 00
Additional lamps .... 150 00
Armory rent .... 166 67
Grove Street School building 741 20
Amount carriedforward #39>944 77
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Amount broughtforward
By Fells School building
.
Swain’s Pond Avenue School building
Highways .....
Police ......
Salaries .....
State aid .....
Military aid .
Water fund . .
Drainage .....
Sidewalks .....
Crossings and gutters .
Prospect Street .
Perkins Street ....
By paid interest on water fund
bonds . . . .
Town Hall bonds, and
notes ....
On account of water, use of
Water loan sinking
fund (balance sur-
plus 1885) .
Water, “ high ser-
9
Fells School building
Vinton Street School
building
.
Swain’s Pond Avenue
School building
Public Library .
State tax .
County tax
$10,400 00
5,746 67
2,000 00
3,823 99
23,742 34
2,293 75
13,978 27
2,133 40
1,448 40
3,930 00
2,362 69
73
$39,944 77
6 25
366 60
6,503 25
1
,
.336 25
'
2,470 00
654 00
532 00
15,423 73
999 61
1,035 00
299 01
300 00
350 00
$70,220 47
71,859 51
$142,079 98
192 25
$142,272 23
Jan. 27, 1887. Cash in treasury
AUDITORS’ REPORT.
We have examined the books and vouchers of the treas-
urer, water commissioners, and the account of the treasurer
of the Public Library, and find them correctly kept and prop-
erly vouched.
FRANK E. ORCUTT,
JOHN R. NORTON,
WALTER I. NICKERSON,
A uditors.
ASSESSORS’ REPORT.
FOR YEAR 1886.
No. of inhabitants 6,536
children from five to fifteen years of age . 1,356
dwellings i
,443
horses .... 392
cows and oxen 232
dogs .... 432
swine .... 102
sheep .... 1
acres of land taxed (about) 2,700
steam boilers . 19
horse-power I,IIOj
Value of real estate buildings $2,795,425
“
“ land . . 1,872,225
4,667,650 00
personal estate 403,750 00
Total valuation .... $5,071,400 00
Rate of taxation per $1,000, $13.60.
Amount of appropriations . . $65,306 23
State tax . 3,930 00
county tax 2,362 69
overlay 1,112 12
$72,711 04
Assessed as follows :—
Number of polls, 1870.
Tax on polls, at $2.00 each . $3,740 00
“ personal estate 5,491 00
Amount parriedforward . $9,231 00
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Amount brotightforward
Tax on real estate
$9,231 00
63,480 04
Amount of warrant committed to collector
additional assessments
$72,711 04
158 28
Less abatements
$72,869 32
185 70
Net amount January 1, 1887
On which there has been collected
And interest ....
. $72,683 62
$44,438 51
61 49
$44,500 00
ABATEMENTS ON 1886.
Mrs. Lucy A. Barrett.
. $4 08 Samuel D. Taylor . $8 48
Mrs. E. P. Phinney . . 13 60 Henry Hunt . 8 66
Mrs. C. W. Clinckard
. 4 86 A. V. Lynde 2 72
Mrs. Jennie Upham .
. 4 76 Benj. F. Gibbs . 6 80
Mrs. Esther Morcomb . 6 80 Oscar Armstrong . 2 00
Mrs. Maria E. White
. 3 28 John Hawksby . 4 08
Mrs. Ann Callegan . . 6 38 J. J. Doherty 1 36
Mrs. Lyman Elmes . . 6 80 D. Russell, Jr. . 2 00
Mrs. Rupert Everton . 68 J. Ricker 2 72
Mrs. Zilpha Butler
. 5 64 Miss Susan M. Parker 80
Mrs. M. A. Livermore . 20 40 Miss S. A. Cooper . 2 04
Mrs. S. S. Twombly . . 6 80 Miss Joanna Stackpole
. 4 48
Misses Conway . . 12 64 Miss Mary R. Prince . . 6 80
Misses Wheeler . 12 00 Geo. W. Woodman . 20 00
F. D. Howe, estate 2 00
Lawrence Leonard 2 04 $185 70
FOR YEAR 1885.
Net amount of collector’s book, Jan. 1, 1886, as
per last report ...... $71,202 23
Less abatements made in 1886 . . . . 66 71
Net amount Jan. 1, 1887 ..... $71,135 52
On which there has been collected, $68,756 52
And interest ..... 943 48
$69,700 00
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ABATEMENTS ON 1885, DURING 1886.
Geo. Hemmenway
. $12 78 Mrs. James Sayse • $5 59
Wm. Parker estate . 4 02 Mrs. Helen M. Owen • 3 5i
Henry C. Miller 2 00 Mrs. Mary D. Ellis . 8 40
John Edwards . 2 19 Mrs. Lyman Elmes . . 6 36
Fred Graham 2 00 Mrs. Zilpha Butler • 5 98
Chas. Lakin
James Cassell
2 00
2 78
Miss Mary R. Prince
. 7 10
Victor E. Wells . 2 00 $66 71
FOR YEAR 1884.
Net amount of collector’s book, Jan. 1, 1886, as
per last report ...... $64,455 l 4
Less abatements made in 1886 . • • • 55 2 5
Net amount Jan. 1, 1887 ..... $64,399 89
On which there has been collected, $63,930 30
And interest ..... 997 18
$64,927 48
ABATEMENTS ON 1884, DURING 1886.
Mrs J. M. Critchett . • $5 25 • Chandler . $2 OO
James Higgins . 1 00 Joseph Collins . 2 OO
E. McKennon 2 00 C. Butler . . 2 OO
J. D. Biddle 2 00 Geo. F. Walker . 2 OO
Hiram S. Frasier 2 00 Alfred Hapgood . 2 OO
Henry Walker . *7 00 John Nelson 2 OO
John W. Robinson 2 00 Fred W. Peabody 2 OO
James L. Higgins I 00 John C. Morton . 2 OO
Chas. Schuster . 2 00 James Fallon 2 OO
Joseph Alden 2 00 Wm M. Silks . 2 OO
Frank C. Andrews . 2 00 John G. Kingsley 2 OO
Wm. Burke 2 00 Jeremiah Mahoney 2 OO
Stephen Burns . 2 00
George Cook . 2 00 *55 25
James H. Coleman . 2 00
FOR YEAR 1883.
Net amount of collector’s book Jan. 1, 1886, as
per last report ...... $6:,934 02
Less abatements made in 1886 .... 56 00
Net amount Jan. 1, 1887 .
On which there has been collected,
And interest ....
. $62,878 02
$62,487 55
. 1 ,009 68
$63,497 23
78 assessors’ report.
ABATEMENTS ON 1883, DURING 1886.
William J. Geary $1 00 John Russell . $2 00
Jeremiah Lonney 2 00 Chas. E. Reade
. 1 00
Arthur T. Blakesley . 2 00 J. Alfred Ray . 2 00
James E. McGrath . 2 00 David Nelson . . 2 00
Benj. F. Dexter 2 00 Jacob S. Whitney 2 00
John Crute 2 00 Young F. Walden . 2 00
Wm. Foley 2 00 James A. Gardner 2 00
Wm. E. Freeman 2 00 L. A. Doherty . 1 00
John Dunn 2 00 Joseph Durgan . 2 00
Chas , Foskett . 2 00 0 . W. Nelson . 2 00
Hiram S. Frasier 2 00 J. E. Church . 2 00
Peter Taylor 2 00 Joseph Alden . 2 00
James Towhey . 2 00 Fred A. Lock . . 2 00
Andrew Riddle . 2 00 Charles Nelson . . 2 00
Hugh Dane 2 00
James McEnery 1 00 $56 00
FOR YEAR 1882.
Net amount of collector’s book, Jan. 1, 1886, as
per last report ...... $57,683 03
Less abatements made in 1886 .... 68 00
Net amount Jan. 1, 1887 ..... $57,615 03
On which there has been collected, $57,280 51
And interest ..... 919 56
$58,200 07
ABATEMENTS ON
C. E. Allison .
. $2 00
Geo. McNally . . 2 00
John A. Jewett . . 2 00
John Higgins 2 00
Martin Gafney . 2 00
J. P. Alexander
.
.
2 00
Albert C. Barlow 2 00
James Brennon . . 2 00
Ubert Brown . 2 00
Francis Berringer . 2 00
Peter H. Gallaghan . . 1 00
M. W. McAlmon 2 00
John Comfrey . . 2 00
1882, DURING 1886.
Leonard T. Eames .
. $2 00
Stewart Crow . 2 00
Warren A. Farr . 2 00
N. L. Frothingham . . 2 00
Asaph Rice . 2 00
Matthew S. Shields . . 2 00
John Russell 2 00
Charles Rouse . . 2 00
Thomas Preston . 2 00
Thomas Pray . . 2 00
David Nelson . . 2 00
William Warner . 2 00
Daniel Howes . 2 00
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James A. Gardner . $2 00 Rufus Tay • . $2 00
Wm. Carroll . 1 00 Eugene Gordeau . . 2 00
Wm. Graves . 2 00 Hugh Dane • . 2 00
John Rath . . 2 00
Philip Stevens . . 2 00 $68 00
Peter Gendrot . . 2 00
FOR YEAR 1881.
Net amount of collector’s book, Jan. i, 1886, as
per last report ...... $53,888 10
On which there has been collected, $53,788 17
And interest . . . . 835 92
$54,624 09
GEO. C. STANTIAL,
GEO. F. BOARDMAN,
MOSES BRIGGS,
Assessors of Melrose for 1886.
1
COLLECTORS’ REPORTS.
STATEMENT OF TAXES FOR YEAR 1886.
Amount of warrant and tax list received from
the assessors .....
• $72,711 04
Additional assessments .... 158 28
$72,869 32
Abatements in 1886 (see assessors’ report) 185 70
$72,683 62
Interest collected ..... 6 r 49
$72,745 1
1
Cash paid treasurer in 1886
• 44.500 00
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1887 . $28,245 1
MOSES F. EASTMAN,
Collectorfor 1 886.
STATEMENT OF TAXES FOR YEAR 1885.
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1886, as per last report, $26,274 81
Abatements in 1886 (see assessors’ report) . 66 71
$26,208 10
Interest collected in 1886..... 870 90
$27,079 00
Cash paid treasurer in 1886 .... 24,700 00
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1887 .... $2,379 00
MOSES F. EASTMAN,
Collectorfor 1885-
collectors’ reports. 8i
STATEMENT OF TAXES FOR YEAR 1884.
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1886, as per last report . $1,846 01
Abatements in 1886 (see assessors’ report)
. 55 25
$1,790 76
Interest collected in 1886 ..... 106 31
$1,897 07
Cash paid treasurer in 1886 .... 1,427 48
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1887 .... $469 59
LEWIS G. COBURN,
Collectorfor 1884.
STATEMENT OF TAXES FOR YEAR 1883.
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1888, as per last report .
Abatements in 1886 (see assessors’ report)
$566 63
56 00
Interest collected in 1886 .....
$510 63
6 60
Cash paid treasurer in 1886 ....
$5*7 23
126 76
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1887 .... $390 47
JONATHAN C. HOWES,
Collectorfor 1883.
STATEMENT OF TAXES FOR YEAR 1882.
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1886 .... $468 55
Abatements in 1 886 (see assessors’ report) . . 68 00
$400 55
Interest collected in 1886 ..... 4 08
$404 63
Cash paid treasurer in 1886 . . .
. 70 1
1
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1887 .... $334 52
JONATHAN C. HOWES,
Collectorfor 1882.
6
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STATEMENT OF TAXES FOR YEAR 1881.
Balance unpaid Jan. I, 1886, as per last report . $134 00
Interest collected in 1886..... 2 20
$136 20
Cash paid treasurer in 1886 .... 36 27
Balance unpaid Jan. 1, 1887 .... $99 93
JONATHAN C. HOWES,
Collectorfor 1881.
REPORT OF ENGINEERS.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen :
We have had no large losses by fire during the year ending
Dec. 31, 1886. When called upon, the department has per-
formed its duties in a creditable manner. Below will be
found a statement of fires, losses, insurance, etc.
REPORT OF FIRES, 1 886.
Insurance. Loss.
Jan. 8. A. Lynde, dwelling, chim-
ney burnt out
Feb. 22. W. L. Cheever, barn $150 OO
<<
27. D. L. Taylor, greenhouse • $267 OO 267 OO
a
27. D. L. Taylor, on. plants 1,375 00 1 >37 5 00
a
27. Daniel Casey, furniture 00cLO 200 00
a 28. W. A. Smith, slight fire .
May 21. F. Upham, load hay 15 00
June 10. F. W. Hunt • 850 OO 1,000 00
<<
10. C. G. Brown . 1,000 00 1,500 00
July 12. Fire at Wakefield .
«
16. Fire at Stoneham
Nov. 15 . Mr. Cole, dwelling . 500 00 500 00
$4,142 00 $5,007 00
4,142 00
Loss above insurance .... $865 00
The department consists of three engineers and forty-five
men, who have in their care three hose carriages, one hook and
ladder truck, and forty-three hundred feet of hose, all of which
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are in good repair. We recommend for repairs, and running
expenses of the department for the ensuing year, an appro-
priation of $2,000. For extra repairs on Russell hose house,
the sum of $100.
Respectfully submitted,
• A. W. LYNDE,
W. B. ELLIS,
JOHN SINGER, Jr.,
Engineers of Fire Department.
REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
FOR THE YEAR 1886.
To the Town of Melrose
:
In compliance with an Act of the Legislature passed April
2, 1870, the Melrose Water Board has the honor of submit-
ting their seventeenth annual report, together with the
report of the superintendent, to which we call your attention,
as containing a detailed statement of the operations of the
Water Department for the year ending Dec. 31, 1886.
We congratulate the town on the completion of the im-
proved water supply by the committee appointed for that
purpose, and for the satisfactory results. We believe that
now we have one of the best systems of water works, and as
good quality of water as any town in the Commonwealth.
We respectfully call your attention to the report of committee
hereto appended, giving full details and results.
Believing that quite a saving in the cost and improvement
in the quality could be made by manufacturing our own pipe,
the necessary machinery and tools were purchased and a shop
fitted up on Winthrop Street about June 1 ; since that time*
most of the pipe used has been made by the men employed
on the works, and it is intended in the future to manufacture
all the pipe used.
The receipts from water-takers exclusively the past year
have been $(7,300.66, showing an increase over the year
1885 of $2,107.87, which is the largest increase in any year
since the completion of the water works.
At the annual town meeting held March 2, 1885, a com-
mittee was appointed, consisting of the Water Board, Nathan
D. Blake and John B. Souther, to revise the water rates and
prepare by-laws. Said committee have attended to that duty,
and their report was accepted by the town at its annual
meeting held March 1, 1886, and copies of the revised rates
and by-laws have been printed and distributed.
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Your Commissioners recommend appropriations for the
coming year as follows : —
For hydrants, Town Hall, schoolhouses, engine and hose
houses, ornamental and drinking fountains, the sum of
$2 ,000 .
For dwelling-house for engineer at pond, the sum of $2,000
,
and the unexpended balance of the amount appropriated by
the town for the improved water supply.
FINANCIAL.
Cost of water works to January
1, 1 886 . . • • . • $194,770 98
Cost of construction as per report
of superintendent • .
. 7,099 95
Cost of improved water supply
. 39,098 21
Costof water works to Jan. 1, 1887 . . . .$240,969 14
INTEREST ACCOUNT.
1 886.
April I, Paid coupons or Ul08O $1,500 00
May T a u a 35,000 . 700 00
July T « u « 100,000 . 3,000 00
Oct. T tt tt tt 50,000 . 00tn 00
Nov. y it it <( 35,000 . OO 00
1 887.
Jan. i, Paid coupons on 0p000 3,000 00
RECEIPTS.
From town for use of water $2,000 00
<<
city of Malden 232 50
water rates 17,300 66
<< pipe account . 1,122 36
tt shutting off water 2 00
a notice 20
u return premium on insurance, 9 2 5
$10,400 00
$20,666 97
Amount carriedforward . .... $20,666 97
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Amount broughtforward .... $20,666 97
CONTRA.
Paid on interest account . . $10,400 00
Maintenance account, as per report
of superintendent • . . 8,323 78
18,723 78
Surplus for the year . . .... $1,943 19
FURNITURE, STOCK, TOOLS, ETC., ON HAND JAN. 1, 1887.
Office furniture....
Tools and machinery of all kinds
Stock for services and repairs •
Stock for construction
Horse and carriages .
$460 00
669 00
1,088 00
1,340 00
360 00
$3,9 1 7 00
WINGATE P. SARGENT,
WILBUR D. FISKE,
J. R. JONES,
Commissioners .
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT.
Melrose Water Commissioners :
Gentlemen,— I herewith submit to you my annual report,
showing the transactions, operations, and present condition of
the Water Department for the year ending Dec. 31, 1886.
THE POND.
A sudden thaw in February caused a rapid rise of the water,
which for a time gave no little anxiety for the safety of the
dam, without, however, any serious results, although a large
quantity continued running through the waste-way for several
days. The water remained at high-water mark, or above, till
April 26.
During the past year several substantial and needed improve-
ments have been made by Malden and Melrose at the pond
and about the gate-house. About thirty feet of sixteen-inch
pipe has been connected with the gate-house and extended
into the pond
;
the dam has been strengthened, a wall built
on each side of the roll-way, the channel for the overflow
widened, and a wall built at the sides to prevent the water
from washing the driveway, which has been widened and
newly graded.
Since the town has been supplied from the reservoir, the
water is of much purer quality, being drawn from the pond at
a greater depth and gravelly bottom, and is therefore free
from the mud and leaves that formerly found their way into
the pipes under the gravity system.
The lowest point reached was Nov. 10, when the water was
fifty-five inches below high-water mark
;
since that time it
has continued to rise, and at present (Dec. 31) is forty-seven
inches below.
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RECORD.
Rise and fall of Pond in 1886 .
Jan. I. inches below high-water mark.
IO. 13 a
a a
<( 20. 13 a
a a
a
SO- 9
i 1 ii t i
Feb. IO. 7i
“ ii a
a
ii
ii
Mar.
a
a
April
ii
ii
13.
20
28 .
IO.
20.
30.
IO.
20.
26
.
Full pond.
ii
t i
ii
ii
< i
« i
ii
J inch below high-water mark.
“ 30. u a a
May IO. 2 a a “
ii 20. a a a
ii 30. 4i a (< a
June IO. 7t
a a a
“ 20. io£ a a “
a 30. 14 a a a
July IO. 19 a a a
ii 20. 20£ a a a
a 30. 22j a a a
Aug. IO. 20 a a a
a 20. 00 a a a
a 30. 32j a a a
Sept. IO. 36i
“ i ( a
ii 20. 39i a a a
ii
30. 47 a it' a
Oct. IO. 46 1
1
H a
a 20
. S4i a a a
a
30. 52^ tt a a
Nov. IO. 55 inches, the lowest point.
ii 20 . 53i inches below high water mark.
ii
30. 54t
ii a ii
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Dec. io. 54^ inches below high-water mark.
“ 20. 52^ “ “ “
“ 30. 47 “ “ "
COMPARATIVE RECORD.
Showing the lowest points below high-water mark to which the
pond has been drawn since 1874.
1874.
— Lowest point, 43 inches, Dec. 7.
1 875. — Lowest point, 61 inches, Feb. 22. Pond full, June
23. Next lowest point, 33 inches, Nov. 10.
1876.— Lowest point, 37 inches, Nov. 6. Pond full, March
25 -
1877.
— Lowest point, 33 inches, Sept. 30. Pond full, March
IS-
1878.— Lowest point, 27J inches, Nov. 13. Pond full, Jan.
15. Pond full second time, Dec. 14.
1879.
— Lowest point, 45 inches, Dec. 20. Pond full and
running over at waste-way from Jan. 1 to May 20.
1880. — Lowest point, inches, Dec. 30; highest point,
May 10 ; being then 12 inches below high-water mark.
1881.— Lowest point, 65 inches, Jan. 8, at which time the
water was down to the top of the pipe at the gate-house
;
commenced pumping and continued until Jan. 22. The
pump was started again Feb. 6, and run until Feb. 13.
Pond full and running over from March 22 to April 30.'
Next lowest point, 32 inches, Dec. 22.
1882.
— Lowest point, 37J inches, Dec. 21. Pond full and
running over at waste-way from March 3 to April 3.
1883.— Lowest point, 82 inches, Dec. 30. The highest
point reached was 15 inches below high-water mark,
May 30. Commenced pumping Sept. 23, and continued
to pump to this time, Dec. 31.
1884.— Lowest point, 82J inches, Jan. 1. Pond full and
running over from April 16 to May 10. Next lowest
point 40J inches, Nov. 23.
1885.
— Lowest point, 41 J inches, Oct. 13. The highest
point reached was on May 24, when it was 4% inches
below high-water mark.
1886.— Lowest point 55 inches, Nov. 10. Full pond, run-
ning over at water-way from Feb. 14 to April 26.
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IMPROVED WATER SUPPLY.
The water was turned on from the reservoir Sept. 2. The
increased pressure on the pipes caused, for a time, quite a
large number of breaks, although at present the number is
greatly diminished, and probably the weak places are about
all repaired.
It was found in all cases that the breaks occurred in the
pipes first laid, and were caused by the pipes becoming rusty
from imperfect cementing. None of the breaks having
occurred in the pipes laid by the town, is conclusive proof
that the cement-lined pipes are of sufficient strength to with-
stand the increased pressure, when properly laid.
Table showing Levels below Spot Pond Rollway.
Surveys made in 1884 by Percy M. Blake, C. E., and
George H. Bishop, C. E.
Below
Rollway.
Feet.
0.00
5.61
22.39
83.00
92.20
97.19
98.53
o-37
99.62
91.56
86.06
32.00
92 - 1 7
41.09
1378
18.00
3.00
73.00
18.00
3-i6
Reservoir 98 feet above rollway.
Rollway.
Lowest point on pipe line between Woodland Avenue and Ravine road.
Summit of Ravine road, near spring barrel in ground.
Northwest corner Ravine road and Washington Street.
Intersection of Ravine road and Wyoming Avenue.
Intersection of Trenton Street and Wyoming Avenue.
West rail Boston & Maine Railroad at Wyoming station.
Piazza floor of W. P. Sargent’s house on Wyoming Hill.
Intersection Berwick Street and Wyoming Avenue.
Corner Maine and Foster Streets.
Fall from roliway to top of underpinning of Town Hall.
Sill of lower window of J. O. Norris’s house, Cedar Park.
Intersection of Main and Essex Streets.
Intersection of Upham Street and Bellevue Avenue.
Sill of Upham Street schoolhouse.
In front of G. W. Chipman’s house on extension of Tremont Street.
Top of hill, opposite G. W. Chipman’s house.
Track of Boston & Maine Railroad, 100 feet north of Franklin Street.
Foundation of P. W. Curry’s house, Orris Street.
Doleful Pond above Spot Pond, Nov. 13, 1884.
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STREET MAINS.
•
Pipe has been laid the past year as specified below : —
One thousand eight hundred and ninety-four feet of 6-inch,
three thousand four hundred and six feet of 4-inch, one
thousand and seventeen feet of 2-inch, and one hundred and
sixty-four feet of i{ inch.
It will be seen by the report of the Committee on improved
Water Supply that the town has come into full possession,
by purchase from the city of Malden, of the following pipe,
formerly owned jointly, namely : seven thousand one hun-
dred and seventy feet of 16-inch from the pond to Main
Street; four thousand and one hundred feet of 12-inch
on Main Street, from Wyoming Avenue to the Malden line,
and eight hundred and fifty feet of 4-inch on Washing-
ton Street from Ravine road to Red Mills
;
also all gates and
hydrants connected.
Table showing Location, Size, Length, etc., of Distributing
Pipes laid in 1886.
Streets. Locations.
Length in ft. of each size.
Gates
Hydrants.
Cost.
6-in. 4-1n. 2-in. l^-in.
Fiy»pt*POT) f Extended (East,) 416
175
268
112
924
1 $416 00
157 00
241 20
100 80
831 60
125 60
115 20
473 20
332 00
313 60
210 00
371 00
171 75
677 30
255 00
217 35
120 00
110 40
60 00
49 20
Foster , , » - - - , * - Extended (West) -
Para. From Borneo (South)
Panama From Borneo (South)
Rnrnfio From Washington to Para.
Kroin Chestnut (West)
1 2
Mt. Vernon . . .
.
Pimi lit
157
128
338
415
448
300
530
229
521
340
From Hurd (North) 1
1
....
Pine Fr^m Poplar (West) - Ledge
Washington . . .
Rllftvpll
Extended (Smith)
Frnro Trentmi (Eawt)
dlen Ext^nd^d (West'
Boardman ..... From Tremont (East) 1
Orient, Extended (South)
Walton Park...
Orris
From Orris (South) Ledge 1
Extended (West) 1
TTaward Extended (East.) 483
200
184
150
Linden From Porter (Nonh' 1
1
1
1
Orient Place ...
Battery Place .
.
Kimball Place.
From f )rient (East) » * <
From Dell Ave. (East
From Myrtle (East) ..... . 164
1,895 3,406 1,017 164 10 4 $5,348 20
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HYDRANTS.
Six new hydrants have been added to the fire service since
the last report.
One on Walton Park, south of Orris Street.
One on Pine Street, near the house of Mr. Burnham.
Two on Borneo Street, between Washington and Pleasant
Streets.
One near the pumping station (on line new 12-inch pipe).
One near the house of G. F. Butterfield (on line new
12-inch pipe).
The city of Malden has placed two hydrants on their
Washington Street line of pipe, near the factory of the Bos-
ton Rubber Shoe Company.
Whole number now available for fire service, one hundred
and seventeen.
The hydrant at earner of Essex and Vine Streets has been
removed to the opposite corner.
One each on Poplar, Grove, and Tremont Streets has been
replaced by a new one.
Several have been repaired by the addition of new rods
and valves
;
all have been thoroughly examined, oiled, and
painted, and are in good condition.
GATES sET IN 1886.
Twenty-one new gates have been added to the pipe lines
since last report, viz. :—
Two 16-inch gates on Ravine road.
Two 12-inch gates between pumping station and intersec-
tion of pipe.
Two 12-inch gates on reservoir and Ravine road.
One 6-inch gate on Emerson Street, east of Bellevue Ave-
nue.
One 6-inch gate near Borneo, east of Washington Street.
One 6-inch gate near reservoir (waste).
One 4-inch gate on Vine Street, west of Myrtle Street.
One 4-inch gate on Winthrop Street, east of Myrtle Street.
One 4-inch gate on Orris Street, opposite Warren Street.
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One 4-inch gate on Circuit Street, north of Hurd Street.
One 4-inch gate on Melrose Street, west of Ashland Street.
One 4-inch gate on Ashland Street, north of Melrose
Street.
One 4-inch gate on Russell Street, east of Trenton Street.
One 4-inch gate on Pine Street, west of Poplar Street.
One 4-inch gate on Boardman Street, east of Tremont
Street.
One 2-inch gate on Linden Street, north of Porter Street.
One 2-inch gate on Orient Place, east of Orient Street.
One 2 inch gate on Battery Place, east of Dell Avenue.
Several gates have been repacked and put in good condition?
and nineteen decayed wooden gate-boxes have been replaced
with iron.
SERVICE PIPES.
One hundred and sixteen new services have been put
in the past year, being the largest number in any year since
the introduction of water
TABLE OF SERVICE PIPES.
j-inch pipe from main pipe to street line . . 2,825 feet.
| “ “ “ street line to cellars . . . 2,581 “
Total number of services connected with the mains at the
present time, thirteen hundred and twenty-nine.
SERVICES RELAID.
Nineteen services have been relaid.
Forty-three decayed wooden service-boxes have been re-
placed with iron.
WATER-TAKERS.
Families ......... 1382
Apothecaries ........ 4
Barber shops ........ 4
Bakehouses ........ 2
Blacksmith shop ....... 1
Boarding-houses 4
Churches ......... 7
Carriage shop 1
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Engine and hose houses ...... 4
Fish markets ........ 3
,
Greenhouses ........ 7
Hand hose ........ 349
Hydrants . . • . . • • . .115
Halls • 7
Laundry ......... 1
Livery and boarding stables ..... 3
Manufactories ........ 5
Motors ......... 1
Ornamental fountains ...... 5
Private stables ........ 88
Printing office ........ 1
Public drinking fountains ...... 5
Public ornamental fountains ..... 2
Railroad depots........ 4
Standpipes ........ 3
Schoolhouses ........ 9
Stores and shops . . . . . . . 21
Truck and cart stables ...... 29
Number of water-takers as per register, 1887, 1,553
Number of water-takers as per register, 1886, 1,404
Increase over 1889 ..... 149
RECEIPTS FOR WATER.
Amount recei
1870-71
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
vedfor Water Rates exchisively.
$ 3 >9°9
5H4 1
29
84
88
3 i
85
6,133
7,202
7,882
8,788 93
8,850 45
9,267 95
9.717 13
9,823 14
10,223 84
10,818 84
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00 00 $12,826 05
1884 13,695 5 i
1885 . 15,192 79
1 886 17,300 66
Estimated income for 1887, $18,000.
MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT, 1886.
Summers & Hunt, fittings ..... $ 7 1 32
Chapman Valve Company, repairing valves 2 95
Cunningham Iron Works, service pipe . 427 73
J. C. Howes, labor and material.... 11 7 15
S. E. Benson, cement...... 140 34
Thomas McCoubry, repairing tools 84 22
A. W. Lynde, teaming gravel .... 36 85
Dalton & Ingersoll, fittings and solder 107 7 i
Addison Lane, salary, expenses, and rent shop . 1,080 12
Eastman’s Express, expressing .... 77 77
Edson Manufacturing Company, pump 58 87
Library Bureau, binders ..... 1 75
Parker & Wood, hardware..... 33 83
Geo. W. Bartlett, horse and wagon, horse hire
and keeping ...... 611 35
Town of Melrose, taxes ..... 3 40
Davis & Farnum Manufacturing Company, iron
pipe ........ 377 26
Goodhue & Birnie, cement pipe.... 54 00
Wiley & Richardson, lead and oil 17 78
Joel Atwood, carpenter work .... 25 04
Bugbee & Barrett, supplies..... 37 90
Osborn E. Drown, distributing notices 18 40
James Mitchell, coal ...... 26 25
Norwich Union Fire Insurance Company, insur-
ance ........ 18 75
Dexter Pratt, laying pipe into pond 85 72
Whittier Machine Company, valves . 15 00
Amount carriedforward .... <13.531 46
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Amount broughtforward .
John Larrabee, clerical service .
H. S. Ingalls, hydrant rods .
Isburgh & Co., pung and bells .
James Marshall, teaming gravel .
A. J. Manning, teaming .
Jesse A. Dill, night luncheons .
Asa N. Wheeler, dies .
W. W. Boardman, horse hire .
John R. Jones, commissioner •
Wilbur D. Fiske, “ .
Wingate P. Sargent, “ .
Peter McGeoch, gravel .....
J. B. Johnson, harness, etc. .
Shawmut Paper Box Company, pamphlet box .
Aitna Rubber Mills, rubber mittens and cloth
T. W. Ripley, printing reports .
Boston & Maine Railroad, freight
Walter B. Ellis, labor . . . . .
William L. Williams, printing .
M F. Whitton & Co., hemp cord
City of Malden, cement pipe ....
Henry B. Newhall, distributing notices
Boston Rubbe'r Shoe Company, rubber boots
Boston Bolt Company, bolts ....
Edwards Brothers, repairs .
Dexter Brothers, white lead . . . .
Osgood & Hart, castings .
F. H. Tyzzer, painting . . . . .
W. A. Greenough, directory .
Samuel Hobbs & Co., ledger .
C. G. Harris, cotton cloth .
, .
Andrew J. Morse & Son, hose ....
L. T. Freeman, teaming .....
C. F. Churchill, engineer .....
Leonard & Ellis, oil
M. F. Eastman, coal ......
Amount carriedforward .
97
$3>53i 46
5 00
8 20
50 50
9 20
25 00
1 7 65
3 57
59 00
50 00
50 00
50 00
7 40
27 85
8 75
14 35
10 00
14 95
54 25
25 25
10 81
26 25
1 1 00
15 00
20 67
50 00
19 95
84 95
7 00
2 00
3 50
3 40
22 50
47 30
233 32
52 90
34 00
$4,666 93
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Amount broughtforward
Seibert Oil Cup Company, oil cup
Warren J. Lewis, grate cleaner .
Albert B. Franklin, valves and fittings
SFerburne & Co., cotton waste .
Gardner & Chandler, sundry tools
S. E. Benson, coal .....
Cotton & Woolen Mfg. Ins. Co., insurance
Phillips & Hodgden, coal ....
Jenkins Bros
,
packing ....
George H. Sampson, powder
Labor bills ......
Addison Lane, extra services
CONSTRUCTION ACCOUNT.
Cost of water works to Jan. i, 1886 $194,727 65
Error in printed report .
. 43 33
Cost of improved water supply
. 39,098 21
Expended this year as follows : —
City of Somerville, tools and stock $604 89
Fuller, Dana & Fitz, iron . 1,192 82
Town of Medford, pipe iron 855 20
W. P. Hood, sand .... 8 00
Oscar N. Kennard, sand 23 25
Holmes & Blanchard, gearing 10 30
Summers & Hunt, corporation stops • 132 40
Chapman Valve Company, gates and
hydrants ..... 246 35
Cunningham Iron Works, service pipe, 6-3 41
Boston Lead Mfg. Company, lead pipe, 59 7i
J. C. Howes, corporations . 19 25
Wm. E. Locke, expressing . 57 45
S. E. Benson, cement . 343 56
M. F. Eastman, cement 44 35
Coffin Valve Company, hydrants 198 12
Walworth Mfg. Company, gate-boxes . 137 86
Amount carriedfot ward
$4,666 93
75
2 50
7 05
5 5i
25 92
535 73
56 72
69 60
5 74
32 60
2,814 73
100 00
$8,323 78
$233,869 19
4,55*5 92
$238,426 11
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A mount broughtforward
Thomas McCoubry, repairing tools
A. W. Lynde, blasting
L. B. Rowe, sand
Somerville Iron Foundry, castings
Dalton & Ingersoll, stopcocks
Labor bills .
.$238,426 11
94 37
1 6 1 00
35 00
238 08
106 21
• 1,905 37
— 2,543 03
Cost of water works to Jan. 1, 1887 . . $240,969 14
I have collected, as specified below, for water rates, including
$2,000 appropriated by the town, the sum of $19,300.66, and
from other sources $1,366.31, making a total of $20,666.97,
which sum has been paid to the town treasurer, and for which
I hold his receipts.
The following table shows the different classes of water.
takers, and the amount paid by each
;
also the amounts
received from other sources :—
»
Received from families . • $14,290 7 1
ft
stores and shops 161 75
<< ft manufactories . 455 00
u ft use of hose 999 00
It ft
stables 941 62
a ft motors 6 00
(( tf meters 104 58
(( it greenhouses 1 17 00
ft ft halls 64 00
(( ft fountains . 27 00
It ft churches . 57 00
ft it depots 56 00
It ft
use of standpipes 15 00
it tf private school . 6 00
ft ft
city of Malden . #232 50
If It pipe account . 1,122 36
It if town of Melrose 2,000 00
Amount carriedforward
$ 1 7.300 66
3,3S4 86
#20,655 5 2
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Amount broughtforward.... $20,655 5 2
Received from shutting off water,
etc. ... $2 20
“ “ returned premium on
insurance .
. 9 25
11 45
Total . ....... $20,666 97
Respectfully submitted,
ADDISON LANE,
Superintendent.
WATER RATES.
DWELLING-HOUSES.
PER YEAR.
Occupied by one family, for the first faucet
. $6 00
For each additional faucet to be used for the
same family ...... 2 00
When a house is occupied by more than one fam-
#
ily and less than four, one faucet only being
used for all, for each family ... 5 00
When a house is occupied by four or more fam-
ilies, and but one faucet is used for all, for
each family ....... 4 00
When a house is occupied by more than one
family, the highest rates will be charged for
each family having water carried into their
part of the house.
For the first water-closet ..... 5 03
For each additional water-closet ... 3 00
For the first bath-tub ..... 5 00
For each additional bath-tub .... 3 00
Provided that no private house occupied by one
family shall pay more than $25 per year.
For each additional family using either a bath-
tub or water-closet ..... 3 00
When two faucets are used, one for hot and
one for cold water, both emptying into one vessel,
but one charge will be made for both.
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BOARDING-HOUSES.
For the first faucet . . • . • . $1000
For each additional faucet..... 2 00
For water-closet or bath-tub, when used for
boarders ....... 10 00
Other charges as above.
STORES.
Occupied as office, shop, or similar purpose, for
first faucet . . . $6 00 to 20 OO
For each additional faucet . . . 2 OO
For water-closet or urinal . • • 6 00
STABLES.
For first horse ..... $4 OO
For each additional horse . . . 2 OO
For first cow . . 2 OO
For each additional cow . • I 00
LIVERY, CLUB, AND
For first horse .
BOARDING STABLES.
$4 00
For each additional horse . . . 2 00
The above includes water for washing carriages.
Where hose is used, $5.00 additional.
TRUCK AND CART STABLES.
For first horse ....... $3 00
For each additional horse ..... 1 00
The above includes water for washing carriages.
HOSE
For use of hose . . . .
. I3 00 to 10 00
As may be agreed upon by the water commis-
sioners.
HOTELS.
For each bed for boarders and lodgers .
. $3 00
BATHS.
For public baths, and for each bath in any hotel $10 00
For water-closet in public bath-houses 10 00
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STEAM-ENGINES.
For stationary steam-engine working not over
ten hours a day, for each horsepower.
BUILDING PURPOSES.
For every cask of lime or cement used
ORNAMENTAL FOUNTAINS.
Ordinarily used three hours a day for a period
of not more than four months a year.
For a jet of one sixteenth of an inch .
For a jet of one eighth of an inch
For a jet of one quarter of an inch
To be cut off at the discretion of the superin-
tendent.
And for all purposes not enumerated in the
foregoing rates, special contract must be made
with the water commissioners.
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Total Amount and Location of Main and Distributing
Pipes to present Time.
Feet of Pipe. QQ Gates.
Streets.
5
.5 = .2
• • • • p \ .5 =- a • •
|4 I ••7 •7 •S (6 •T *T00
|
co W H 00 |ICO
M 477 I
|
1
:::::: 138
|
* ’ l|..|
1 ,955 2 | 4
372 .. 1 1
422 1 1
•*
(‘I 484 1
"
1 r
150 :: riL 53o
..
:: i
II 924 2
1
. •
1
••
4)0 1,0<i0 2 1
..
:: 1
....
376 .... ;;
1,2263 1 2
1
1 115 1 2 2 1
••
X
,
I >
457 2 2 1r
Ghat-1 ps 335 1
••
L ... 1 572 1 2
438 | 1 2
ri 682 | 1 .. 1r 1,142 193 2 2
1,190 1
534
.
.
1
r 1 314
Elm .*! !!.?£ i 1,057
....
1
-L
I merald ' II 508 1
”
2
’
;;
Emerson Place
j
251 i
Emerson
[
...... LL.... 1,159s 3,987 . I 6 I 2 4
1,890
1
3 2
Felton Place 245 1
*•
*i
Filth
'"'770*
2
First 1 555 1 1
Florence 1.3401 L
..
2
Foster :::::: 682
i |UTU;
l,470i 2
..
1 2
Franklin ::::::::::::: 3,1554 560 4 2
Glen
[
532 1
Goodyear Avenue
|
J 1.235 398 4 2
Green 2,700 3 1
Greenwood L 353 637 1 1
Grove .......1 1,865 1,6694 4 1
Grundy Place 1 202
Herbert 1 220 1584 1
High
|
376 600 1 1
Highland Avenue 250 \
Hillside Avenue 337 291 1 1
Howard 272 1 ,033 1 \
Hurd 768 1
Irving
|
387 1
Lake Avenue 1,230 1 2
Lebanon 1 2,750 2 2
Linden 200
Linden Place
......
286
Linwood Av. & Lynde 2,960 3 1
Main 3,784 478
2,2654
287 9 3 2 1 1
Maple and Poplar 2 3
Melrose 2)3394 2 3
Mt. Vernon *551 1 1 r
Myrtle L J 2,230 3 6
Ninth
1
”
255 ri
Oakland . . .
. , 1,161 1 J
• 'rient 440 1
Orient I’lace
|
184 ! 1
Orris 1,120 148 3
Otis 1
|
780
• •
Panama iii 1*
268
Perkins 236 1
••
Pine 338 1 1
L,
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Total Amount and Location of Main and Distributing
Pipes to present Time. — Continued.
Streets.
Feet of Pipe. m
Gd
Gates.
16-in. 14-in. •S
<N
.2
00
CD .2 .s
C-1
7
K
a
CD 12
-in.
00 CD
4-in.
.2
1,125 1 1
2,514J 3 i
Pond to Wyoming Av. 3,810
378 1 2 1
500 1 1
3,032 2 0
1,026 1 1
96
950 552 2 3 1
Reservoir to Ravine Rd 1,370 2
Russell 448 1
School 495
Spnnn<i 125 1 1
Seventh 288 1
Short and Main 47O5
Stevens Place ......... 110 216
Summer 701 2 1
Suction ...... 250
Third 287 1
Tremont 3,180
1,3311
5,581*
500 2 4 i
TVenton 1,233 1 2 2
Upham , , 1
1
1 5 3
~V1D6 * f , 691 2
Vinton 3,497| 436 6 3 1
Walnut 187s
521Walton Park. 1Warrpn 632 2 1
Washington 3,025
690ij
3
Waver)y Plane 1 1
Willow 663 1
Winter t - 241 1
Winthrop Place 520 1
Winthrop 695 i 2
Wyoming Avenue .... 3,360 1,076
51
3 1 1
55 2 2
Youle 1,655|
I
2 1
7,170 96 8,752 1,235 20,525£ 76,4802 11,361 115 3 7 2 20 107 20
Total length of main and distributing pipes, 23.76 miles.

RECORD OF TEST OF
KNOWLES’ 8x16*12x18 DUPLEX PUMPING ENGINE,
AT MELROSE, MASS.
Conducted by W. F. Sherman. C. E.. January 10. 1887. Air Pump 6x8x10. No. 2
Plunger Boiler Ff.ei>. Horizontal Tubular Boiler. 54" Diam., 16 1-6 feet
Long, 60 Tubes 3" Diam.. 15 feet Long. Grate 4'-6" by 5'-0"
Dynamic Head
as Measured Right Length of
by Gauge on orLeft
Engine.
Stroke
the Dischai ge
Pipe.
in inches.
t
100. o ft.
R.
L.
19
18
4-16
3-16
100.5
R. 19 6-16
L. 19 6-16
101
R.
L.
19
19
4-16
4-16
102 It. 19 7-16
L. 19 4-16
101.5 R. 19 1-16
L. 19 4-16
101
R. 19 4-16
L. 19 1-16
101
R.
L.
19
19
0-16
7-16
101 R.L.
19
19
6-16
4-16
101 R. 19 4-16
L. 19 4 16
100.5
R. 19 7-16
L. 19 7-16
101
R. 19 6-16
L. 19 0-16
102 R.L.
19
19
5-16
1-16
103 R. 19 7-16
L. 19 7-16
103
R. 19 7-16
L. 19 4-16
103
R. 19 3-16
L. 19 2-16
103.5 t
19
19
7-16
3-16
104.5 R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
104
R. 19 7-16
L. 19 7-16
104
R. 19 7-16
L. 19 7-16
104 R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
104 R. 19 6-16
L. 19 4-16
104.5
R. 19 7-16
L. 19 1-16
105 R.L.
19
19
3-16
8-16
105 R.
L.
19
19
8-16
8-16
105 R. 19 8 16
L. 19 8-16
Time.
A. M.
M.
P. M.
Hours.
12
12
12
12
45
15
30
45
15
30
45
15
30
45
15
30
45
15
30
45
15
30
45
Counter.
076,798
077,338
079,531
081,665
083,790
088,089
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RECORD OF TEST ( Continued).
Time.
Counter.
Dynamic Head
as Measured
by Gauge on
the Discharge
Pipe.
Right
or
Length of
Stroke
in inches.
Hours. Mins.
Left
Engine.
P. M. 1 090,248 105.5 ft.
R.
L.
19
19
8-16
7-16
1 15 105
R.
L.
19
19
8-16
8-16
1 30 105 R.L.
19
19
7-16
3-16
1 45 105 R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
2 092,500 105
R.
L.
19
19
4-18
5 18
2 15 105
R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
2 30 105 R.L.
19
19
7-16
1-16
2 45 105 R.
L.
19
19
2-16
3-16
3 .. 105
R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
3 15 105.5
R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
3 30 106 R.L.
19
IS
4-16
12-16
3 45 106 5 R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
4 .. 096,783 107.5
R.
L.
19
19
5 16
4-16
4 15 108 5 R.L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
4 30 108.5 R.
L.
18
19
4-16
3-16
4 45 107 R.
L.
19
19
7-16
1-16
5 098,986 108
R.
L.
19
19
7-16
1-16
5 15 107
R.
L.
.
19
19
7-16
6-16
5 30 108 R.L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
5 45 108 R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
6 .. 101,135 108.5
R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
6 15 108.5 R.L.
19
19
6-16
7-16
6 30 108.
5
R.
L.
19
19
7-16
7-16
6 45 102,762 109
Total
,
12 hours. 25,964 revs. 5,126 1854.9375
Mean 101.612 IQ Q999
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Cjal, including ashes, used during test 1,451 lbs.
Area of 12" 113.097 sq. in.
One half area of rod 2.454 “ “
Effective area 110.643 “ “
Vacuum by gauge on condenser, 2oh"
Dynamic pressure on discharge pipe 104.612 feet.
Static head from surface of pond to centre of gauge on dis-
charge pipe 14.800 “
Total pressure, exclusive of friction in suction pjpe 119.412 feet.
Or 51.824 lbs.
U. S. gallons pumped during test of twelve hours, no allow-
ance for slip 961,160
Capacity per twenty-four hours — no allowance for slip .... 1,922,320
Mean revolutions per minute 36.06
Mean number strokes 144.24
Mean travel of both pump pistons per minute .... 232.25 feet.
Net horee-power 40.35
Coal, per net horse-power, per hour . . •• 2.99 pounds.
The coal here includes that necessary for driving air and feed pumps.
Coal per hour 120.91 pounds.
Coal per square foot of grate, per hour 5.329 pounds.
Steam pressure on boiler 80 lbs. gauge.
“ “ in chest * 50 lbs. gauge.
( Strokes ) Length stroke Pressure Area
Duty 100X | 25,964X4 j X 19.322 X 51.82 X 110,643
12
66,077,919 ( foot pounds.
1451 < per 100 p’ds
coal. ( of coal.
Knowles’ Improved, Compound, Condensing Duplex, Pumping
Engine.
Eighth high pressure steam cylinders.
Sixteen" low “ “ “
Twelve" inside plunger, water cylinders.
Eighteen" stroke.
Independent air pump and condenser, air pump 6 x 8 x 10.
No. 2. Outside plunger boiler feed pump.
One horizontal tubular boiler, 54" diameter, 16 1-6 feet long, 60 tubes 3"
diameter, 15 feet long. Grate 4' -6" by 5 ' -0".
MANUFACTURED AND ERECTED BY THE
KNOWLES STEAM PUMP WORKS,
Boston, Mass.
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REPORT OF THE
SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF IMPROVED WATER SUPPLY
FOR THE TOWN OF MELROSE, MASSACHUSETTS.
To the Toivn of Melrose:
Your committee, ‘‘appointed by the town on the second
day of June, 1885, to contract for and cause to be made a
suitable reservoir and such other enlargements, extensions,
and improvements of our present water service as will give to
the inhabitants of the town a full supply of water,” have
attended to the duties assigned them, and beg leave to submit
the following report.
The committee met and organized June 4, 1885, and
appointed a subcommittee to secure land for a reservoir and
pumping station
;
and on June 11 the full committee met with
the Malden special water committee, consisting of their
Water Board and several other citizens, to arrange for the
purchase of Malden’s interest in the main pipes. After
repeated meetings this purchase was consummated.
In the mean time a tract of land had been purchased on
Fairview Hill, two hundred and fifty feet square, with a right
of way leading thereto from the Ravine road. In order to
secure pure water in sufficient quantities at all times, it was
thought best to avoid any location near the end of the pond*
So, leaving the old gate house locality and going farther south
to a point beyond the Botume place, land was purchased con-
taining 12,450 feet, with a right of way leading to it from the
county road, thirty feet in width. At this point, by going
into the pond one hundred and fifty feet from the shore, we
secured sixteen feet of water with a very clean gravelly
bottom.
Early in June we engaged the services of an engineer,
Percy M. Blake, to make surveys, plans, drawings, and speci-
fications of the entire work
;
and we immediately advertised
for bids for the construction of a pumping station and
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machinery, also for the reservoir and the force main. We
received four bids for furnishing the pipes for the force main
of which the Gloucester Iron Works was the lowest bidder,
and was awarded the contract. For building the reservoir
eight bids were received
;
James Mitchell, of Worcester,
Mass., was the lowest bidder, and received the contract. For
constructing the pumping station and chimney seven bids
were received
;
Peter Graffam, of Malden, was the lowest
bidder, and received the contract. For pumping machinery
three bids were received
;
the Knowles Steam Pump Works
was the lowest bidder, and was awarded the contract.
Work was commenced on the reservoir and continued into
December, when it was laid over until the following spring.
The pumping station was erected in the fall of 1885, ready to
receive the machinery. The suction pipe was laid into the
pond, and most of the force main was laid before work was
suspended for the winter.
Our contract with Percy M. Blake, C. E., having expired
Dec. 31, 1885, by limitation, when work was resumed in the
spring of 1886 it was thought best not to employ an engineer.
Wm. F. Sherman volunteered to supervise the completion of
the reservoir and the force mains, and W. D. Fisk volunteered
to supervise the completion of the pumping plant
;
and from
this time the work was carried forward under their immediate
inspection, with the general oversight of the whole committee.
In the early spring of 1886 work was resumed on the res-
ervoir and pipe line, and later on the machinery was received
and set up. Aug. 16, 1886, work being completed, the en-
gines were started, the reservoir filled, emptied, and thoroughly
cleaned
;
and on Sept. 2 water was let on from the reservoir
to the whole water works system.
The whole plant is now in excellent working condition,
and capable of doing more service than was promised to the
town by its committee. Credit is due to the contractor on
the reservoir for his faithful and efficient services in execut-
ing his contract.
The water mains and gates have been so placed and ar-
ranged that the town can be supplied by direct pumping, or
from the reservoir by the opening or closing of one gate.
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Malden’s interest in the water mains, as heretofore existing,
has been purchased as follows : —
Their two-thirds interest in 7, 170 feet of 16-inch main pipe
from Spot Pond to Main Street.
Their two-thirds interest in 900 feet of 12-inch pipe from
Masonic Hall to Warren Lynde’s.
Their whole ownership in 3,200 feet of 12-inch pipe from
Warren Lynde’s to the Malden line.
Also their half ownership of about 1,000 feet of 4-inch
pipe to Red Mills, with all rights, gates, and connections, gate-
house and land, for the sum of $9,000.
Connections have been made with the Malden system of
water works, so that, in case of emergency, either at Melrose or
Malden, each may help the other. The water main laid from
the pumping station to the reservoir is 12 inches in diameter,
with the exception of 96 feet in length next to the reservoir,
which is 14 inches in diameter. From this main pipe a con-
nection of 12 inches has been made with the 16-inch main on
the Ravine road.
On Thanksgiving Day tests were made by the Fire Depart-
ment on the practical working of the new system as a fire ser-
vice by trying hydrants at the following places : Cedar Park,
Walton Park, Norrisville, Bellevue Avenue, junction of Green
and Howard Streets, junction of Wyoming Avenue and Sum-
mer Street. This test proved very satisfactory, showing
excellent fire service for all parts of the town.
The pumping machinery consists of a Knowles duplex com-
pound condensing engine, with an independent air pump and
condenser, a boiler feed pump, and a 60 horse-power steam
boiler made of steel. The builders of this machinery guar-
anteed it to pump 60,000 gallons of water per hour, or 1,440,-
coo gallons in twenty-four hours, on a, piston speed of 90 feet
per minute, and to perform a duty of 58,000,000 foot-pounds
per 100 pounds of coal.
A duty test of the engines has been made,— for a report of
which see copy bound herewith, — which showed them to be
of a capacity exceeding that called for in the specification
of your committee and the guarantee o the builders, both as
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to the amount of water which they can pump in a given length
of time, and as to the economy in doing it.
By increasing the pressure on our water system, weak places
in the old pipes have been found, and many breakages have
occurred. None of these have happened thus far in the pipes
laid by the town since the contract work of 1869 and 1870,
but have been in the old pipes laid by contract previous to
that time, and almost wholly in the pipes of small size.
The dimensions of the reservoir basin may be of interest,
and are as follows
: 94 feet square on the bottom, 145 feet
square at the top, and 17 feet perpendicular depth.
We desire to call your attention to the fact that, in the re-
port which laid out the work to be done, a reservoir of one
million gallons’ capacity was contemplated. By giving close
attention to the construction, and taking advantage of every
circumstance possible, we have been able to construct a
reservoir of one and a half millions gallons’ capacity. We
have also erected a coal shed, built out a permanent embank"
ment over the suction pipe to prevent the action of frost, and
have guarded the same by two bank walls, have laid out and
graded a road from the county road to the pumping station,
and graded the grounds about the buildings without exceeding
your appropriation.
We give herewith an extract from the vote of the town
passed Oct. 5, 1885 : —
“And the treasurer is hereby authorized to sell or dispose
of said securities at public or private sale, on such terms and
conditions as he may deem proper, and the proceeds of said
bonds shall be applied by the treasurer in payment of bills
incurred and approved by the committee authorized by vote
of the town on the 2d day of June, 1885, to contract for
and cause to be made a suitable reservoir and such other en _
largements, extensions, and improvements of our present
water service as will give to the inhabitants of the town a
ull supply of water,”
The “proceeds of said sale” have amounted to $39,604.87,
and the expenditures have been as follows :—
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Engineering ..... 9 # $ 1,122 90
Land and rights of way, examining titles, etc. . 2,549 00
Reservoir ...... 6,710 07
Suction pipe ..... 468 87
P"orce main, gates, and hydrants. 6,541 07
Foundations ..... 763 77
Pumping station..... 4,466 05
Pumping engines .... 5,932 62
Freight and teaming .... 565 87
Grading ...... 473 50
Coal shed ...... 283 26
Coal scales and barrow 64 87
Insurance premium on pumping station 15 00
Printing the town bonds 47 So
Sundries ...... 93 86
Malden’s interest in water mains, etc. 9,000 00
#39,098 21
Leaving an unexpended balance of
. 506 66
WINGATE P. SARGENT.
WILBUR D. FISKE.
J. R. JONES.
N. D. BLAKE.
W. F. SHERMAN.
REPORT
OF THE
WATER LOAN SINKING FUND COMMISSIONERS.
The Water Loan Sinking Fund Commissioners present
the following report for the past year : —
Cash an hand Jan. i, 1886 .
Interest on investments .
Received from Water Board, being balance due
on surplus income for 1885
We have loaned on real estate in Melrose .
We have bought $2,000 Melrose High Service
4’s at 105 and accrued interest .
There is on deposit in Melrose Savings Bank,
pending more permanent investment .
$15 60
1.113 81
3.823 99
2,000 00
2.113 33
930 07
We refer to our treasurer’s statement for a full account of
receipts and payments.
The present condition of your sinking fund is as follows : —
Town of Melrose, High Service 4’s .
City of Providence 5’s
U. S. Bonds 4^’s •
Mortgages on real estate in Melrose .
Cash in Melrose Savings Bank .
Respectfully submitted,
. $13,000 00
1 ,000 00
3,500 00
10,900 00
930 07
$29,330 07
DANIEL RUSSELL,
JOHN W. FARWELL,
ROYAL P. BARRY,
Water Loan Sinking Fund Commissioners.
REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Melrose, Dec. 31, 1886.
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen :
The report of the Police Department is as follows, for the
year ending Dec. 31, 1886:—
CASES BROUGHT BEFORE THE COURT.
Assaults . . .7
Assaults of officers . . 2
Places of common resort
. 3
Common drunks . . 2
Cruelty to animals . . 1
Disturbing the peace .
.
8
Drunks . . . .7
Dipsomania . . 1
Persons assisted home
Lodgers accommodated
Notices delivered
Doors found unlocked
Default warrant . . 2
Larceny . . .5
Malicious mischief . . 1
Search warrants for liquor, 10
Illegal sale of liquor . 2
Trespass . . *4
Threatening . . .3
Vagrancy . . .4
6
84
38
4
Respectfully submitted,
frank m. McLaughlin,
Chief of Police.
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTEES OE THE MELROSE PUBLIC LIBRARY
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1886.
The Trustees of the Public Library present their sixteenth
annual report.
It is a pleasure to note the use that has been made of the
reading-room during this first full year of its separate exist-
ence. The librarian speaks of the fact that it is becoming
gradually more useful to the scholars in our public schools,
and that this year shows a large increase in the number of
readers who, in looking up matters of special and permanent
interest, avail themselves of the books of reference, the mag-
azines and periodicals, as well as the library proper.
It is not known, perhaps, to all the townspeople that books
may be taken from the library to the reading-room, for tem-
porary use, and then returned to the shelves. Seventy-two
persons have availed themselves of this privilege during the
year.
The fear expressed by some, that the reading-room would
become a mere resort for idlers, has proved unfounded. The
careless and heedless find little to attract them in a room
full of studious people, especially where silence reigns and
order is enforced. The whole number of persons using the
reading-room for this year is 9,503. The largest number
in one day (Saturday), 138.
The reference library has been augmented by the pur-
chase of that indispensable acquisition to all useful collections
of books, “The Encyclopaedia Brittanica.” Twenty-one vol-
umes are now in use, and the entire set will soon be placed
upon the shelves.
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The attention of students is also called to “ The Icono-
graphic Encyclopaedia of the Arts and Sciences,” now in
process of publication. The first volume is now ready, and
the others will be placed in the reference library as fast as
they come from the press.
The statistics of the library for the year 1886 are as fol-
lows : —
DONATIONS.
Pamphlets.
Number of pamphlets reported last year .
. 795
Annual report of the Boston Public Library . 1
“ Chicago “ “ 1
“ Holbrook “ “ 1
“ Lancaster “ “ 1
“ Malden “ “ 1
“ Manchester, N. H., Public Library, 1
“ Newton “ “ 1
“ Watertown “ “ 1
“ Woburn “ “ 1
Official Gazette of the U. S. Patent Office
. 52
The Tuftonian, Tufts College .... 12
Report of the Maimonides Library, New York . 1
Memorial Sketch of Rev. Henry B. Hooker.
Mr. C. N. Chapin ..... 1
What are the French Claims on Madagascar? Mr.
C. N. Chapin ...... 1
A Discourse on the Work and Character of
Ulysses S. Grant, by Prof. L. T. Townsend.
Mr. C. N. Chapin ..... 1
Madagascar, Slavery and Christianity. Mr. C. N.
Chapin ....... 1
The Narragansett Fort Fight, Dec. 19, 1675. E.
H. Goss ....... 1
Dedication of Converse Memorial Building . I
Number of pamphlets now in library . . . 875
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Books. Donors. Volumes.
Tenth Census of the United States . Henry M. Lovering, M. C. 5
Atlantic Monthly Miss Cheever. 4
Popular Science Monthly . . . Miss Cheever. 6
Littell’s Living Age .... Miss Cheever. 8
The National Tribune .... W. Irving Ellis. 1
Fremont the Lounger and Risler the
Elder. Alphonse Daudet . . Daniel Jefferson. 1
Six to Sixteen. J. H. Ewing . . Daniel Jefferson. 1
Juliana H. Ewing and her Books . . Daniel Jefferson. 1
Stephen Nye Gifford— Memorial Vol-
ume State House. 5
Scientific American .... W. L. Williams. 2
Congressional Speeches — 1805-1813 . Mass. Historical Society. 1
Report on the Subject of a License Law
.
John C. Ropes. 1
A Manual on Schoolhouses and Cot-
tages for the Freedmen . . . E. W. Hooper. 1
Indian Evangelical Review . . C. N. Chapin. 3
36
Through the kindness of Hon. Daniel W. Gooch, we have
come into possession of his Congressional Library of nearly
one thousand volumes. It covers the War and Reconstruc-
tion periods in the history of the country, and is extremely
valuable. As soon as it can be prepared for public use, the
details will be published.
The Trustees have also received from the estate of Mr. Louis
Finger some twenty-five volumes.
Reading-room .
The Home Farm
Literary World .
North American Review
Donors.
Daniel Jefferson.
Daniel Jefferson.
William L. Williams.
The trustees extend their grateful acknowledgment to all
donors.
STATISTICS FOR THE YEAR 1886.
Number of volumes in library, Jan. 1, 1886 . • 6,559
“ “
“ purchased this year
. 404
“ “
“ donated “ “
. 36
440
Number of volumes in library, Jan. r, 1887 6,999
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Number of persons using library, Jan. i, 1886 . 2,199
“
“ cards issued this year . .389
“ “
“ relinquished
. 37
352
Number of persons using library, January, 1887 2
,55 i
Largest number of volumes issued in one day 428
Smallest “ << «< <« in one day 54
Average “ a . (< << Mondays . 86
(( u a a a Saturdays . 333
Whole number a »
<
*i March 2,514
<< a << << a May . 2,608
« <« it a a November . 2,498
(< u t< a a December . 2,282
Whole number of volumes issued this year 28,952
Books replaced this year (new for old) 43
“ rebound i i a . 678
The library has been open Wednesday and Saturday after-
noons, and Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday evenings for
one hundred and forty-five days.
It was closed for several days, while repairs were being
made, and also on legal holidays.
The reading-room has been open every evening during the
week (exceptions stated), and also Wednesday and Saturday
afternoons. It has been closed on all legal holidays and on
the evenings when the School Board holds its regular meeting.
The librarian and assistants have found their labors consid-
erably increased during the year, but have attended to their
duties with fidelity, and have received from the patrons uni-
formly courteous treatment.
Miss Carrie M. Worthen, Librarian.
Rosa May Gibbons,
^
Rosa May Silver, C Assistants .
Meldon A. Merrill, }
Though your Trustees have enlarged the shelf-room of the
main library repeatedly, it will be necessary to consider seri-
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ously a still further enlargement, as the unoccupied shelves
will undoubtedly be completely filled during the first half of
the year 1887.
It will also be necessary for the Trustees to publish a cata-
logue of all books added to the library within four years, as
the editions of both the recent bulletins are exhausted, and
the additions of last year have never been printed.
The expense of the catalogue is now being estimated
In endeavoring to keep pace with the vigorous and health-
ful growth of the town, and to maintain the library as an
educational centre, the Trustees crave the assistance of the
citizens, both in a critical examination of the present library,
and in suggestions and plans for its future growth and devel-
opment.
There seems to be no reason, in the presence of a rare
opportunity, why some generously disposed person should not
erect a public library building at his or her own expense, and,
with certain limitations, in his or her own way.
This opportunity now presents itself as a necessity of the
immediate future, and is commended to the attention of the
well disposed, in the hope that the seed of a happy thought
may bring forth as its fruit “a good deed well done.”
The Melrose Public Library, under the provisions of the
Public Statutes of Massachusetts, is an institution of the town
of Melrose
;
and the town is authorized to “receive, hold, and
manage any devise, bequest, or donation for the establish-
ment, increase, or maintenance of any such library.”
For the year 1887, the Trustees request an appropriation
for the library and reading-room of seven hundred and fifty
dollars and the dog tax.
Respectfully submitted in behalf of the Trustees,
CHARLES C. BARRY,
Secretary.
ELBRIDGE H. GOSS,
THOMAS B. PECK,
CHARLES C. BARRY,
RUBY F. FARWELL,
HANNAH LYNDE,
Trustees.
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Dr.
To cash paid A. H. Roffe & Co., subscriptions
.
. $12224
“
“ C. J. Bell, subscription .... 4 33
“ “ Library Bureau, library fixtures
.
. 63 50
“
“ De Wolfe, Fiske & Co., books .
“ “ C. C. Morse & Son, books
“ “ G. F. King & Merrill, stationery
“
“ G. W. Cromack, books
“ “ Eben Smith, frame
" “ P. D. Meston, binding
“ “ Torrey, Bright & Capen, mat
“ “ McConnell Bros., books
“
“ A. O. Crane, books .
“ “ W. C. Winslow, books
“ “ Locke’s Express
“
“ W. L. Williams, printing
.
“ “ Library Journal
“ “ E. Paul, frescoing
“ “ Miss C. M. Worthen, librarian
“ “ E. E. Babb & Co., books .
“
“ O. E. Drown, janitor .
“
“ J. Munsell’s Sons, books .
“
“ Lawrence, Wilde & Co., curtain
“
“ C. F. Libbie & Co., books
“
“ J. B. Holmes, books .
“ “ B. M. Currie, books .
“ “ T. O. H. P. Burnham, books
“
“ U. S. War Department, books
“
“ Mass. Hist. Society, books
“ “ G. B. Sargent, stamp ribbons
“
“ E. A. Capen, books .
“ “ H. W. Upham, binding
“ “ Wm. Morss, shelving
“
“ S. F. Oliver, gas piping
“ “ T. Ireland, repairing clock
“ “ Eastman’s Express
“ “ T. W. Ripley & Co., printing
“
“ L. T. Freeman, moving books
“ “ Little, Brown & Co., books
“ “ Interstate Publishing Co., books
“
“ G. L. Westgate, insurance .
“ “ Babb & Stephens, printing .
“
“ J. Tew, books
“ “ L. A. Morrison, books
“ “ Houghton, Mifflin & Co., books
“
“ Cupples, Upham & Co., “
“ “ P. O. box, paper, mucilage, glass, eraser, etc
Balance on hand
303 92
3 25
7 10
4 5°
6 00
1 13 40
2 50
16 00
7 00
5 25
2 iS
55 00
5 00
84 00
296 25
4 45
108 75
3 12
1 3 r 3
10 87
3 50
3 75
2 50
3 26
5 5o
2 50
14 25
67 55
62 31
8 50
1 50
4 95
6 00
11 60
5
6
37 50
2 25
2 75
1 75
16 50
5 00
16 91
7 4 i
#i,54 i 30
60
/IN ACCOUNT WITH E. H. GOSS, TREASURER.
1886.
Jan. 1,
Mch. 9>
May 22,
Oct. 6,
June
Dec. 3U
Cr.
Balance from account, 1885
By cash from town treasurer, dog tax, 1885
“ “ “ “ “ appropriation
“ “ “ librarian, fines
“ “ “ “ catalogues
$1 38
698 40
750 00
78 47
05
^ I >54 1 30
STATEMENT OF THE HORATIO NELSON PERKINS FUND.
1886. Dr.
Jan. 14, ) To cash paid G. P. Putnam’s Sons, books.... $20 00
Dec. 30, )
1887.
Jan. 1, Balance on hand S I 5 80
$535 80
1886. Cr.
Jan. 1, By balance in Melrose Savings Bank $515 50
“ interest to Jan. 1, 1887 20 30
$535 80
Respectfully submitted,
Melrose, January 1, 1887. E. H. GOSS, Treasurer.

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
OF THE
TOWN OF MELROSE,
FOR THE
Year Ending December 31, 1886.
PRESS OF T. W. RIPLEY,
138 Congress Street,
boston.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
1886— 1887.
ORGANIZATION.
Thomas W. Ripley -
Mrs. S. W. Bradbury -
Mrs. A. K. Miller
Chairman
.
Secretary.
- Supply Agent.
COMMITTEE.
Mrs. S. W. Bradbury - -
Thomas W. Ripley
S. R. Winchell -
Mrs. A. K. Miller
Mrs. A. B. P. Waterhouse -
Mr. C. F. Loring -
Term expires 1887.
“
“ 1887.
“
“ 1888.
“ “ 1888.
“ “ 1889.
“
“ 1889.
To the Citizens of Melrose
:
—
Your Committee, in submitting their Report for the past
year, congratulate you that our schools are in so flourishing
a condition. While they see that there is much need of
improvements,— which will, no doubt, be cared for by your
generous financial support from year to year, — we may
still feel a just pride in our Public Schools.
Five new buildings have been erected during the past
three years, including the substantial brick structure on
Vinton Street and a pleasant building on Swain’s Pond
Avenue, which will be referred to more particularly in a
subsequent part of this report.
SUPERINTENDENT.
*
The necessity for a Superintendent of Schools becomes
each year more apparent as new schools are added, and
more supervision becomes necessary. With twenty-five
schools, a corps of twenty-nine teachers, and nine janitors,
with books and supplies to be bought, distributed, and cared
for, there is ample work for a superintendent.
To get the best results, there must be a head in educa-
tional as well as in business enterprises. With a judicious
choice of a Superintendent, our teachers would feel that they
had some one at hand on whom they could readily call for
advice and support in instructing and disciplining their
pupils
;
thereby enabling them to do better and more satis-
factory work, and relieving the Committee of much personal
responsibility and labor. This question is an imperative one,
and the citizens will have to meet it and act upon it at the
Town Meeting in March.
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SCHOOL FUND.
Appropriation ..... $18,000 00
Cash from State .... 64 49
Cash, tuition non-resident children . 23 5° $18,087 99
Expended.
Teachers’ salaries .... $14,845 00
Janitors’ “ .... M 9 2 47
Committees “ .... 325 00
Agent’s salary .... 125 00
Fuel 1,227 53 $ i 7,7 i 5 00
Balance $3
7
2 99
SCHOOL CONTINGENT ACCOUNT.
Appropriation ..... $2,500 OO
Books, etc. ..... 1,250 OO
Cash rec’d for books injured or lost . 10 17 $3>76° I 7
Expended.
Repairs, etc. ..... $1,926 72
Supplies ...... *1,480 72
Furniture...... 548 52
Sundries ...... 3°5 08
Printing ...... 3 6 5 °
$4,297 54
Expenditures exceed
. S537 37
Estimated Expenses for Ensuing Year.
Salaries of Teachers .... $17,400
“
“ Janitors . . ' 1,500
“ “ Committee 5 00
Salary of Supply Agent 125
Free Text-Books, Stationery, &c. I ,5°°
Contingent Expenses 2,500
Coal, Wood, &c. . i,5°°
Total $25,025
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EXPENDITURES.
As exhibited on the previous page, there is an unex-
pended balance to the credit of the School Fund of $372.99,
while we have been obliged to exceed the sum appropriated
for contingent expenses to the amount of $537-37,— leaving
a net deficit of only $164.38. Our funds were depleted at
the beginning of the year to the amount of $896.04 for bills
incurred the year previous. The establishing of several
new schools has made our expenses heavy the past year, a
great many extras being required. A little more was needed
for books and supplies than we had called for. When we
consider that the expenditure for books and supplies has
been but about $1 for each scholar the past year, it will
be realized that the Free Text-Book Law is a great saving
in the cost of educating our children,— much to the dis-
comfort of booksellers.
REPAIRS. GROVE-STREET SCHOOL.
It will be remembered that attention having been pub-
licly called to the nuisance created by the water-closets in
the basement of this building, it was, by vote of the Town,
ordered that they be placed outside the building, and the
sum of eight hundred dollars was appropriated for this
purpose.
Some parents had taken their children from school, and
teachers and pupils were almost in a panic till the change
should be made. Consequently, work was begun before the
frost was quite out of the ground, rendering digging some-
what expensive. The low, boggy nature of the ground,
saturated with water, makes drainage difficult. However,
your Committee have had the work done, they think, as
well as it was possible to do under the circumstances
;
and
believe that*this cause of discomfort and danger to health
has been remedied. The sum expended was $741,20, leaving
a balance of $58.80. A doorway was also cut through
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the east wall of the cellar for convenience in removing the
large accumulation of ashes, and for other purposes, besides
minor repairs being made. It would be well if school-build-
ing committees of the future would bear in mind the
necessity of having a doorway or “bulkhead” communicat-
ing with cellars. The building has been thoroughly painted
outside with two coats of good oil paint.
Besides these repairs made on the Grove-Street School-
house, the High School building had a new furnace added,
— making three in all,— dispensing with two stoves, and
getting more heat. A room in this building had to be re-
plastered, blackboards done over, etc.
A new furnace was put in the Centre School building,
replacing one that was too small and out of repair. The
latter was put in first-class order, and placed in the cellar of
the new school-house at Swain’s Pond— which renders that
building much more comfortable than it could be made with
stoves.
The Upham-Street School-house was also replastered.
A good deal of damage is annually sustained by the mis-
chievousness or carelessness of pupils in breaking windows,
teachers not always being able to detect the culprit and col-
lect damages.
CONVERSE SCHOOL.
This building, situated upon “Washington Heights,”
has excited some comment, being a departure from the
dry-goods-box style of architecture
;
but, as a label has been
put upon it, any one can with little difficulty read,
“The Fells
School-House,”
and learn the purpose for which the building is used, if not
its true name,— the Converse School.
It is a substantial and conveniently-arranged building of
two rooms, finished in hard woods, with open fire-places in
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each room
;
a nice, high, and dry basement, with cemented
floor and a hot-air furnace. If there is any fault to be pointed
out that it may be avoided in future structures, it is that the
windows are placed too high for the teachers and children
to look out occasionally upon the delightful landscape. We
think, instead of causing the attention of the pupils to wan-
der from their studies, it would rest and refresh both eyes
and brains.
Our town is further indebted to Hon. E. S. Converse,
who gave the land upon which the school-house is built,
for what he has done the past season to improve its sur-
roundings.
The school, at the beginning of the summer term, was
transferred from the room on Main Street to the new build-
ing, and two schools were formed,— one being placed in
charge of Miss Gertrude Smith of Kansas, and the other
school, comprising the third, fourth, and fifth grades, in the
care of Miss Hannah Gibbons, the faithful and efficient
teacher of the school from its beginning. There are now
about fifty pupils in the two schools.
THE NEW VINTON-STREET SCHOOL-HOUSE
was completed in November, and was immediately occupied,
without the formality of a dedication, as the schools that
were to occupy it were uncomfortable in their old quarters,
and eager to get into the new, and there was no time to
prepare a suitable programme.
Monday, Nov. 29, Miss Long’s school, from the ante-room
of the High School (where it had been temporarily kept),
and Mrs. Dermot’s and Miss Ransom’s, from the old build-
ing, were established in the new one.
Whatever adverse criticism may be made on the outside
appearance of this structure, certainly no one can fail to be
pleased with the interior, — with its ample hall-ways
;
its four
school-rooms, commodious, well-lighted, warmed and venti-
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lated, with nice clothes-closets, and well-arranged out-build-
ings. The building is of brick, the interior finished in the
natural woods,— no painting. The floors and stairways are
of hard pine, and the doors and finish of white-wood. The
heating apparatus is direct and indirect steam radiation,
put in by our townsman, Mr. Franklin. So far this method
of heating is a success. The cost o,f the structure, all
complete, was $13,000.
We think the Building Committee entitled to a vote of
thanks for building so good a school-house, and not exceed-
ing the sum appropriated for the purpose. They are Messrs.
Joel Snow, Royal P. Barry, W. Irving Ellis, Moses S. Page,
and John R. Norton.
swain’s pond school-house.
It will be remembered that the inhabitants of this district
petitioned the Legislature to be annexed to Malden,— chiefly
for the reasons that their children had to go a long distance
to attend school, and that the Malden school-house was com-
paratively nearer to them.
As our Town was unwilling to lose any of its territory,
it was voted at the Town Meeting in March to move the
old Vinton-Street school building down there, or build a new
one, as in the judgment of the committee appointed for the
purpose should be deemed the wisest course to adopt.
It was found that it would be winter before the old build-
ing could be vacated by the schools occupying it, so that
nearly a year would elapse before it could be moved. It
was also found that the expense of moving a large building
so far would be very great, besides causing much damage
to shade-trees along the route. Therefore it was decided to
erect a new building; and the sum appropriated, $2,500, was
only sufficient for this purpose,— leaving the expense of a
well, pump, and grading to be met by our “contingent ” fund.
The new school was opened Monday, Oct. 18th, with
about fourteen scholars. The number rapidly increased,
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until, at the present time, the names of thirty-three pupils
are on the register.
Six different grades are represented, — the highest being
the Third Grammar, or Sixth Grade. Thus it will be seen
that the duties of the teacher are somewhat arduous, among
so many grades
;
and we consider ourselves fortunate in our
appointment of Miss M. H. Morgan of this town, who had
previously served as a substitute in our schools, and who is
discharging her duties faithfully and efficiently.
The school-house is well situated, in a central locality,
and the pleasant school-room is appreciated by both pupils
and teacher. The building was erected by Mr. W. H.
Stewart, our townsman. The Building Committee were
Messrs. John B. Souther, J. W. Page, Thomas Poison,
Jesse A. Dill, and T. W. Ripley.
At a recent meeting of the School Board it was voted to
call this the Ripley School, — the chairman dissenting.
HIGH SCHOOL.
The growth of the town and the consequent increase in
our number of. scholars will render some changes necessary.
Within ten years the school has increased from an average
of about 75 to i io. Methods of teaching have become more
practical, requiring more room and apparatus. For instance,
Chemistry and Physics are best taught by laboratory work.
Literature demands familiarity with the writings of the au-
thors. Supplementary books of reference are required. In
order to get the benefits of such methods more rooms are
necessary, and, in the sciences, rooms especially constructed
for the purpose.
Our school-rooms have served us fairly well in the past,
but the school has outgrown them. We had 1 19 scholars
last September. With a corresponding ratio of increase in
the future as in the past, we shall have next September 125
or more. With this number we ought to have four teachers,
and we take this opportunity to recommend that provision
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be made for another experienced teacher in September next,
even if we have to provide a room for our classes elsewhere.
Perhaps one of the grammar schools could be temporarily
accommodated in another building to give us an additional
room in this. Certainly this school cannot accomplish what
it ought without more room and modern appliances.
In consideration of these facts, the Town should keep
steadily in view this object,— the erection of a New High
School Building, and as a preliminary step we recommend
the purchase of a piece of land for the purpose.
LYNDE-STREET SCHOOL.
The old Lynde-Street school-house should, as soon as
practicable, be replaced with a modern building, and the
location changed to accommodate more pupils in the eastern
district.
VACANT SCHOOL-HOUSES.
Our old school-buildings, viz., the one at the Highlands,
one on Green Street, and the old Vinton School, are not
worth refitting
;
therefore we recommend they be sold, and
the proceeds be used towards the payment of the next new
buildings. The land is increasing in value, and it might
be left discretionary with those who may have the charge
of selling the school-houses to sell or retain the land as in
their judgment they deem best.
SHORT RECESS.
There has been a misapprehension on the part of some
parents as to what has been termed no recess. The experi-
ment of a five-minute indoor recess has been found to work
so satisfactorily that it has been adopted in all the lower
grades. The chief reasons for it are that children are
liable to take cold playing out for 20 minutes with perhaps
insufficient clothing, and that the little ones are jostled and
crowded by the larger ones : there are reasons, too, affecting
the moral welfare of the pupils.
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At the short recess the windows are opened and the
air of the school-room is changed. In the mean time the
children are practising calisthenic exercises, and such as
choose to pass out and in have the opportunity afforded
them.
COMPULSORY VACCINATION.
Our State laws require all children of specified • ages to
attend school
;
and School Committees are not to grant a
permit to any child not having been vaccinated. The fol-
lowing reply was made to the usual question to an applicant
for a school permit : “ Has this child been vaccinated ? ”
“No, because one of my children who was vaccinated had
a long fit of sickness, came very near dying, and has not
been well since.”
Another parent states his case thus : “ My child has a
bad scrofulous humor, and I dare not have her vaccinated
;
our physician does not advise it. Can’t you make an excep-
tion in her case, and grant her a permit to enter school?”
This is not the place to discuss this vital question
;
but
we call attention to it that the people may, if they think the
law is obnoxious, seek relief through their Legislature.
THE FRANKLIN SCHOOLS.
At the beginning of the term, in September, the Primary
School— Miss Emma L. Randlette, teacher— was found to
be overcrowded, nearly seventy pupils being registered. At
the same time the Seventh-Grade Schools, in the High-
School building, numbered about sixty scholars each. There-
fore the vacant school-room in the Franklin building was
opened, and those pupils living at the Highlands who at-
tended school “down town” were transferred to the new
room in the Franklin, and, with the first class in Miss
Mendum’s room, formed a new school of the sixth and
seventh grades, with Miss Lydia Mendum as teacher. Miss
Mitchell was placed in Miss Mendum’s old room, with a class
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of the fourth and one of the fifth grade. Miss Randlette’s first
class was moved to the room formerly occupied by Miss
Mitchell, and formed a class of the second grade, the re-
maining class of Miss Mitchell being the third. This school
was placed under the charge of Miss Mary A. Plummer, a
resident of the Highlands, whose testimonials as a teacher
were oh the highest character. This arrangement left Miss
Randlette with a school of fifty pupils of the first or lowest
grade. By these changes the number in each of the other
two schools was reduced to a fair average, and the children
at the Highlands are now provided with schools in their own
district until they enter the highest grammar grade.
UPHAM-STREET SCHOOL.
In October, Mrs. Hood resigned her position as teacher
of this school, on account of ill health. Miss A. B. Chad-
bourn, who had recently become a resident of this town,
was appointed to take her place. She proves to be an
excellent teacher, and we hope this school may long retain
her services.
MUSIC.
With regard to the success of the Tonic Sol-fa system of
music in our schools, we would state that the results are very
satisfactory : more and better singing has' been done in our
Primary and Intermediate Schools, a greater degree of in-
terest has been awakened
;
and, through the influence and
culture of our accomplished teacher, Prof. Benson, the pupils
in all the schools have learned, in some degree, the value of
sweet tones, as contrasted with the thought that loud singing
was always good singing. Mr. Benson has demonstrated the
fact that children can sing correctly as to time and pitch,
and yet sing softly and sweetly.
DRAWING.
In October, Mr. Wallace Bryant was appointed Teacher
of Drawing in the High School for the remainder of the
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school year, at a salary of $150. We believe he is giving
valuable practical instruction to this school. The following
is a brief outline of his work : —
The school is divided into three classes. The course of
study is also divided into three branches:—
1st. Construction. — That is, making working drawings,
showing the actualfacts and dimensions of solids. The same
as the plans of a house or the details of a piece of machinery
would be drawn. This work to be mostly mechanical.
2d. Representation. — Showing the object as it appears to
your eye. Taking up the principles of perspective and model
drawing
,
and coming under the head of pictorial drawing.
This work to be free-hand.
3d. Decoration and Design. — First giving them good ex-
amples of antique ornament, and showing them why they
are good
;
then teaching them the foundation principles of
good design
;
first, utility, or fitness to purpose
;
second,
material of which it is to be composed
;
third, beauty.
These subjects are all taken up in the lower class
,
and
carried more and more towards completion in the higher
ones.
GRADES.
It would be a great convenience in determining the rank
of pupils coming from other places, if there were a uniform
system of grading throughout the State
;
for then we should
know, without examining pupils', to which school they should
be assigned.
We have therefore adopted a system in use elsewhere,
viz. : Each full year to constitute a grade, and designating
such as First, Second, Third, and so on, according to the
number of years of schooling, the ninth year constituting
the Ninth Grade.
First and Second Grades. — These comprise all the Pri-
mary Schools, being those under the charge of Miss Rand-
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lette, at the Franklin
;
Miss Donkin, Centre
;
Miss Hersey,
Grove Street
;
Mrs. Dermot and Miss Ransom, Vinton
Street
;
Miss Nye, Lynde Street
;
and Miss Smith, Con-
verse. There are also classes of this grade in the Upham
Street and Ripley Schools.
Tim'd and Fourth Grades.— These schools, formerly
known as Intermediate, have a two-years’ course of study.
The teachers are: Miss Davis, at the Centre; Miss
Guptil, Grove Street
;
Miss Long, Vinton Street
;
and Miss
Sweetser, Lynde Street. Miss Mitchell and Miss Plummer,
at the Franklin; Miss Gibbons, at the Converse; Miss
Chadbourn, Upham Street
;
and Miss Morgan, at the Ripley
School, each have a class of one of these grades.
Fifth Grade. — This grade (formerly Fourth-Grammar)
comprises the school at the Centre, Miss George, teacher
;
Miss Bascom’s school at Grove Street, and the first divisions
of Miss Gibbons’ and Miss Mitchell’s schools.
Sixth Grade
,
or Third-Grammar. — Miss Barrett’s, at
Grove Street, and Miss Melcher’s, at the Centre, and the
second class in Miss Mendum’s room, are included in this
grade. There is also a small class in Miss Morgan’s school.
Seventh Grade
,
or Second-Grammar. — The schools in
this grade are under the charge of Miss Bisbee and Miss
Swett, at the Emerson Street building. The first class in
Miss Mendum’s room is also of this grade.
Eighth Grade
,
or First Grammar. — The prosperous con-
dition of this school, reported from year to year, still con-
tinues, forty-five graduating from it in June. It opened in
September with 102 pupils, and it was found necessary to
crowd desks into every available space, with little regard to
the comfort or convenience of the pupils. Any further
increase of this school can only be provided for by an
additional room, and the services of another assistant.
Following is the list of graduates from this school : —o o
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GRADUATES FROM MELROSE FIRST-GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
July
Grace Clara Albee.
Harry Washington Barrett.
Mabel Josephine Baxter.
Charles Wallace Bean.
Grace Lowell Bradbury.
Robert Maynard Bucknam.
May Burns.
Grace Barrelle Carr.
Paul Frederick Collins.
Herbert Munroe Cox.
William Matthew Dempsey.
Willie Austin Fernald.
Mary Winifred Gateley.
Alice Harriet Grady.
Eva Marion Guild.
Frank Tucker Harris.
Nettie Evelyn Harris.
Annie Estelle Hanscom.
Marion Elizabeth Hesseltine.
Frederick Humbert Hodge.
Edith Isabelle Holston.
Mary Kunhardt.
Mary Maclachlan.
1886.
Ellen Margaret Magner.
Charles Evans Marshall.
Melliss Horton McKay.
John Edward McCollough.
Daisy Evelyn McIntyre.
Annie Griffith Ordway.
Leon Hoyt Palmer.
Colletta Alice Parker.
Otis Wingate Pierce.
James Frank Pope.
Asa Cushman Pulsifer.
Hattie Avis Richards.
Michael Daniel Riordan.
Mamie Isabelle Russell.
Fred Amasa Sargent.
Jennie Gray Stone.
Annie Geneva Thurber.
Herbert Ashley Weeks.
Nellie Gertrude Welts.
Harry Clinton White.
Abbie Frances Wilder.
Harley Corson Winchell.
PROMOTION.
At the January meeting of the Board, it was voted that
the minimum for promotion be 70 per cent, in each study,
and the general average of all the studies 75 per cent.
HIGH SCHOOL EXHIBITION.
The Graduating Exercises of the High School occurred
on the evening of July 1st in the Town Hall, as has been
customary for several years : but, whereas heretofore every-
body has been admitted freely, this year an exception was
made, and tickets were issued. Notwithstanding an effort
was made by the Committee to explain their action through
the Melrose Journal
,
it seems that we were severely criti-
cised, and much fault was found.
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If the orderly, quiet-loving portion of the audience will
call to mind the disturbances made by boys on the stairs,
and young people in the gallery and back part of the Hall,
— like whistling, loud talking, vociferous encores, and other
things equally improper and unbearable, — on previous exhi-
bitions, they would think, with the Committee, that such
things should be stopped, if possible. After considering
the subject very seriously, we decided that the issuing of
tickets, and denying admittance to children unaccompanied
by adults, would be the best solution of the difficulty.
By placing most of these tickets in the hands of the
graduating class for distribution, we felt sure that the par-
ents and most interested friends would be accommodated,
and hoped that all lovers of education and those interested
in our schools would be reached.
This was our aim : that it was somewhat imperfectly
done, we acknowledge, but hope that in the future no true
friend of our schools will be debarred admission to these
most interesting exercises.
The unusual quietness in the Hall rendered the occa-
sion highly enjoyable. A class of sixteen bright lads and
maidens, after performing, with credit to themselves, the
final act of their course, received from the Chairman the
visible token of their successful graduation.
A new feature of the occasion was the presence of the
“ Melrose Orchestra,” who enlivened the exercises by play-
ing several pleasant and appropriate selections. The singing
was under the care of Mr. Benson, the music-teacher, and
showed that progress had been made in this delightful art.
At the close of the exercises the audience was favored
by some felicitous remarks from Mr. Hagar, the well-known
Principal of the State Normal School at Salem.
*
ORDER OF EXERCISES.
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING CLASS.
Town Hall, Thursday Evening, July ist, 1886.
Part. I.
OVERTURE, Melrose Orchestra.
CHORUS, “ Wandering in the May Time.”
Salutatory Essay, “One Hundred Years Ago” - Marion K. Norris.
General Grant - - - Allen R. Gibbons.
American History * George B. Ellis.
MUSIC, Orchestra.
Technical Education ------ George W. Haskell.
American Fishing Interests R. Henry Harris.
Class Prophecy Carrie L. Lavender.
Study of Plants - - - - - - Gertrude Day.
Inoculation for Hydrophobia - - - - Edward R. Maker.
Advantages of the Study of Language - - Herbert S. Manley.
CHORUS, with Orchestra, “March of the Men of Harlech.”
Part. II.
AWARDING OF THE FRANKLIN FRATERNITY PRIZES.
Comets - David Ross Lecraw.
Chaucer - - Grace C. Richards.
Mathematics in our Schools- - Arthur L. Jacobs.
Solo, “ When all is done ” Edward F. Phillips.
International Copyright Wm. H. Woodman.
Extract from Blaine, “ Home Rule ” - - - Edwin H. Crosby.
French Literature of the Nineteenth Century, ' Florence M. Lerned.
Essay and Valedictory, “ Homer’s Iliad” - - Carrie D. Vinton.
CHORUS, “ Evening Prayer.”
AWARDING DIPLOMAS.
MUSIC, Orchestra.
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HIGH-SCHOOL GRADUATES.
* Gertrude Day.
* Carrie L. Lavender.
Florence M. Lerned.
t Marion K. Norris.
* Grace C. Richards.
t Carrie D. Vinton.
* Edwin H. Crosby.
* George B. Ellis.
* Allen R. Gibbons.
R. Henry Harris.
* George W. Haskell.
Arthur L. Jacobs.
David Ross Lecraw.
t Herbert S. Manley.
* Edward R. Maker.
t Wm. H. Woodman.
* English Course, t College Course. Not marked, Classical Course.
FRANKLIN FRATERNITY PRIZES,
Committee on Literature : C. C. Barry, Sidney Buttrick.
Committee on Mathematics: John O. Norris, Louis Robson.
Preparatory subjects in Literature : •
—
1. Class work in Shakespeare, and some questions upon his
life and style.
2. Class work in Longfellow, with questions as above.
3. Class work in Goldsmith, with questions as above.
Honorable mention is made of the following scholars for
excellence in Mathematics :—
First Class.
Edward H. Crosby,
Arthur L. Jacobs,
David Ross Lecraw,
William H. Woodman.
Second Class.
Carrie Maud Roberts,
Callie H. Hayward,
Edward S. Blanchard,
Wm. Edward Keating.
Third Class.
Lillie S. Crocker,
Hattie D. Field,
Annie E. Whilden,
Blanche S. Jacobs,
Edward F. Phillips,
Fritz H. Small.
Fourth Class.
Marion E. Bradbury,
Allen Louise Burr,
Gertrude L. Young,
Henry W. Vinton.
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Subjects for Literature : —
Courtship of Miles Standish, with a sketch of the author’s life.
Goldsmith’s Life
;
or, Deserted Village.
Julius Caesar, or a sketch of the author’s life.
The following prizes were awarded :—
English Literature.
First Prize. — Sarah E. Morse.
Second “ Susie A. Coggeshall.
Geometry.
First Prize.— Edward H. Crosby.
Algebra.
First Prize.— Fritz H. Small.
Second “ Harry P. Allen.
REVISED COURSE OE STUDY.
ADOPTED NOVEMBER, 1886.
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.— Two Years.
FIRST GRADE.
Reading.— The elementary sounds and familiar words
to be learned from charts and the blackboard. Primer and
Monroe’s New First Reader.
Spelling. — Words of regular formation. Familiar words
in common use. Copying from the board or Reader upon
paper or slates ruled for the purpose.
timbers. — Teach by means of objects and figures.
Simple exercises in combinations of numbers.
Drawing and Writing.— Writing simple words on the
slate. Drawing of lines and angles.
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SECOND GRADE.
Reading. — Appletdns’ Second Reader, with other books
of similar grade. Training in elementary sounds. Cultiva-
tion of conversational tones.
Spelling. — Spelling of words from the Reader and from
dictation, by sounds and letters. Written exercises upon
ruled paper or slates. Use long pencils.
Numbers. — Write and read numbers by letters and fig-
ures. All combinations to 20.
Drawing and Writing. Tracing Book No. 1.— Teach
names of lines and angles, with practice in combining them.
Simple words to be written carefully from dictation.
Music.— Under the direction of the music teacher.
Gymnastics. —-Two or three times in each session every
pupil should take part in physical exercises, about five min-
utes each time. These may be accompanied by counting
and music.
General Exercises. — Oral lessons upon familiar objects
should be given each day
;
also lessons on morals and man-
ners, illustrated by anecdotes and daily occurrences, and by
the teaching of maxims, verses, &c. Teach days of the
week, seasons, and months of the year, points of the compass,
with relative position of familiar places
;
time, as indicated
by the clock.
Temperance instruction throughout the course.
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOLS.— Two Years.
THIRD GRADE.
Readuig.— Monroe’s New Second Reader. Exercises for
correcting indistinct enunciation. Recognize marks of
punctuation and abbreviation in common use.
Spelling. — Worcester’s Speller. Oral and written ex-
ercises. Observe previous directions.
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Numbers.— Finish Primary Arithmetic. Simple exam-
ples in the fundamental rules. Train pupils to add without
counting.
Drawing and Writing.— As in previous grade, with
copying of short sentences. Drawing Book No. i. Letter-
writing. Care should be taken to teach a proper position
for sitting, holding slates, pencils, &c. Writing Book No. I,
Short Course.
Local Geography. — Taught orally.
FOURTH GRADE.
Reading. — Appletons’ Third Reader. Lead the pupils
to analyze lessons. Train in elementary sounds. Defini-
tions of words, chiefly by their use in sentences. Punctu-
ation.
Spelling. — Worcester’s Speller. Oral and written ex-
ercises. Miscellaneous words in common use.
Arithmetic.— Eaton’s Intellectual Arithmetic to Section
Fourth. Written Arithmetic to U. S. Money.
Geography. — First Lessons in Geography. Use the
text as a reading lesson. Many oral lessons upon globes,
maps, & c.
Penmanship. — No. 2 Short Course Writing Book. Much
practice on ruled paper. Blackboard illustrations by the
teacher.
Drawing.— Dictation exercises by the teacher. Memory
drawing. Outlines of familiar objects from simple copies.
Drawing Book No. 2
,
Music.— Under the direction of the music teacher.
Gymnastics .— At least once in each session give simple
physical exercises. Care should be taken to secure an erect
and graceful attitude, and to call into motion muscles on
both sides of the body.
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General Exercises.— Once in every week object lessons
should be given by the teacher, requiring oral or written
descriptious afterwards from the pupils. Form habit of
using correct language. These lessons should treat of the
human body, habits, health, temperance, hygiene, and plants,
animals, food, occupations, tools, &c. Moral lessons by
stories and incidents.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. — Five Years.
FIFTH GRADE.
,
Reading.— Monroe’s Third Reader. Careful analysis.
Use other books of similar grade. Frequent exercises in
vocal culture. Occasional recitation of “ Gems of Thought ”
committed to memory.
Spelling.— As in previous grade, with the writing of
sentences from dictation. Teach proper use of capitals and
of punctuation marks. Letter-writing and short stories.
Use “ Meleney’s Speller.”
Arithmetic. — Mental Arithmetic to Section Sixth.
Franklin Written Arithmetic, Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth
Sections. Many problems and illustrations not in the book.
Analysis of practical problems. Oral drills for rapid com-
bination of numbers.
Geography. — Harpers’ School Geography, to Political
United States, page 29. Rudimentary map-drawing.
Penmanship. — No. 3 Writing Book, — Short Course.
Great attention paid to position, pen-holding, &c. Let the
work be simultaneous. Frequent opportunities for rest.
Drawing. — As in previous grade. Book No. 3.
- Language.— Mrs. Knox’s Elementary English.
Lessons on Physiology and Temperance.
Physical Exexcises and Music.
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SIXTH GRADE.
Reading. — Appletons’ Introductory Fourth Reader, with
other books of similar grade. Careful analysis of lessons.
Vocal drill.
Spelling. — Worcester’s Speller, with exercises in mis-
cellaneous words and sentences. Spell chiefly by writing.
Abbreviations.
Arithmetic.— Eaton’s Intellectual Arithmetic. Written
Arithmetic, Sections Ten, Eleven, and Twelve.
Geography.— Harpers’ School Geography continued to
page 74. Occasional practice in map-drawing.
Language. — “Swinton’s Language Lessons.” Composi-
tion-writing a frequent exercise, for securing rapidity and
facility of expression.
Penmanship. — Writing Book No. 3, Grammar Course.
Dictation exercises by the teacher.
Drawing. —Drawing Book No. 4.
Music.— Under the direction of the music teacher.
General Exercises.— Calisthenic exercises once in each
session. Oral drills in Arithmetic. Oral instruction on the
elements of the sciences, requiring subsequent description
from pupils. Moral Lessons and Lessons on Temperance.
SEVENTH GRADE.
Readmg. — Monroe’s New Fourth Reader. Selections
from newspapers, periodicals, and standard authors. Reci-
tation of selections. Vocal drill.
Spelling. — Worcester’s Speller, with words from the
different text-books used.
Arithmetic.— Intellectual Arithmetic completed. Writ-
ten Arithmetic to Equation of Payments. Omit Metric
System.
Geography Completed. — Geography of Continents, in
detail. Map-drawing, not elaborate, but chiefly to show re-
lations between the different countries.
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Language.— Text-book in previous use completed. Com-
positions upon familiar subjects. Special attention to punc-
tuation, use of capitals, &c.
Penmanship. — Copy Book No. 4. Observe previous
directions.
Drawing.— Drawing Book No. 5. Dictation exercises
by the teacher.
Music. — Under the direction of the music teacher.
General Exercises.— As in previous grade.
EIGHTH GRADE.
Reading.— Appletons’ Fifth Reader.
Spelling.— Words of difficult orthography. Attention
to syllabication, definitions, derivations, &c.
Arithmetic.— Written Arithmetic finished. Many prac-
tical problems illustrating ordinary business transactions.
History. — History of United States. Occasional reviews
of important Geographical topics.
Language. — Swinton’s English Grammar. Compositions.
Letter-writing, commercial and social. Declamation and
poetical recitations.
Penmaiiship. — Instruction continued as in the preceding
grade,— Writing Book No. 5,— with practice in the writing
of paragraphs, verses, business forms, notes, superscriptions,
&c.
Drawing. —- Exercises of previous grade continued,—
Large Drawing Book No. 6,— with practice in drawing from
objects. Teach applied design.
Music. — Under the direction of the music teacher.
General Exercises.— Physical exercises once in each ses-
sion. A few minutes’ daily practice in mental arithmetic.
Conversational lessons and debates upon History, ancient
and modern, Biography, &c.
Lessons in Physiology and Temperance.
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NINTH GRADE. *
Arithmetic. — Daily recitations in higher arithmetic, with
much drill in mental exercises, throughout the year.
History.— Read the history of the American People, in
connection with the history of the English People, having
much oral discussion of the men and customs mentioned in
the text.
Physiology and Hygiene.— Text-book and oral instruc-
tion, with occasional talks by resident physicians.
Language. — Particular attention to literary criticism
and composition. Train pupils to correct forms of speech
and facility in conversation and extempore speaking. Let
the whole or a part of each Friday afternoon be devoted to
exercises in declamation and composition, and require every
pupil to take some part at least once in four weeks.
Book-keeping— Single entry. — Much practice in writing
business forms, and in the practical application of Book-
keeping to the transactions of daily life. Use Copy-books
6 and 7, and give special attention to penmanship in all
written work.
Civil Government and Common Law. — These subjects
should be read and discussed as often as once or twice a
week.
Natural Science.— Oral instruction should be given in
elementary physics, astronomical and mathematical geog-
raphy, botany and zoology.
Drawing.— Books 7 and 8.
Music. — Under the direction of the music teacher.
General Exercises. — Weekly discussion of current events
of historical interest. Memorizing choice quotations. Cele-
bration of authors’ birthdays. Special elocutionary drill.
Lessons in English Etymology, etc.
See page 30 for explanation.
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COURSE OF STUDY OF THE MELROSE HIGH SCHOOL.
First Year.
Classical Course. Latin Course. English Course,
jst Term.
Algebra. Algebra. Algebra.
History of England. History of England. History of England.
Latin Gram, and Reader. Latin Gram, and Reader. Civil Government.
2d Term.
Algebra. Algebra. Algebra.
History of England. History of England. History of England.
Latin Gram, and Reader. Latin Gram, and Reader. Civil Government.
3d Term.
Algebra. Algebra. Algebra.
History of Greece. *Book-keeping, or History
of Greece.
Book-keeping.
Latin Gram, and Reader. Latin Gram, and Reader. History of Greece.
4th Term.
Algebra.# Algebra. Algebra.
History of Rome. *Book-keeping, or History
of Rome. Book-keeping.
Latin Gram, and Reader. Latin Gram, and Reader. Historv of Rome.
* Optional.
Second Year.
Classical Course. Latin Course. English Course.
ist Term.
Algebra. Algebra.
Caesar, Book I. Caesar, Book I.
Greek Gram, and Reader. Engl\s^Titemure.
Algebra.
French Gram, and Reader.
Physics.
English Literature.
2d Term.
Geometry. Geometry.
Caesar, Book II. Caesar, Book II.
r\ i a r> a Civil Government.Greek Gram, and Reader.
English Literature .
Geometry.
French Gram, and Reader-
Physics.
English Literature.
3d Term.
Geometry. Geometry.
Caesar, Book III. Caesar, Book III.
Greek Gram, and Reader. English Literature.
Geometry.
French Gram, and Reader.
English Literature.
4th Term.
%
Geometry. Geometry.
Caesar, Book IV. Caesar, Book IV.
Greek Gram, and Reader. English Literature.
Geometry.
French Gram, and Reader.
English Literature.
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Third Year.
Classical Course.
Cicero and Latin Prose
Composition.
Anabasis and Greek
Syntax.
Physics.
Cicero and Latin Prose
Composition.
Anabasis, and Greek
Syntax.
Physics.
Cicero and Latin Prose
Composition.
Anabasis and Greek
Syntax.
English Literature.
Cicero, or Nepos, and Lat.
Prose Composition.
Anabasis and Greek
Syntax.
English Literature.
Latin Course.
ist Term.
English Course.
Cicero and Latin Prose
Composition. Geology.
French. French.
Physics.
2d Term.
English Literature.
Cicero and Latin Prose
Composition. Astronomy.
French. French.
jd Term.
Physics.
Cicero and Latin Prose
Composition.
English Literature.
Botany.
French. French.
English Literature. English Literature.
4th Term.
Cicero, or Nepos,and Lat.
Prose Composition Botany.
French.
English Literature.
French.
English Literature.
Fourth Year.
Classical Course. Latin Course.
ist
Virgil, ^Eneid, and Latin
Prose Composition.
Homer’s Iliad, and Greek
Syntax.
French Gram, and Reader.
Term.
Virgil’s iEneid.
Geology.
English Literature.
French.
2d
iEneid.
Iliad.
English Authors, French.
Term.
Astronomy.
.Eneid.
English Authors, French.
3d
Eneid.
Iliad.
English Authors, French.
Term.
Eneid.
Botany.
English Authors, French.
4th
Eneid.
Iliad.
English Authors, French.
Term.
Eneid.
Botany.
English Authors, French.
Rhetorical Exercises and Drawing each one hour a week for all classes.
Oral instruction is given in Physiology and Hygiene.
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TEXT-BOOKS USED IN THE HIGH SCHOOL.
Harkness’ Latin Grammar.
Frieze’s Virgil.
Chase and Stuart’s Virgil.
Harkness’ Cicero.
Harkness’ Caesar.
Jones’ Latin Prose Composition.
Tetlow’s Latin Lessons.
Goodwin’s Greek Grammar.
Goodwin’s Anabasis.
White’s Greek Lessons.
Jones’ Greek Prose Composition.
Keep’s Homer’s Iliad.
Winchell’s Lessons in Greek Syntax.
Fyffe’s History of Greece (Primer).
Leighton’s History of Rome.
Freeman’s History of England.
Hart’s Rhetoric.
Martin’s Civil Government.
Walker’s Physiology.
Wentworth’s Algebra.
Bradbury’s Algebra.
Meservey’s Book-keeping.
Bradbury’s Geometry.
Norton’s Physics.
Dana’s Geometry.
Lockyer’s Astronomy.
Gray’s Physics.
Collier’s History of English Literature.
Morris’ Chaucer.
Kitchin’s Spenser’s Faiery Queene.
Sprague’s Milton.
Swinton’s Studies in English Literature.
Hudson’s Shakespeare.
Sprague’s Irving’s Sketch Book.
Bocher’s Otto’s French Grammar.
“ “ “ Reader.
Tarver’s Fables of La Fontaine.
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Table of Statisticsfor the Year ending December 31, 1886.
SCHOOLS.
Maximum
number
from
Jan.
1
to
July
1.
Average
attendance
dur-
ing
same
time.
Maximum
number
from
Sept.
1
to
Dec.
31.
Average
attendance
dur-
ing
same
time.
Number
of
Pupils,
Jan.
1,
1887.
Per
cent,
of
attendance
for
the
year.
|Yrs.
|Average
age
Dec.
|
&
00
cc
GO
o
s
HIGH, First Class 16 15.6 21 19.3 21 96.5 17 9
Second Class 18 17.8 22 21.5 22 98.3 16 9
Third Class 28 27.7 32 31.4 1 32 98.3 16 9
Fourth Class 44 42 43 40.2 41 96.5 15 7
Totals 106 103.1 118 112.4 116 97.4
8th Grade, Miss Fairbanks’ 73 63.4 98 92.2 92 95. 14 9
7th “ Miss Bisbee’s 53 46.4 50 44.6 46 92.1 13 5
7th “ “ Swett’s 56 44. 59 44.6 43 94.6 13 9
6th “ Centre School 51 46.7 54 49.5 56 96. 11 10
6th “ Grove St. “ 49 44.6 54 46.5 47 94. 12 3
5th “ Centre “ 42 37.7 39 35. 38 90. 11 3
5th “ Grove St. “ 52 44. 41 36.4 40 94. 11 10
3d&4th “ Centre “ 46 36.6 58 54. 51 90.6 9 0
“ “ “ Grove St. “ 46 33.6 48 40.1 41 87.1 9 5
“ “ “ LyndeSt. “ 35 27.5 36 29.3 31 90.4 10 3
“ “ “ Vinton St. “ 35 29.5 48 36.8 47 89.7 9 2
Converse School, Mixed. 59 38.4 54 46.7 50 89.6 8 3
Upham St. School, Mixed
Franklin Schools, Mixed.
35 25.6 35 26.4 35 86.3 7 4
6th & 7th Grades, MissMendum’s 48 37. 42 38. 42 89. 13 3
4th & 5th “ “ Mitchel’s 49 38.4 49 40.4 44 88.2 10 7
2d&3d “ “ Plummer’s 44 35.4 43 85.7 8 4
1st “ “ Randlette’s 67 46 5 53 38.1 46 88.8 6 4
1st Grq.de, Vinton St. Sch. 36 30.7 39 34.3 37
j
90. 6 6
1st & 2d Grades, Centre “ 64 55.5 64 51.3 54
|
88.2 6 11
“ “ “ Grove St. “ 64 45.2 50 40.8 49 86.7 6 7
“ “ “ Lynde St. “ 36 27.5 40 30.1 32 86.6 7 8
2d Grade, Vinton St., Mrs. Dermot 52 46. 47 40. 40 95. 8 1
Ripley School, Mixed ....
....
Aggregate 1154
i
947.9 1220 1043
—
1151 90.5
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THE NINTH GRADE.
It is designed to adopt a two-years’ course of study in
the First Grammar School, for the reasons that the present
course is found to be too difficult for many pupils to master
in one year, and that a second year’s course, embracing
some new studies, will either better fit them to enter the
High School, or leave them with a more practical and thor-
ough education if their schooling should end here.
This change will not go into effect until September,
1888, so that all may have due notice of the proposed plan,
and that those pupils who expect to graduate this year may
not feel that an extra task has been imposed upon them.
This subject having so recently been brought to the
notice of the public by a member of this Board, through the
columns of the MelroseJournal
,
it is perhaps unnecessary to
say more here. The proposed course of study for this grade
will be found in another part of our report.
It has been customary each year to append the Rules and
Regulations to the School Reports. As they are substantially
the same as last year it seems a needless expense to reprint
them when there are plenty of copies extant. They should
be kept in print in a separate form to be distributed as oc-
casion requires.
In conclusion, we would say, that we have particularized
only those schools where changes have been made. To
mention each school would seem unnecessary and it would
be invidious to particularize any
;
for all our teachers are
laboring as if the welfare of the children under their charge
is their first consideration. Indeed, we know of one or
two instances where teachers have refused the offer of a
position elsewhere, at a higher salary, —preferring to remain
in Melrose.
Respectfully submitted,
T. W. RIPLEY,
For the Committee.
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AGENT’S REPORT.
The following report of all School Supplies purchased,
issued, and on hand, from Jan. ist, 1886, to Jan. 1st, 1887,
is respectfully submitted :—
Dr.
Value of Text-Books in stock, Jan. ist, 1886 . . $116 20
Value of other supplies in stock, Jan, ist, 1886 . . 143 61
Value of Text-Books purchased from Jan. ist, 1886, to
Dec. 31st, 1886 599 2 5
Value of other Supplies purchased from Jan. ist, 1886,
to Dec. 31st, 1886, including Drawing, Writing, and
Blank Books, Anatomical Charts, Maps, Chemicals,
Stationery, etc. ....... 799 08
Total to be accounted for . .
. $1,658 14
Cr.
Value of Text-Books issued to Schools from Jan., 1886,
to Dec. 31st, 1886 ....... $606 09
Value of other Supplies issued to Schools from Jan.,
1886, to Dec. 31st, 1886 ...... 826 89
Value of Text-Books in stock, Jan. ist, 1887 . . 109 36
Value of other Supplies in stock, Jan. ist, 1887 . . 115 80
$1,658 14
Total expenditure for the year ending
Dec. 31st, 1886 ..... 1,432 98
Received for Books lost or injured .
. $6 94
Paid to Town Treasurer . . . . 6 94
As the number of books belonging to the Town increases
with each year,— those belonging to the pupils being grad-
ually withdrawn from the schools,— the care and responsi-
bility devolving on the teacher becomes greater, and much
credit is due to both teacher and scholars for the generally
good condition of the books.
There are now in the High School belonging to the
town 1,376 Text-Books, in the other schools, 4,776: total,
6152.
A. K. MILLER.
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TEACHERS.
Names. Schools. Salaries.
A. G. Whitman.
Clarimond Mansfield
Hattie G. Ricker
Harriet C. Fairbanks
Nellie H. Rogers
Lucy W. Bisbee
Alice Maud Swett
Susan D. Melcher
Helen J. Barrett
Lydia Mendum
Mary J. George
Kate W. Bascom
Belle Mitcbel
Annie Chadbourne
Alma J. Guptill
Alice H. Long
Effie C. Sweetser
Lillie J. Davis
Mary A. Plummer
Ella M. Donkin
Annie M. Ransom
Lucy F. Dermot
Mary E. Nye
Emma L. Randlett
Hannah J. Gibbons
Gertrude Smith
Mary I. Hersey
Marion H. Morgan
Harry Benson
Wallace Bryant
High, Principal
High, First Assistant
High, Second Assistant
Eighth Grade, Principal
Eighth Grade, Assistant
Seventh Grade, Emerson St
Seventh Grade, Emerson St
Sixth Grade, Centre School
Sixth Grade, Grove St
Sixth & Seventh Grades, Franklin St.
Fifth Grade, Centre School
Fifth Grade, Grove St
Third, Fourth & Fifth Gr., Franklin
Mixed School, Upham St
Third & Fourth Grades, Grove St— j
Third & Fourth Grades, Yinton St..
Third & Fourth Grades, Lynde St...;
Third & Fourth Grades, Centre Sch.
. j
Second & Third Grades, Franklin St.
First and Second Grades, Centre Sch.
I
First and Second Grades, Yinton St.
First and Second Grades, Yinton St.
First and Second Grades, Lynde St..
First and Second Grades, Franklin...
Third, Fourth, and Fifth Gr., Fells.
First and Second Grades, Fells
First and Second Grades, Grove St.
.
Mixed School, Swain’s Pond Dist. .
Teacher of Music
Teacher of Drawing,
$1,700
625
575
900
500
550
550
550
550
550
500
500
500
450
475
500
450
450
450
500
400
500
450
500
450
400
500
450
350
150*
$15,975
* Part of Term.
JANITORS.
Names. Schools. Salaries.
Frank M. McLaughlin. . . High School Building
;
$324
Charles T Stevens. .
.
Centre School 175
Charles H. Fuller Franklin School 175
James A Tia.mhe.rt. . . Grove Street 175
Wm F Serrat.
.
Lynde Street 100
Anthony A Rich- Yinton Street 175
Eri Upham . Upham Street 60
Joseph Emerson Converse School 100
T W r>nvi« Pinle.v School 60" r J
1 |
$1,344
Frank M. McLaughlin.
TRUANT OFFICERS.
Charles T. Stevens. Charles H. Fuller.
WARRANT
To either of the Constables of the Town of Melrose , in
the County of Middlesex : GREETING.
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are
hereby required to notify the Inhabitants of the Town of MELROSE,
qualified to vote in elections and Town affairs, to meet at the TOWN
HALL, on Monday, the seventh day of March, A. D. 1887, at 7
o’clock, A. M., then and there to act on the following Articles, viz. :
Article i. To choose a Moderator.
2. To bring in their votes on one ballot for Selectmen, Overseers
of Poor, Town Clerk, Town Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Assessors,
one Water Commissioner for three years, Library Trustees, Highway
Surveyor or Surveyors, Water Loan Sinking Fund Commissioner for
three years, three Auditors, two School Committee for three years,
and Constables. Upon a separate ballot to bring in their votes in
answer to the question, “Shall license be granted for the sale of intox-
icating liquors in this town?” Form of ballots to be “Yes”
or “ No.”
3. To choose all other necessary Town Officers.
4. To authorize the Town Treasurer to borrow money for the
purpose of meeting the demands of the Town, with the approval of
the Selectmen.
5. To hear and act upon the report of the Finance Committee
appointed at meeting held Nov. 9, 1886.
6. To raise money for Schools.
7. To raise money for School Contingent Expenses.
8. To raise money for Highways.
9. To raise money for Sidewalks.
10.
To raise money for Crossings and Gutters.
1 1 . To raise money for the Support of the Poor.
12. To raise money for the Fire Department.
13. To raise money for lighting and care of Street Lamps.
14. To raise money for additional Street Lamps.
15. To raise money for Police and Watchmen.
16. To raise money for Contingent Expenses.
17. To raise money to pay Interest on the Town Debt.
18. To raise money for the Reduction of the Town Debt.
19. To raise money for the Public Libraay.
20. To raise money for Water, viz. : to pay cost of constructing
works for the past year, and for the use of the water in hydrants,
public buildings, etc.
21. To raise money for Salaries of Town Officers, and to fix the
compensation of all officers and committees elected or appointed by
the Town.
22. To raise money for Drainage, Bridges and Culverts.
23. To raise money for deficiencies in accounts for the past year
and for all other necessary expenses for the ensuing year.
24. To determine the method by which the taxes for the year
shall be collected.
25. To see if the Town will sell the school buildings now unoccu-
pied, on Green Street, Franklin Street, and Florence Street, the latter
known as the old Vinton St. school building.
26. To see if the Town will employ a superintendent of the
public schools.
27. To see if the Town will purchase land for a High School
building and raise or borrow money for the same.
28. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of $200 for
keeping in repair and decorating the graves of soldiers on Memorial
Day.
29. To see if the Town will build a sidewalk on the west side of
Main Street from Franklin Street to Melrose Street and aise money
for the same, on petition of C. H. Bean and others.
30. To see if the„Town will build a sidewalk on Maple Street and
raise money for the same, on petition of Cornelius Casey and others.
31. To see if the Town will accept from the Estate of William
H. Jones the sum of one hundred dollars for the purpose of provid-
ing for the perpetual care of lot in Wyoming Cemetery, in accord-
ance with Chap. 82, Sect. 17, of the Public Statutes.
32. To see if the Town will accept a street leading from Myrtle
St. to Willow St., now called Cherry Street, as laid out by the Select-
men.
33. To see if the Town will accept an extension of Porter Street
easterly, as laid out by the Selectmen.
34. To see if the Town will build a house for the engineer at the
pumping station, agreeable to petition of the Water Commissioners,
and raise money to pay for the same.
35. To see what action the Town will take in regard to a settle-
ment for damages for land taken from George F. Boardman on Essex
Street, on petition of H. H. Westgate and others.
36. To see if the Town will grant to H. C. Richardson, without
charge, the use of water from stand pipes for the purpose of watering
the streets, and also erect a stand pipe on Main St., near Ell Pond,
on petition of J. A. Dill and others.
37. To see if the Town will accept a street leading from Grove
St. southerly to Park St., now known as Meridian St., as laid out by
the Selectmen.
38. To see if the Town will accept a street leading from Franklin
St. northerly, now known as Prospect Avenue, as laid out by the
Selectmen.
39'. To see if the Town will accept a street leading from Main
Street westerly, now known as Highland Avenue, as laid out by the
Selectmen.
40. To see if the Town will accept a street leading from Main
Street westerly, now known as Briggs Avenue, as laid out by the
Selectmen.
41. To see if the Town will accept a street leading from Briggs
Avenue northerly, now known as Spring Avenue, as laid out by the
Selectmen.
42. To see if the Town will accept a street leading westerly from
Main St. to Spring Ave., now known as Morgan Avenue, as laid out
by the Selectmen.
43- To see if the Town will purchase land at Wyoming and
remove the old Vinton St. schoolhouse thereon, for the use of N. D.
Blake Hose Co.
44. To see if the Town will purchase or take land for cemetery
purposes.
45. To see what action the Town will take to remedy the evil
caused by the stagnant water called Dix’s Pond, whether they will
take the same with or without other adjacent land and fill the said
pond, for the purpose of public use in connection with the Town
Hall lot, or what other action shall be taken in the matter.
46. To see what action the Town will take to establish telephonic
or electrical communication between the outlying districts and the
centre for fire and police service.
47. To see if the Town will accept the provisions of Chapter 186
of the Acts of the year 1877, in relation to the election of the
overseers of the poor, on petition of W. E. Barrett and others.
48. To hear and act on the reports of committees, and for the
transaction of any other business which may legally come before this
meeting.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting attested
copies thereof at the several places of Public Worship, and at the
Depots, seven days, at least, before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this Warrant, with your
doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at the time and place of said
meeting.
Given under our hands this twenty-fourth day of February, in the
year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-seven.
LEVI S. GOULD, ) Selectmen
H. G. FIELDS, [ of
JOHN K. CURRIER, ) Melrose.
A true Copy. Attest,
ANSEL B. PIERCE, Constable.
